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Summary
This document contains the technical design of the ANYWHERE Multi-Hazard Early
Warning System [MH-EWS]. That is, the definition of the whole platform, the products
generated by the integrated impact models (connected or encapsulated), how the MHEWS’ users will interact with the system (services and interfaces) and tests plans to
ensure the MH-EWS good performance and quality.
The document therefore contains four blocks organized as follows: The first part covers
the software engineering process applied to the MH-EWS (including the general
architecture design of the system and the different modules definition). A second part
contains the technical design of those modules (including a complete description and
the technical details about the technologies/protocols used and the software interfaces
defined). A third part contains the products offered or internally used by the MH-EWS
(which have been tabulated in an Annex), and finally the fourth block presents the
verification and validation strategy for the MH-EWS.
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1 Introduction
The main purpose of Work Package 3 [WP3] of the ANYWHERE project is to design
and build the Multi-Hazard Early Warning System [MH-EWS], a flexible and scalable
framework that integrates both forecast and impact models developed within WP2. A
detailed description of the forecast and impact models and their requirements to be
integrated (connected or encapsulated) into the MH-EWS have been already
elaborated and compiled in Deliverable D3.1 (Smith et al. 2017) as part of the works
done within project Task 3.1.
This Deliverable D3.2 “Design of the MH-EWS platform including products, services,
interfaces and tests” covers the next stage of the process, consisting of the definition
of the whole platform, the products generated by the integrated impact models, and
how the MH-EWS’ users will interact with the system (A4DEMOS, self-protection and
self-preparedness tools, and other potential users from the ANYWHERE SME and
Industry Collaborative Network [SICN]).
The design has been done from the software development point of view, following the
most relevant steps of the engineering process based on specifications and
requirements. Thus, the design includes:
1. Definition of the actors and use cases interacting with the MH-EWS.
2. List of the requirements detected.
3. General description of its architecture.
4. Sequence diagrams of each use case.
5. Technical design description of the different modules defined in the system,
including those related with the MH-EWS services and interfaces.
Besides, a test plan is also described and will be considered in the building stage of
the MH-EWS to guarantee the system works as expected.
This document also includes a list of the currently envisaged products generated by
the different WP2 impact models encapsulated in the MH-EWS is included. This list
can be used as a reference by all partners interacting with the MH-EWS, and is of
special relevance for the end-users interacting with the MH-EWS through the different
tools and platforms developed in WP4 and WP5.
This document is structured in the following way: Section 2 covers the software
engineering process introduced above applied to the MH-EWS, starting with the
definition of the actors, use cases and requirements that lead to the general
architecture of the system. Afterwards, the sequence diagrams are built to determine
the interactions between the modules defined in the architecture. The process finishes
with the technical design of those modules, including a complete description and the
technical details about the technologies/protocols used and the software interfaces
defined. The full specifications of the Application Programming Interfaces [API]
provided by the services are available in Annex A.
Deliverable 3.2
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Section 3 describes the verification and validation strategy for the MH-EWS, mainly
focused on the platform itself and the performance of the models and tools provided
by WP2. The schedule as well as the goals and purpose of each phase of the testing
are detailed, and the templates for the verification and validation documentation are
provided.
Finally, Section 4 offers a short description of the envisaged products integrated in the
MH-EWS (both connected and encapsulated) with some basic information about them.
The full specification of each product is available in Annex C.
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2 Multi-Hazard Early Warning System
The Multi-Hazard Early Warning System is a flexible and scalable framework that
integrates both the forecast and impact models developed within WP2 and the existing
Pan-European platforms. The MH-EWS offers a set of products through its services
and interfaces to the different MH-EWS users (A4DEMOS platform developed in WP4
and self-protection and self-preparedness tools developed in WP5 and potential users
through the ANYWHERE SME and Industry Collaborative Network [SICN]).
This section covers the design of the MH-EWS itself, including the requirements
analysis and the software design phases of the classical software development
process applied to the MH-EWS. This process is made up of several steps that at the
end results in a detailed description of the different software components of the MHEWS, the relations between them, and the definition of the services and interfaces that
allow for the interaction of the MH-EWS users with the system.
The software development process has five steps that aim at the incremental building
of the system following a logical order:
1. The first questions that must be answered are: What kind of users will interact
with the system? What will the users be able to do with the system? In this
software engineering context, “users” is understood from the roles perspective
(e.g. what will the users do) and not from the clients point of view (e.g. who will
use the platform). Section 2.1 answers these questions to define the actors and
use cases.
2. Once the actors and use cases are clear, the next question is: What is the
system expected to do? The answer to these question is the list of requirements
expressed in Section 2.2.
3. Based on the requirements, a preliminary, not detailed schema of the system
design can be defined. This is the architecture of the MH-EWS explained in
Section 2.3, where the modules composing the system as well as the data types
and standards supported are outlined.
4. The next step is to define how the users of the MH-EWS start an interaction with
the system (e.g. a data request or the platform management) and how the
different modules of the MH-EWS communicate with each other based on that
initial interaction. These interactions are expressed as sequence diagrams in
Section 2.4.
5. The last step of the software development process –prior to coding- is to use
the information collected and created in the previous steps to refine the general
architecture and generate the technical design of all parts of the MH-EWS. The
outcome of this step (corresponding to Section 2.5) is a complete description
and specification of every detail of the MH-EWS needed to start building it. In
particular, it is described how the MH-EWS users will interact with the platform
(e.g. with what technologies, standards and protocols).
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2.1

Actors and use cases

In software and systems engineering, a use case is a list of actions or event steps,
typically defining the interactions between an actor and a system, to achieve a goal.
On the other hand, an actor (in the Unified Modeling Language [UML]1) specifies a role
played by a user or any other system that interacts with the subject. Actors may
represent roles played by human users, external hardware, or other subjects, and do
not necessarily represent specific physical entities but merely particular facets (e.g.
roles) of some entities that are relevant to the specification of its associated use cases
(OMG, 2010).
This section presents the actors and use cases identified that will lately be used to
define the requirements of the MH-EWS. The list of actors is as follows:
•

MH-EWS: It is the ANYWHERE Multi-Hazard Early Warning System. The rest
of the actors interact with this system through the different use cases.

•

Data provider: It is a system or entity that provides data to the MH-EWS.

•

User: It is a system or entity that interacts with the MH-EWS to ask for and
retrieve data (system) or to monitor the system (person).

•

Administrator: It is a person who manages the MH-EWS.

Notice that “users” in this context is different from the MH-EWS users. MH-EWS users
will play the role of Data provider, User or Administrator actor depending on the kind
of interaction. For instance, the MH-EWS user will play the role of User when
requesting data, but the same MH-EWS user will play the role of Administrator when
managing the system.
The use cases –that is, the different interactions between the actors and the systemidentified are the following:
•

UC-MHEWS-1: Integrate external data in the MH-EWS.

•

UC-MHEWS-2: An external tool obtains impact models information from the
MH-EWS.

•

UC-MHEWS-3: A user monitors the system (e.g. impact models’ generation,
status of the system, etc.).

•

UC-MHEWS-4: An administrator manages the system (e.g. users, impact
models, etc.).

These four use cases represent the available interactions of the MH-EWS users with
the system, and each of them can be carried out only by some of the actors. The
following Figure 1 presents these use cases and their sub-cases.

1

For more information regarding the Unified Modeling Language visit http://www.uml.org/
Deliverable 3.2
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Figure 1: Use cases defined for the MH-EWS.

The “integrate data” use case is defined to incorporate new data in the MH-EWS.
These data can be bulk data or time series data. Data integration can only be done by
data providers.
The “get data” use case aims to provide all the data generated or integrated in the
MH-EWS. These data can be bulk data, time series data (as in the previous use case),
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geospatial data, products catalogue and emergency messages. The use case can only
be carried out by users.
The “monitoring” use case is defined to monitor how the MH-EWS is working. This
use case allows monitoring information regarding the impact models run within the MHEWS and the products generated. Data providers, users and administrators can
interact with this use case, monitoring different information depending on the actor.
Finally, the “management” use case aims to manage the MH-EWS. It is composed by
several sub-cases, allowing to manage users (that is, the actors that interact with the
MH-EWS), the models and their products. All the actors (data providers, users and
administrators) are allowed to consume this use case, and their interaction will be
different depending on the actor.
2.2

Requirements

This section presents the high-level requirements the MH-EWS must satisfy. These
requirements derive from the use cases explained in the previous section, and can be
defined as what the system must do. Each of the following requirements has been
tagged with a unique identifier:
•

REQ-MHEWS-1: The system must be able to store data (e.g. products data,
impact models characteristics, users information, monitoring information, etc.).

•

REQ-MHEWS-2: The system must be secured against not-allowed network
accesses to the system.

•

REQ-MHEWS-3: The system must be able to identify and validate the users
accessing the system services.

•

REQ-MHEWS-4: The system must be able of retrieving, receiving, and
providing data using standard protocols and formats (e.g. XML, JSON, OGC
standards, etc.) ensuring interoperability with other systems.

•

REQ-MHEWS-5: The system must be able to manage different types of georeferenced data (typically data fields, time series data, etc.).

•

REQ-MHEWS-6: The system must be able to generate and disseminate
emergency messages based on the impact products.

•

REQ-MHEWS-7: The system must provide a catalogue of the available impact
products (machine-to-machine interaction catalogue).

•

REQ-MHEWS-8: The system must be able to execute programs (e.g. WP2
models/tools) written in heterogeneous programming languages and with
different parameterizations.

•

REQ-MHEWS-9: The system must be flexible and scalable.

•

REQ-MHEWS-10: The system must ensure satisfactory performance (e.g.
prioritizing real-time processes over deferred), meeting with the expected
product availability times.
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2.3

•

REQ-MHEWS-11: The system must offer an interface to configure several
information of the system (users, models, products, etc.).

•

REQ-MHEWS-12: The system must generate information about its status
(including external data integration and the status of the algorithms execution).

•

REQ-MHEWS-13: The system must be designed in a modular way ensuring its
maintainability.

Architecture

As it was introduced in ANYWHERE Deliverable 3.1 (Smith et al., 2017) when setting
the requirements to integrate the models/tools into the MH-EWS, the MH-EWS is
defined as a Software as a Service [SaaS] cloud-based platform that essentially
integrates the forecast and impact models developed within WP2 and the existing PanEuropean platforms, computes the impact products and serves the results and other
generated information to its users (e.g. WP4-A4DEMOS, WP5, ANYWHERE SICN,
and other potential future users).
In the scope of the MH-EWS, the models and tools integrated (provided by WP2) are
classified in:
•

Encapsulated models and tools: models that are executed by the MH-EWS
because all the requested data are available within the MH-EWS, their
computational requirements (CPU, disk, memory, etc.) make them feasible to
be executed within the MH-EWS, and there are no additional requirements (e.g.
unaffordable commercial software licenses) that prevent to execute them within
the MH-EWS.

•

Connected models and tools: models that are not executed within the MHEWS. Instead, those models are executed somewhere out of the MH-EWS and
the output data are incorporated in the MH-EWS. For example, some of the
reasons why a model cannot be encapsulated may be because the input data
required by the model is not (and cannot be) available within the MH-EWS,
because of its computational requirements (e.g. CPU, disk, memory, etc.), or
because there are additional requirements that cannot be satisfied (e.g. a
specific commercial license). For example, the existing Pan-European platforms
(EFAS, EFIS and EDO) are connected to the MH-EWS. Thus, only the output
products generated by these platforms are incorporated to the system, but
obviously, none of such models is run within the MH-EWS.

Based on the models/tools differentiation and the requirements, actors and use cases
already defined in the previous sections, the MH-EWS architecture is presented as a
modular, scalable and decentralized (cloud-based) system that uses standard
protocols and technologies (see Figure 2). This architecture divides the system into six
interconnected modules, namely Gateway, Internal Database, Processing system,
Data Supply, Monitoring and management, and Security Layer. Each module has a
specific purpose within the MH-EWS.
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Figure 2: General architecture of the MH-EWS.

The Gateway module is in charge of acquiring all the external information, converting
it to the appropriate formats (if required), and inserting it into the MH-EWS Internal
database. This external information can be either the outputs generated by those
models integrated into the MH-EWS that are executed out of the MH-EWS (that is, the
connected models), or the data supplied by third parties (like Numerical Weather
Prediction [NWP] models, sensors, weather radar, etc.) necessary to execute the
encapsulated models.
The Internal database is in charge of storing any information needed by the MH-EWS,
like the products generated by the integrated models, the external data incorporated
to the system, parameters and configurations to execute the encapsulated models,
external access permissions, monitoring information, etc.
The Processing system executes the encapsulated models considering the different
parameters and configurations defined in the Internal database.
The Data supply module serves the information available in the Internal database to
the MH-EWS’ users.
The Monitoring and management module allows to control and report issues
regarding data delays or missing data, the performance of each encapsulated model
and the system status. This module also allows the MH-EWS administrators to
configure different parameters of the system, for instance the access permissions for
external clients or the different configurations and parameters for each encapsulated
model.
Finally, the Security Layer secures the platform focusing on those modules providing
external communication features (both inbound and outbound), controlling the network
Deliverable 3.2
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connections to the MH-EWS as well as filtering the incoming accesses ensuring that
the users are legit and are allowed to perform the requested operation/s.
Looking at the previous Figure 2, the MH-EWS architecture considers four entities that
will interact with the system playing roles described in Section 2.1. First, the WP2
partners providing connected models/tools data, and the partners providing external
data (global or local, like radar data or NWP high-resolution models) needed for the
encapsulated models/tools. Both partners interact with the Gateway module and play
the role of Data provider.
Second, the partners developing tools or solutions (like the A4DEMOS platform in WP4
or the self-protection/self-preparedness tools in WP5) that retrieve data from the MHEWS. These partners interact with the Data supply module and play the role of User.
Last, the administrators of the MH-EWS that configure the different products, impact
models and MH-EWS users accessing the system. They interact with the Monitoring
and management module and play the role of Administrator.
2.3.1 Definition of the services and interfaces
Besides the Monitoring and management module that is intended for human
interaction, the other two modules that the partners interact with (Gateway and Data
supply modules) must be designed for machine-to-machine communication to allow
for the automatization of the processes. Therefore, a set of services (represented with
purple boxes in Figure 2) and the corresponding communication interfaces have been
designed for the Gateway and Data supply modules.
Furthermore, according to the nature of the information, the data managed by the MHEWS is categorized as follows:
•

Time series: data described as a sequence of discrete-time values (i.e. point
time series).

•

Bulk data: dataset put into a file or a set of files. The information contained can
be:
o Geospatial vector data: collection of geographical features expressed as
vectors.
o Raster data: data fields represented as coordinates-value pairs that can
be gridded or not. Eventually, raster data files can contain several fields
corresponding to different time instants (i.e. raster time series).

•

Geospatial raster data: georeferenced information in the form of maps/images.

•

Standard emergency messages: alerts generated based on impact products.

These data types lead to the definition of specialized services that are related to the
Gateway and/or the Data supply module depending if the data is introduced to or
retrieved from the MH-EWS respectively. Table 1 lists the services available including
their description, the interfaces to access each of them and the related MH-EWS
Deliverable 3.2
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module. The services as well as the interfaces and standards used are explained in
detail in future sections of this document.
Table 1: List of services provided by the MH-EWS, their interfaces and the related modules.

Service

Description

Interface

MH-EWS
module

FTP/FTPS
service

This service can either connect to the data
provider’s FTP server to get the information
(acting as a client) or offer an FTP/FTPS
account where the data provider leaves the
information (acting as a server).

FTP/FTPS
standard
connection

Gateway

OGC WFS
client service

Time series
data service
Bulk data
service
Products
catalogue
service
Geospatial
data service
Standard
emergency
messages
service

The MH-EWS
connects with
This service is able to retrieve information
an OGC WFS
from the data provider’s servers using this
server
standard.
through a
REST API
This service provides the operations needed
to put time series data to the MH-EWS and
REST API
to retrieve time series data from the MHEWS using OGC SOS standard.
This service provides the operations needed
REST API
to retrieve bulk data from the MH-EWS.
This service provides the operations needed
to retrieve the list of products available for a REST API
specific user.
This service allows for the retrieval of
dynamic geospatial data layers using OGC HTTP/HTTPS
WxS (WMS, WFS, WCS) standards.
This service allows for the dissemination of
alerts generated based on impact products
using OASIS EDXL-CAP standard.

Message
queue

Gateway

Gateway and
Data supply
Data supply
Data supply

Data supply

Data supply

Table 2 summarizes the services offered by the MH-EWS and the actions supported
for each of them to help MH-EWS users to identify which actions can be done with
each service.
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Table 2: Summary of the services and interfaces provided by the MH-EWS and the actions supported
for each of them.

Receive standard
emergency messages

Query products’
catalogue

Retrieve geospatial
data

Actions available to retrieve
information from the MH-EWS
Retrieve time series
data

Retrieve bulk data

Upload local time
series data

Upload local bulk data

Service

Upload
algorithms/models
output data (WP2)

Actions available to upload
information into the MH-EWS

Products’ catalogue
service (REST)
Time series data
service (REST)
Bulk data service
(REST)
Geospatial data service
(OGC WxS)
Emergency messages
service
OGC WFS client
service
FTP/FTPS services

2.3.2 Standards and technologies used in the services and interfaces
This Section offers an overview of the standards and technologies related to the
services and interfaces defined for the MH-EWS. Since the services and interfaces are
the external accesses to the platform, the knowledge of such standards and
technologies is especially relevant for the MH-EWS’ users.
2.3.2.1 REST architecture

Considering that several of the MH-EWS services rely on REST interfaces, this section
provides a short introduction to this architecture.
REpresentational State Transfer [REST] is a software architecture style for data
exchange between the different users using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol [HTTP]
communication protocol (Pautasso et al., 2014). RESTful Web services are one way
of providing interoperability between computer systems on the Internet.
REST-compliant Web services allow requesting systems to access and manipulate
textual representations of Web resources using a uniform and predefined set of
stateless operations. In a RESTful Web service, requests made to a resource's
Uniform Resource Identifier [URI] will elicit a response that may be in XML, HTML,
JSON or some other defined format. The response may confirm that some alteration
Deliverable 3.2
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has been made to the stored resource, and it may provide hypertext links to other
related resources or collections of resources. Using HTTP, as is most common, the
kind of operations available usually include those predefined by the HTTP verbs GET,
POST, PUT, DELETE and so on. By making use of a stateless protocol and standard
operations, REST systems aim for fast performance, reliability, and the ability to grow,
by re-using components that can be managed and updated without affecting the
system as a whole, even while it is running.
The key abstraction of information in REST is a resource. Any information that can be
named can be a resource: a document or image, a temporal service, a collection of
other resources, a non-virtual object (e.g. a person), and so on. REST uses a resource
identifier to identify the particular resource involved in an interaction between
components.
Thus, the URI is made up of the endpoint followed by the resource and maybe the
parameters if GET method is used (as it will be seen):
http://endpo int/reso urce?par am1=valu e1&param 2=value2

The following HTTP methods are typically used in REST-based architectures (although
there is no official standard like in Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)-based web
services, for example, because REST is an architectural style while SOAP is a
protocol):
•

GET provides a read-only access to a resource.

•

PUT is used to create a new resource.

•

DELETE is used to remove a resource.

•

POST is used to update an existing resource or create a new resource.

Table 3 provides examples to illustrate how the different HTTP methods would be used
to manage ANYWHERE’s partners in a REST API.
Table 3: Examples of HTTP methods used in a RESTful API.

HTTP
method
GET
GET
GET
PUT
POST
DELETE

URI
http://anywhere-api/partners
http://anywhere-api/partners/hyds
http://anywhere-api/partners?name=hyds
http://anywhere-api/partners/hyds
http://anywhere-api/partners/hyds
http://anywhere-api/partners/hyds

Operation
Retrieve list of partners
Retrieve partner with ID “hyds”
Retrieve list of partners filtered by
name
Create new partner with ID “hyds”
Update partner with ID “hyds”
Remove partner with ID “hyds”

Requests may also include parameters (e.g., name=hyds shown in Table 3). If the
method is GET, parameters will be appended to the path of the URL when submitting
a request, while for the other methods (PUT, POST and DELETE), parameters will be
Deliverable 3.2
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placed in the request body (as the payload) using application/x-www-form-urlencoded
media type2.
RESTful web services are also able to provide response messages in different formats.
While XML would be the most common format, others such as PDF, images or JSON
could be used. The output format can be specified in the header of the request
message. For instance, the following header would tell the server that the client
accepts both XML and JSON formats:
Accept: appl ication/ xml, app lication /json

Then, the server will process the request and return the response that will also have
the format information (i.e. content-type) and the status code (especially important if
any error occurred) in the header. For text-based contents (e.g. JSON, XML) the
encoding (charset) will be UTF-83.
Status Code 200
Content-Type : applic ation/xm l; chars et=utf-8

The most common status codes and their meaning are summarized in the following
Table 4.
Table 4: Most common HTTP status codes used in REST APIs.

HTTP status
code

HTTP status
name

200

OK

201

Created

400

Bad Request

401

Unauthorized

403

Forbidden

404

Not Found
Internal
Server Error

500

Description
General status code. Most common code to indicate
success.
Successful creation occurred (via POST or PUT).
General error when fulfilling the request (e.g. domain
validation errors, missing data, etc.).
Error code response for missing or invalid authentication
token.
Error code for not authorized to perform the operation or
the resource is unavailable for some reason.
Used when the requested resource is not found.
General catch-all error.

2.3.2.2 File Transfer Protocol (FTP/FTPS)

The File Transfer Protocol [FTP] is a standard network protocol used to transfer files
between a client and server on a computer network. FTP is built on a client-server
model architecture and uses separate control and data connections between the client
and the server. FTP users may authenticate themselves with a clear-text sign-in
protocol, normally in the form of a username and password, but can connect
anonymously if the server is configured to allow it. For secure transmission to protect
2
3

For more information see https://www.w3.org/TR/html401/interact/forms.html#h-17.13.4.1
For more information regarding UTF-8 character encoding see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UTF-8
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the username and password and to encrypt the content, FTP is often secured with
SSL/TLS (FTPS).
2.3.2.3 OGC SOS, O&M and SensorML

The Sensor Observation Service [SOS] is a standard created by the Open Geospatial
Consortium [OGC] with the aim of providing observational data. An Observation is an
action whose result is an estimate of the value of some property of the feature-ofinterest, at a specific point in time, obtained using a specified procedure (INSPIRE,
2014). For the SOS 2.0 protocol, the observations are by default encoded conformant
to the Observations and Measurements [O&M] 2.0 standard, and the procedures
correspond to sensors encoded conformant to the Sensor Model Language
(SensorML) 2.0 standard4. Although typically sensors are devices for the measurement
of physical quantities, in the SOS context a sensor is simply an entity (e.g. a device, a
person, a process, etc.) that generates information.
The key information elements of SOS, O&M and SensorML and their relationships are
depicted in Figure 3. Basically, SOS organizes the Observations in groups
(ObservationOffering) obtained through the same procedure (e.g. sensor, represented
as PhysicalSystem). Thus, the procedure associated with the Observation
corresponds to the procedure associated with the ObservationOffering. At the same
time, the feature-of-interest and the observed property of the Observation correspond
to the feature-of-interest and the definition of the sensor (PhysicalSystem) respectively.
The presented SOS profile (structure) allows for the representation of the information
provided by the products of the MH-EWS whose output are time series, making the
following assumptions:
•

The feature of interest corresponds to a location where the MH-EWS product
is computed (that will usually be the location where the user wants the
information from).

•

The procedure (e.g., sensor) corresponds to the MH-EWS product.

•

The observed property corresponds to the variable provided by the MH-EWS
product.

OGC SensorML 2.0 full specification available at:
https://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=55939
4
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Figure 3: Overview of the key information elements of SOS (blue), O&M (violet)
and SensorML (grey) and their relationships (Source: OGC, 2014).

Following the structure and the schema previously presented, Figure 4 shows an
example of the application of O&M to the air temperature (observedProperty) time
series generated by a Numerical Weather Prediction model (procedure) for a specific
location (featureOfInterest). This structure is adapted from (INSPIRE, 2014) where the
feature-of-interest corresponds to a point and there are multiple results in time. In such
case, the featureOfInterest is modelled as a sampling point.

Figure 4: Example of O&M elements when there are multiple results in time.

The central terms of O&M (which are mandatory according to the standard) as well as
their mapping to the MH-EWS elements are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5: Main elements of O&M 2.0 observations.

O&M
element

O&M type

Description

Example

Identifier

gml:identifier

Unique identifier
for the
observation.

obs_1

Feature of
interest

om:featureOfInterest

A representation
of a real-world
object that
carries observed
property.

Water gage X
at Mississippi
river.

Phenomenon
time

om:phenomenonTime

Time when the
observation’s
result applies.

16.9.2010
13:45

Result time

Procedure

Observed
property

Result

5

16.9.2010
14:00 (e.g.
imagine that
measurements
are collected
each hour)
Usually a
physical sensor
but can also be
a computation,
post-processing
step,
simulation, etc.

Mapping to
the MH-EWS
Observation’s
Unique
identifier.
The point
defined in the
MH-EWS
where the time
series data are
requested.
Time
corresponding
to the first
value of the
time series.
Time when the
response (e.g.
the O&M
document)
was
generated.

om:resultTime

Time when the
observation’s
result has been
created.

om:procedure

Instance of a
process which
has performed
the observation.

om:observedProperty

Description of
the property
which is
observed.

Water
temperature,
salinity, index,
etc.

Name of the
variable
provided by
the MH-EWS
product.

om:result

The result value
of the
observation.
Can be a scalar
value or a
complex multidimensional
array (e.g. time
series).

23 m/s. When
the result is a
numerical
value, the result
element
contains the
Unit of
Measure5 (uom)
additional
element.

Multidimensional
array with the
requested time
series (e.g.
time and value
pairs).

The identifier
of the MHEWS product.

Usually UCUM codes are used to indicate the Unit of Measure: http://www.unitsofmeasure.org/
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The O&M standard defines several Observation Types for the Result element:
measurement (returning gml:MeasureType), count observation (returning xs:integer),
truth observation (returning xs:boolean), category observation (returning
gml:ReferenceType), text observation (returning xs:string) and complex observation
with data array. In the SOS profile defined for the Time series service of the MH-EWS
only the latter is available, and therefore the results are of type
om:ComplexObservation containing swe:DataArray with the time series data.
As previously said, SensorML 2.0 is used within the SOS for encoding sensor
metadata. The central terms of SensorML (all of them are mandatory according to the
standard) as well as their mapping to the MH-EWS elements are presented in Table
6. The standard also specifies that:
•

At least, the short name and long name are required for the Identification
element.

•

At least, one classifier with the definition
“http://www.opengis.net/def/property/OGC/0/SensorType” must be present for
the Classification element.

Table 6: Main elements of SensorML 2.0 sensor information.

SensorML
element

SensorML type

Description

Example

Identifier

gml:identifier

Unique
identifier for the
sensor system.

sensor_1

gml:description

Short textual
description of
the sensor or
sensor system.

Description

Keywords

Identification

Classification

Deliverable 3.2

sml:keywords

sml:identification

sml:classification

Terms that help
to describe the
sensor system
for discovery
purposes.
Pairs of
label/value to
provide a
human
understandable
name for the
instance.
Pairs of
label/value to
specify the type
of sensor.

A weather
station on top
of the
university
building.
Weather
station,
precipitation,
wind,
temperature.

Mapping to
the MH-EWS
Unique
identifier for
the sensor
system.
Short
description of
the MH-EWS
product.
Keywords
related to the
MH-EWS
product (e.g.
hazard).

short name =
“w. st. 123”
long name =
“weather
station 123”

Short and long
name of the
product.

sensorType =
weather
station

“ANYWHERE
“followed by
the product
(e.g. hazard)
name.
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SensorML
element

Contacts

Features of
interest

Outputs

SensorML type

Description

Example

sml:contacts

Information
about the
operator of the
sensor.

Responsible
party contact
details.

sml:featuresOfInterest

Features of
interest
observed by
the sensor
system.

Water gage X
at Mississippi
river.

sml:outputs

The outputs of
the sensors
attached to the
sensor system.

Precipitation
(mm), wind
speed (m/s),
temperature
(ºC)

Mapping to
the MH-EWS
ANYWHERE
partner/s
providing the
models/tools
related to the
product.
The points
defined in the
MH-EWS for
which time
series data
are available.
Name of the
variables
provided by
the MH-EWS
product.

The information about Observations and sensors is accessed through the operations
available according to the SOS protocol. The operations are organized in groups and
the base group is the SOS core (any SOS-compliant implementation must implement
the operations of this group), but then Extension groups are defined to add further
functionality.
In the lightweight SOS profile defined for the Time series service of the MH-EWS, the
following operations are available:
•

•
•

From the SOS core:
o GetCapabilities: provides access to metadata and detailed information
about the operations available by an SOS server.
o DescribeSensor: enables querying of metadata about the sensors and
sensor systems available by an SOS server.
o GetObservation: provides access to observations, allowing temporal
filtering.
From the Enhanced Operations Extension:
o GetFeatureOfInterest: provides direct access to the features of interest
for which the SOS offers observations.
From the Transactional Extension:
o InsertObservation: allows the insertion of observations in an SOS
server.

These operations allow for the observation retrieval and insertion. The sequence of
operation calls to obtain and interpret observations from an SOS are the following
(OGC, 2012), as illustrated the sequence diagram in Figure 5:
•

To obtain an up-to date listing of available data a client issues a GetCapabilities
request to the server.
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•

It may then issue a DescribeSensor request to find out further details about
particular procedures associated with the SOS.

•

The client may also call the GetFeatureOfInterest operation to get the detailed
description of a particular feature, or to get a list of all features of interest for
specified spatial filters, observed properties or procedures. The information
returned by the GetFeatureOfInterest operation may be used by the client to
choose appropriate parameters for the GetObservation call.

•

The client issues the GetObservation request and retrieves the observations.

Figure 5: Operation sequence for observation retrieval (Source: OGC, 2012).

The sequence of operation calls to insert new observations through the SOS is the
following (OGC, 2012), as illustrated in the sequence diagram in Figure 6:
1. The service metadata is retrieved by invoking the GetCapabilities operation.
The returned Capabilities document contains, within the Contents section, the
procedures which are registered at the SOS.
2. If it has not been registered at the SOS, the InsertSensor operation is called to
insert the procedure description of the observation procedure. The SOS returns
the identifier of the ObservationOffering to which the procedure has been
assigned as well as the identifier that has been assigned to the procedure itself.
3. Finally, the observation can be inserted using the InsertObservation operation,
by specifying the ObservationOffering to which it shall be uploaded.
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Figure 6: Operation sequence for observation insertion (Source: OGC, 2012).

To be coherent with the other services offered by the MH-EWS, the operations
described above are implemented through a RESTful web service, as it will be
described in Section 2.5.3.3.
2.3.2.4 OGC Web Map Service

OGC’s Web Map Service [WMS] is a standard protocol (first published in 1999) for
serving georeferenced images through the Internet. These images are generated by a
map server using data from a GIS database6.
WMS specifies a number of different request types, two of which are required by any
WMS server:
•

GetCapabilities - returns parameters about the WMS (such as map image
format and WMS version compatibility) and the available layers (map bounding
box, coordinate reference systems, URI of the data and whether the layer is
partially opaque or not).

•

GetMap - returns a map image. Parameters include: width and height of the
map, coordinate reference system, rendering style, image format.

Request types that WMS providers may optionally support include:

6

•

GetFeatureInfo - if a layer is marked as 'queryable' then you can request data
about a coordinate of the map image.

•

DescribeLayer - returns the feature types of the specified layer or layers, which
can be further described using WFS or WCS requests. This request is
dependent on the SLD Profile of WMS.

•

GetLegendGraphic - return an image of the map's legend image, giving a visual
guide to map elements.

Full reference of OGC WMS is available at http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wms
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2.3.2.5 OGC Web Feature Service

The Web Feature Service 7 [WFS] is a standard created by the Open Geospatial
Consortium [OGC] for creating, modifying and exchanging vector format geographic
information on the Internet using HTTP. A WFS encodes and transfers information in
Geography Markup Language8 [GML], a subset of XML.
The WFS standard defines the framework for providing access to and supporting
transactions on, discrete geographic features in a manner that is independent of the
underlying data source. Through a combination of discovery, query, locking, and
transaction operations, users have access to the source spatial and attribute data in a
manner that allows them to interrogate, style, edit (create, update, and delete), and
download individual features. The transactional capabilities of WFS also support the
development and deployment of collaborative mapping applications.
WFS 2.0 supports the following operations:

7
8

•

GetCapabilities. Generates a metadata document describing a WFS service
provided by the server as well as valid WFS operations and parameters.

•

DescribeFeatureType. Returns a description of feature types supported by a
WFS service.

•

GetFeature. Returns a selection of features from a data source including
geometry and attribute values.

•

LockFeature. Prevents a feature from being edited through a persistent feature
lock.

•

Transaction. Edits existing feature types by creating, updating, and deleting.

•

GetPropertyValue. Retrieves the value of a feature property or part of the value
of a complex feature property from the data store for a set of features identified
using a query expression.

•

GetFeatureWIthLock. Returns a selection of features and also applies a lock on
those features.

•

CreateStoredQuery. Create a stored query on the WFS server.

•

DropStoredQuery. Deletes a stored query from the WFS server.

•

ListStoredQueries. Returns a list of the stored queries on a WFS server.

•

DescribeStoredQueries. Returns a metadata document describing the stored
queries on a WFS server.

The full specification of OGC WFS is available at http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wfs
The full specification of OGC GML is available at http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/gml
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2.3.2.6 OGC Web Coverage Service

OGC’s Web Coverage Service Interface Standard [WCS] defines Web-based retrieval
of coverages, that is, digital geospatial information representing space/time-varying
phenomena9.
A WCS server provides access to coverage data in forms that are useful for client-side
rendering, such as input into scientific models, and for other clients. The WCS may be
compared to the OGC WFS and the WMS. As with WMS and WFS service instances,
a WCS allows clients to choose portions of a server's information holdings based on
spatial constraints and other query criteria.
Unlike OGC WMS, which portrays spatial data to return static maps (rendered as
images by the server), the WCS provides available data together with their detailed
descriptions; defines a rich syntax for requests against these data; and returns data
with its original semantics (instead of pictures) which may be interpreted, extrapolated,
etc., and not just portrayed.
Unlike OGC WFS, which returns discrete geospatial features, the WCS returns
coverages representing space/time-varying phenomena that relate a spatio-temporal
domain to a (possibly multidimensional) range of properties. As such, WCS focuses
on coverages as a specialized class of features and, correspondingly, defines
streamlined functionality.
Technically, WCS Core establishes three request types, aligned with the OGC Web
Service definition:
•

GetCapabilities – delivers an XML-encoded description of service properties
and the data holdings offered by the server inquired;

•

DescribeCoverage – delivers XML-encoded descriptions of coverages (such as
their location in space and time);

•

GetCoverage – delivers a coverage (or part thereof), either as original data or
processed, in some suitable data format.
2.3.2.7 Oasis EDXL-CAP and EDXL-DE

The Emergency Data Exchange Language [EDXL] is a broad initiative by the OASIS
International Open Standards Group to create an integrated framework for a wide
range of emergency data exchange standards to support operations, logistics,
planning and finance.
In the scope of the emergency alerts, the OASIS Emergency Management Technical
Committee standard efforts include EDXL-CAP (EDXL Common Alerting Protocol) for
exchanging all-hazard emergency alerts and public warnings over all kind of networks
(OASIS, 2010) and EDXL-DE (EDXL Distribution Element) that describes a standard

9

Full reference of OGC WFS is available http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wcs
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message distribution format for data sharing among emergency information systems
(OASIS, 2013).
The relation between these standards is that while EDXL-CAP provides an open, nonproprietary digital message format for all types of alerts and notifications, EDXL-DE
facilitates the routing of any properly formatted emergency message to recipients. The
Distribution Element may be thought of as a "container" that provides the information
to route "payload" message sets (EDXL-CAP in this case), by including key routing
information such as distribution type, geography, incident, and sender/recipient Ids.
Structure of the messages
EDXL-CAP messages (from now on understood as an EDXL-DE message whose
payload is an EDXL-CAP message) are structured using XML segments (tags). Figure
7 depicts the general structure of a message including the main segments described
in Table 7.
Table 7: Description of the main segments of EDXL-CAP messages

Standard

EDXL-DE

EDXLCAP

Deliverable 3.2

Segment

Description
It is the root segment and asserts the originator’s intent
<EDXLDistribution> as to the dissemination of that particular message or set
of messages.
Enables the user to describe the message with
information useful for routing the message, including
<Descriptor>
elements such as senderRole, recipientRole and
keyword.
It is a container element for a geospatial or political area
<TargetArea>
representing the source, target, or other area relevant for
distributing the message content.
<ContentObject>
It is a container element for specific messages.
It is the root segment and provides basic information
about the current message: its purpose, its source and
<alert>
its status, as well as a unique identifier for the current
message and links to any other, related messages.
It describes an anticipated or actual event in terms of its
urgency (time available to prepare), severity (intensity of
<info>
impact) and certainty (confidence in the observation or
prediction), as well as providing both categorical and
textual descriptions of the subject event.
It provides an optional reference to additional information
<resource>
related to the <info> segment within which it appears in
the form of a digital asset such as an image or audio file.
It describes a geographic area to which the <info>
<area>
segment in which it appears applies.
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Figure 7: General structure and main segments of EDXL-CAP messages.

Focusing on the <info> segment, it contains several elements that should be
highlighted, due to its relevance and connection with terms and concepts used in
ANYWHERE:
•

Category: the code denoting the category of the subject event of the alert
message. This is closely related to the hazard concept in our project, and
multiple instances may occur within an <info> block. Possible values are:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

“Geo” – Geophysical (including landslide).
“Met” – Meteorological (including flood).
“Safety” – General emergency and public safety.
“Security” – Law enforcement, military, homeland and local/private
security.
“Rescue” – Rescue and recovery.
“Fire” – Fire suppression and rescue.
“Health” – Medical and public health.
“Env” – Pollution and other environmental.
“Transport” – Public and private transportation.
“Infra” – Utility, telecommunication, other non-transport infrastructure.
“CBRNE” – Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear or High-Yield
Explosive thread or attack.
“Other” – Other events.

Urgency: the code denoting the urgency of the subject event of the alert
message. Possible values are:
o “Immediate” – Responsive action should be taken immediately.
o “Expected” – Responsive action should be taken soon (within next
hour).
o “Future” – Responsive action should be taken in the near future.
o “Past” – Responsive action is no longer required.
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o “Unkown” – Urgency not known.
•

Severity: the code denoting the severity of the subject event of the alert
message. Possible values are:
o
o
o
o
o

•

“Extreme” – Extraordinary threat to life or property.
“Severe” – Significant threat to life or property.
“Moderate” – Possible threat to life or property.
“Minor” – Minimal to unknown threat to life or property.
“Unknown” – Severity unknown.

Certainty: the code denoting the certainty of the subject event of the alert
message. Possible values are:
o “Observed” – Determined to have occurred or to be ongoing.
o “Very likely” – The same as likely. Although this code is deprecated in
CAP 1.2, it is maintained for backwards compatibility with CAP 1.0.
o “Likely” – Likely (p > ~50%).
o “Possible” – Possible but not likely (p <= ~50%).
o “Unlikely” – Not expected to occur (p ~ 0).
o “Unknown” – Certainty unknown.

•

Onset: the expected time of beginning of the subject event of the alert message.

•

Expires: the expiry time of the information of the alert message.

For the comprehensive list of segments and detailed description of the different
possibilities, please check references (OASIS, 2010) and (OASIS, 2013) for EDXL-DE
and EDXL-CAP respectively.
Lifecycle
The lifecycle of an EDXL-CAP message is determined by the message type (property
msgType of the <alert> segment), which is mandatory and whose value must be one
of the following:
1. Alert: Indicates that the message contains information requiring attention by
targeted recipients. This is the most usual and the initial one.
2. Update: Updates and supersedes the earlier message(s) identified in
<references>.
3. Cancel: Cancels the earlier message(s) identified in <references>.
4. Ack: Acknowledges receipt and acceptance of the message(s) identified in
<references>.
5. Error: Indicates rejection of the message(s) identified in <references>. In this
case, a reason for the rejection must be given.
The most common situation is that the sender delivers an Alert message and, at the
most, the receiver replies with an Ack message. But there are some other situations
that may happen. For example, suppose that the MH-EWS issues an Alert message
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for an impact product based on global model data (the best at that moment). After
some time, new local data arrives to the platform and the impact product is recalculated
using the new information, giving a different output. At this point, the EDXL-CAP alert
must be also re-evaluated and it might happen that, for instance, the severity or the
affected area changes and then an Update message must be sent, or that the alert
disappears and then a Cancel message must be sent to keep the subscribers up to
date.
From the subscribers’ side, they can respond to an Alert, Update or Cancel message
with an Ack or an Error message. See Figure 8 for an overview of the different
possibilities regarding transitions between message types. Notice that every transition
implies generating a new message.

Figure 8: Transitions between EDXL-CAP message types.

The management of an alert’s lifecycle is always necessary and important, and even
more in the context of this project where impact products are updated constantly and
therefore the alerts related to such products are prone to change from the temporal,
spatial and/or severity perspective.
2.4

Sequence diagrams

This section presents the sequence diagrams corresponding to each use case defined
in Section 2.1. Sequence diagrams describe the internal process followed by the
system to achieve use case’s goal and demonstrate the interaction between the
different modules of the MH-EWS.
The sequence diagrams illustrated in this Section use functions and procedures to
communicate between modules that will be materialized and described in detail in
Section 2.5 of this document.
2.4.1 UC-MHEWS-1: Integrate external data in the MH-EWS
There are different data suppliers for the ANYWHERE MH-EWS. For example, WP2
impact models that are connected to the MH-EWS provide the output products
generated outside the MH-EWS. On the other hand, different partners provide local
data of the pilot sites to be used in the MH-EWS’ impact algorithms. This is done using
the different services offered by the Gateway module. This use case covers the data
integration through any of the services, since the only difference between them is
where the information is internally stored.
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This use case presented in Figure 9 first checks through the Security Layer module
that the user (identified either by login and password or by an API key, as it will be
explained in Section 2.5.2) can integrate data of the product. Then, the Gateway
module notifies the Internal database new data must be integrated, specifying the
product, data and path of the file. The Internal database checks which is the product
to update, stores the information available in the file and registers internally new
information is available for a specific product and date. Finally, the Internal database
notifies the Processing system and the Geospatial data service there is new
information available for the product.

Figure 9: Sequence diagram of use case UC-MHEWS-1 – Integrate external
data in the MH-EWS.

The result of this use case is the notification that the new information is available to the
users through the Data supply module and to the models needing this information as
an input.
2.4.2 UC-MHEWS-2: An external tool obtains models information from the
MH-EWS
In this use case, the User role is played by software platforms or applications that
automatically obtain information from the MH-EWS. This use case covers how
information is obtained from the system regardless of the data type. The only difference
between retrieving bulk data or time series is where the information is internally stored.
In this specific use case, all the time series data of a specific sensor are requested.
The data requests are done to the Data supply module. This module first checks
through the Security layer if the user is allowed to obtain the requested sensor data.
Then, the Data supply module obtains the information from the Internal database,
specifying the sensor and date interval. The Internal database provides this information
to the Data supply, which returns this information to the user.
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The following Figure 10 presents the sequence diagram of the use case.

Figure 10: Sequence diagram of use case UC-MHEWS-2 – An external tool
obtains impact models information from the MH-EWS.

This use case ends when the Data supply module returns the result, which can be
either the requested information in the appropriate format or the possible errors that
may occur (e.g., invalid user or sensor unavailable for the user).
2.4.3 UC-MHEWS-3: A user monitors the impact models’ generation
As presented in Figure 1, monitoring use case is composed by several sub-cases to
provide different monitoring information related to the products acquisition and/or
generation, and the generation of the encapsulated impact models. Thus, the actors
involved in this use case are different (Data providers can monitor products acquisition
and Users and Administrators can monitor all the information).
The sequence diagram presented in Figure 11 for this use case covers the case when
the user wants to monitor the products’ acquisition. First, the user connects to the
monitoring tool introducing the corresponding user and password. The monitoring tool
authenticates the credentials through the Security layer. In case the user is
authenticated, the monitoring tool connects to the Internal database to get the list of
products available for the user and gets all the monitoring information for these
products. Finally, the monitoring tool presents this information to the user through its
user interface.
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Figure 11: Sequence diagram of use case UC-MHEWS-3 – A user monitors the
impact models generation.

The result of this use case is either the products monitoring information or an error
message because there was an authentication error. In any case, the results are
presented through the user interface of the Monitoring tool.
2.4.4 UC-MHEWS-4: An administrator manages the system
This use case covers all the management operations the different actors can do in the
MH-EWS. Thus, Data providers and Users can change their personal information (that
is, name, email, login, password, etc.), and Administrators can also configure new
impact models in the system or grant access to some products to a specific user. As
presented in Figure 1, this use case covers the sub-cases of the users’ management,
the management of the products integrated through the gateway and generated by the
impact models, and the management of the impact models encapsulated in the MHEWS. The sequence diagram presented in Figure 12 covers the sub-case of
configuring a new impact model as an example of the above sub-cases.
The use case starts with the access to the management tool. The administrator
indicates its login and password to the Management tool. The module authenticates
the user through the Security layer. In case the user is correctly authenticated, the
Management tool obtains the list of available products from the Internal database.
Some of these products will be the inputs and outputs of the new impact model,
according to the information provided by the administrator. The Management tool
presents in its user interface the products to select which of them are inputs and which
outputs, and the administrator provides also specific information of the model (like
name, parameters, etc.). Finally, the Management tool stores this information in the
Internal database.
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Figure 12: Sequence diagram of use case UC-MHEWS-4 – An administrator
manages the system.

The result of these use case is that a new impact model is defined in the system, or an
authentication error message is shown in the Management tool’s user interface.
2.5

Technical design

This Section covers the technical design of the MH-EWS. With the basis of the
architecture described in Section 2.3, the next subsections present the design of each
module including all technical details like the database diagram, technologies used,
and services and interfaces offered as well as the implementation details. It is assumed
that the MH-EWS will be built on servers running Linux OS. Furthermore, this technical
design also takes into consideration the interactions between modules –internal to the
MH-EWS, not accessible by the MH-EWS users-, being the key to define the interfaces
provided by each module to the others.
The following Figure 13 presents the complete design of the MH-EWS. This figure
extends the architecture diagram (Figure 2) to include the internal (between modules)
and external interactions, the technologies, standards and protocols used, and the
REST APIs that will be for internal use only. The diagram is organized in a way that it
is easy to travel the path followed by any request made to the MH-EWS (notice that
arrows represent the sense of the information, not the communication).
For example, the path followed by a time series data request made by a MH-EWS user
would be: the MH-EWS user passes the firewall filter of the Security layer and reaches
the OGC SOS interface (implemented with a REST API) of the Time series data service
where the data request is made. Then, the Time series data service communicates
with the internal REST API of the Security layer to ask for the authentication of the MHEWS user and the authorization for the requested data.
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Figure 13: Detailed design of the MH-EWS including the interactions between
modules and technologies/standards/protocols used.
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If the authentication and authorization succeed, the Time series data service proxy will
translate the request to be understood by the 52º North SOS server, which will retrieve
the requested data from the Internal database and return them to the MH-EWS user.
The corresponding information and interaction flow can be described for any other kind
of request using this figure.
The next subsections provide the specific design of the modules already presented
and depicted in Figure 13, namely Internal database, Security layer, Gateway, Data
supply, Processing system, and Monitoring and management tools.
2.5.1 Internal database
The Internal database stores all the static and dynamic information of the MH-EWS. It
is the central module of the MH-EWS, since all the modules interact with the database
to retrieve or store data. The database is made of three components: a relational
database, a structured filesystem, and a REST API.
2.5.1.1 Relational database

The relational database stores the different configurations and parameters defined in
the MH-EWS. Specifically, the relational database will store the following information:
•

Impact models’ definition: input and output products and the parameterizations
to run each one of the encapsulated models in different locations/pilots.

•

Users definition: role (administrator, user, etc.), contracted products (including
coverage and expiration date) and sensors available for the user (for time series
products).

•

Logs: Input data acquisition information (time stamps, etc.), output products
generation and impact models’ simulations.

•

Punctual time series data: Time series from sensors or other punctual data time
series.

An impact model is defined by a set of parameters and products, that can be inputs
and outputs. Each model can have different instances (e.g. for each pilot site), and for
each of these instances different products and parameters are defined, since they have
specific values for each instance.
These products instances may have sensors assigned in case of time series products.
The database also contains information regarding the users and which products and
sensors have contracted. Additionally, there is also a dedicated database needed by
the 52º North SOS server that will store the punctual time series data, as it will be
explained in Section 2.5.3.3.
Finally, all the monitoring information is also stored. This design of the database brings
great flexibility to manage models (together with their products and parameters), users
and monitoring information, as expressed in the requirements.
The following Figure 14 presents the diagram of the relational database design.
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Figure 14: Database diagram of the relational database component.
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Notice that the structure to store time series data is not present in this database
diagram, since they are stored in a separate database (see 2.5.3.3). However, the
code field of the Sensor table links both databases.
The database design has also the following textual restrictions:
•

A product must always be either input or output of a model.

•

A model instance must always have a product instance assigned to each input
and output.

•

A sensor can only be assigned to time series products.

Regarding the technologies to implement the relational database, the existing solution
PostgreSQL10 will be used. It is an open source project widely used, and has several
extensions available like PostGIS11 that adds geospatial capabilities to the database.
These capabilities permit, for instance, to store geometries directly as objects in the
database or perform spatial queries (e.g. looking for points inside an arbitrary area).
2.5.1.2 Structured filesystem

The structured filesystem will contain the files integrated through the Gateway or
generated by the Processing system. These files are used by the Processing system
as input data used by the impact models or can be requested by the users through the
data supply module.
The structured filesystem will only store information of raster and vector data. Raster
files will be stored in NetCDF format, and vector data in GeoJSON. The system will
have one folder for each product, and their name is defined in the product instance
table of the relational database. These folders will contain a common subfolders
hierarchy (year/month/day), which allows a quick access to the files. Filenames will
contain appropriate information to be univocally identified. The following Figure 15
presents an example of how 6 hours accumulated precipitation product’s files would
be stored in the structured filesystem:

10
11

PostgreSQL web page: https://www.postgresql.org
PostGIS web page: http://postgis.net/
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Figure 15: Example of the structured filesystem for the 6 hours accumulated
precipitation product.

2.5.1.3 REST API

The Internal database module provides a REST API (private, accessible only internally
in the MH-EWS) that allows for the interaction with the rest of the modules, adding a
logical layer on top of the relational database and the structured filesystem. Table 8
lists the endpoints available for this module (the full specification can be found in Annex
A).
Table 8: Summary of resources provided by the Internal database REST API.

Endpoint

Description

Provides a list with the names of the existing
roles, or the information about a role if the name
is specified.
This resource allows to create, update or
remove users, get the list of sensors and
user
product instances assigned to a user and assign
or divest them, and get all the existing users
and filter them.
This resource allows to create, update or
product
remove products, their instances and get their
monitoring information.
Allows to create, update and delete the models
model
and their instances, prepare executions and log
information.
Allows to create, update and delete the sensors
sensor
and their products.
Allows to store and provide monitoring
processing_node
information of the different processing nodes.
user_role
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2.5.2 Security layer
The Security Layer is the transversal module that secures the network access to the
MH-EWS and manages users’ authentication and authorization (see Figure 16). Since
the Gateway and the Data supply modules are the ones providing both the inbound
and outbound communication features of the platform, the Security Layer is focused
on them.

Figure 16: Security layer diagram.

The network access is the first filter for incoming connections and consists of both the
port and IP address filtering. The second filter before granting access to the services
and interfaces requests is the authentication and authorization. The next subsections
describe both filters.
2.5.2.1 Network access control

All incoming connections to the MH-EWS must pass a first control that consists of port
filtering. The objective is to leave open only those ports needed for the services
provided by the platform, since an open port becomes a system vulnerability.
The ports that will be open in the system hosting the MH-EWS are:
•

20/TCP and 21/TCP corresponding to FTP data and FTP control port
respectively, which are needed for the FTP/FTPS client/server.

•

5672/TCP corresponding to AMQP protocol, which is needed for the Emergency
messages service.

•

443/TCP corresponding to HTTPS connections, which is needed by the rest of
the services offered by the MH-EWS.

The tool used to filter ports access will be iptables, a user-space application program
that allows to configure the tables provided by the Linux kernel firewall.
Unlike port filtering, IP address filtering is not applied to all services, interfaces and
tools. Specifically, the IP address of the client is not relevant for the Geospatial data
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service, the Emergency messages service and the Monitoring and management tools.
The reason is that these services and tools will be accessed by the final user (not the
MH-EWS users).
Requests to the rest of the services and interfaces will only be allowed if they are made
from a device with known IP address (stored in the Internal database and editable
through the Management tool). Since these services and interfaces are intended for
applications providers (e.g. WP4-A4DEMOS, WP5, SICN, and other potential future
users) and not the final users, the IP addresses of the servers connecting to the
platform will be available in advance.
2.5.2.2 Users authentication and authorization

Authentication is the process of ascertaining that someone (something) is really who
he/she (it) claims to be. Authorization refers to the rules that determine who is allowed
to do what. The two concepts are independent, but both are central to security design.
One familiar use of authentication and authorization is access control. A computer
system that is supposed to be used only by those authorized must attempt to detect
and exclude the unauthorized. Access to it is therefore usually controlled by insisting
on an authentication procedure to establish with some degree of confidence the
identity of the user, granting privileges established for that identity.
The user access control will be done through API keys for the REST APIs and with
classic username/password authentication for the FTP/FTPS client/server and the
Emergency messages service (since they rely on existing software with their own
authentication mechanisms) and the Monitoring and management tools (because they
will be accessed via a web interface).
Essentially, the API key is a token (string) that uniquely identifies the user and that
must be provided in each query to the MH-EWS. Using this token, the system will check
the user’s permissions (e.g., account validity, products availability, etc.). The process
to issue and use API keys is as follows:
1. The administrator (see Section 2.5.6.2) creates a user with a login name and a
password. When storing the information and creating the user in the Internal
database, the system generates a new API key automatically and sends it to
the user via e-mail. This API key can be renewed manually by the user at any
time through the Management and monitoring tools.
2. This API key must be included in every request made to the different Data
supply’s services (Time series data service, the Bulk data service, the Products
catalogue service or the Geospatial data service; see section 2.5.4), and will be
used by the MH-EWS to identify the user and do the authentication and
authorization tasks.
The API key will be provided with a header named X-API-KEY in the requests. For
example:
X-API-KEY: 1 2345678
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2.5.2.3 REST API

The Security layer provides a REST API (accessible internally to the MH-EWS only) to
ask for the authentication and authorization of the users and to create or renew API
keys. Table 9 lists the endpoints available for this module (the full specification can be
found in Annex A).
Table 9: Summary of resources provided by the Security layer REST API.

Endpoint

authentication

authorization

api_key

Description
This resource allows to check that the user is
registered in the system, the credentials
presented are correct, and the user is allowed to
access from the IP from where the request is
made
This resource allows to check that the
requested product is contracted, the
subscription date is still valid and the sensor is
contracted and the sensor has the product
assigned (for time series data) or the requested
area is contracted (for bulk data).
This resource allows to create or renew the API
key of a user.

Full specification
available at

Table A-7

Table A-8

Table A-9

2.5.3 Gateway
The Gateway module provides the services and interfaces to insert data into the MHEWS. These data can be either the outputs of the WP2 connected models and tools
or external (local) data.
The access to these services is secured by the Security layer module, since they are
offered through public web services.
2.5.3.1 FTP/FTPS service

The FTP/FTPS service is the service allows for data exchange through the File
Transfer Protocol [FTP] or its extension FTP Secure [FTPS] that adds support for the
Transport Layer Security [TLS] and the Secure Sockets Layer [SSL] cryptographic
protocols.
The MH-EWS is able to operate both as a server and as a client always to incorporate
data to the system, and its behaviour depends on how the communication is agreed
between the MH-EWS and the data provider. When the system acts as a client, it is
the MH-EWS who connects to the data provider’s FTP/FTPS server in order to retrieve
the data. On the contrary, when the system acts as a server, it is the data provider who
establishes the connection with the MH-EWS. In the latter case the users are
authenticated using a username and password, as explained in Section 2.5.2.
There are two kind of users who will use the FTP/FTPS service: (a) WP2 partners
providing models that are not encapsulated within the MH-EWS (that is, connected
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models); and (b) MH-EWS users that will provide external data required to run the
different encapsulated models (e.g. local radar data, local models, etc.).
In both cases the use of the FTP/FTPS protocol to upload data to the MH-EWS is
necessary because of the amount of information to be transmitted, which is expected
to be huge in some cases (of the order of several GB). This technical requirement
discards using other solutions like the REST API.
Implementation
The FTP/FTPS service will be implemented with vsftpd12, a GPL licensed FTP server
for UNIX systems, including Linux. Its features include virtual users, powerful per-user
configurability, bandwidth throttling and encryption support through SSL integration.
Regarding the maintenance of the FTP/FTPS accounts, the protocol is the following
depending on the case:
•

MH-EWS acting as FTP/FTPS server: the maximum amount of data that can be
uploaded/stored in the account is limited using user quotas. Once the uploaded
files are moved to the Internal database they are removed from the account.

•

MH-EWS acting as FTP/FTPS client: the MH-EWS is in charge of removing the
already downloaded files in order to keep the account clean.
2.5.3.2 OGC WFS client service

The OGC WFS client service provides means to supply geospatial data to the MHEWS using the OGC WFS standard interface defined by the Open Geospatial
Consortium. In this case, it will be the MH-EWS who connects to the user’s server to
retrieve the data.
This service is intended for two kind of users: (a) WP2 partners providing models/tools
connected to the MH-EWS; and (b) MH-EWS users providing external data required to
run the different encapsulated models (e.g. local radar data, local models, etc.).
Upon configuration, the OGC WFS client service will automatically retrieve the
specified data and store it in the Internal database so that they are available to the rest
of the MH-EWS.
According to the OGC WFS, any of the operations enabled in the standard can be
invoked using HTTP GET or POST method. In the case of the MH-EWS, all requests
are made using the GET method. A typical (most basic) request would look like:
http://www.e xample.c om/wfsse rver?ser vice=wfs &version=2.0 &request =<operat ion>&<pa r
am1>=<value1 >&<param 2>=<valu e2>...

Where operation is any of the listed in Section 2.3.2.5, and the paramX and valueX
can vary depending on the operation.
Additionally, the WFS service may implement changing the feature collection data (the
Transaction operation) and managing stored queries, which are named and
12

vsftpd web page: https://security.appspot.com/vsftpd.html
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parametrized queries to be used with GetFeature operation. This is the case, for
example, of FMI’s Open Data13 Download Service, which will be used as an example
for the different operations. This service uses stored queries to identify the requested
data and an API key to identify the user (although it is an open data service, it is
necessary to be registered as a user).
For example, the following request would be used to get forecast data for Helsinki with
default values for other parameters:
http://data. fmi.fi/f mi-apike y/insert -your-ap ikey-here/wf s?reques t=getFea ture
&storedquery _id=fmi: :forecas t::hirla m::surfa ce::point::m ultipoin tcoverag e
&place=helsi nki

Spatial queries can also be used, together with other parametrizations. The following
example asks for the combined list of time-value-pairs for temperature and wind speed
data in EPSG::3067 projection for a given area (bounding box coordinates):
http://data. fmi.fi/f mi-apike y/insert -your-ap ikeyhere/wfs?req uest=get Feature& storedqu ery_id=f mi::observat ions::we ather::t imevalue p
air&bbox=328 000,7138 000,3700 00,75440 00
&parameters= windspee dms,temp erature& crs=EPSG ::3067

Implementation
The implementation of the OGC WFS client service consists of an ad-hoc program
specific for each data provider. These programs (e.g., scripts) will obtain the
information from the remote service and insert it in the Internal database using the
corresponding REST API procedures.
2.5.3.3 Time series data service

This service provides a standardized way to interact with the MH-EWS regarding time
series (e.g., series of data points listed in time order) using OGC SOS v2.0 standard
through a RESTful API to ensure the compatibility and interoperability with third-party
solutions and external systems.
The SOS provides a standardized interface for managing and retrieving metadata and
observations from heterogeneous sensor systems (OGC, 2012). Used in conjunction
with other OGC specifications like O&M14 and SensorML15, the SOS provides a broad
range of interoperable capability for discovering, binding to and interrogating individual
sensors, sensor platforms, or networked constellations of sensors in real-time,
archived or simulated environments (such as models’ data, for example).
Notice that this service belongs both to the Gateway and the Data supply modules
because it allows inserting data to the system (outputs of connected models or data
from externals data providers) but also serving data from the system to the users.
Therefore, this service is intended for two kind of users: (a) MH-EWS users providing

http://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/open-data-manual
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/om
15 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sensorml
13
14
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external time series data needed to run encapsulated models (e.g. sensors
measurements); and (b) MH-EWS users requesting time series data.
Implementation
This service will be made up of three parts. First, the 52º North SOS, which is an
implementation of the OGC SOS 2.0 standard web service interface specification16
developed by the 52º North open-source software initiative. This implementation is
written in Java language and has the following main features:
•

Full SOS 2.0 compliant.

•

Supports different formats using plugins (bindings in their terminology). For
example, POX (Plain Old Xml), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and
JSON are supported.

•

Web-based user interface providing complete administration and visualization
tools.

•

Supports adding new features through extensions/bindings.

•

Uses Hibernate persistence abstraction layer that supports different DBMS (e.g.
Postgres/PostGIS, Oracle, MySQL).

•

Supports SWEArrayObservation types that enables
representation of multiple observations in a single record.

•

Supports aggregating and disaggregating data array objects so that they are
stored in separate records but can be put or served using a single field.

•

Released under the GNU General Public License.

for

a

compact

As it was introduced in Section 2.5.1.1, 52º North SOS needs a dedicated relational
database to store the information, placed in the Internal database module of the MHEWS.
Second, a REST API offering the operations that correspond to the OGC SOS 2.0
standard and explained in Section 2.3.2.3 to the users. Finally, a “Time series data
service proxy” in charge of translating the requests made to the service REST API into
SOS web service requests once the user has been authenticated and authorized,
acting as a “bridge” between the MH-EWS and the 52º North SOS already existing
solution.
Table 10 lists the endpoints of the REST API available for this module (the full
specification can be found in Annex A).

16

The full specification is available at: https://portal.opengeospatial.org/files/?artifact_id=47599
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Table 10: Summary of resources provided by the Time series data service REST API of the Gateway
module.

Endpoint

Description

The GetCapabilities operation is common
for every OGC web service specification.
Its response contains the supported
ts_getcapabilities
operations of the SOS instance, the
identifiers of all sensors instances
encapsulated by the SOS instance and the
identifiers of all observed phenomena.
The DescribeSensor operation allows
ts_describesensor
retrieving metadata about the sensors
encapsulated by a SOS instance.
The GetObservation operation is an
ts_getobservation
essential part of the SOS specification as it
is the operation for requesting sensor data.
The GetFeatureOfInterest operation allows
retrieving the spatial features that are
attached to observations. In the case of the
ts_getfeatureofinterest
MH-EWS, these spatial features
correspond to the location of the points at
which product outputs are available.
The InsertObservation operation allows
ts_insertobservation clients to insert new observations for a
registered sensor system.

Full specification
available at

Table A-10

Table A-12

Table A-14

Table A-16

Table A-17

2.5.4 Data supply
The Data supply module provides the services and interfaces to serve the information
available in the MH-EWS to the users. This information can be the outputs of the impact
products (offered as time series, data fields, images/maps, polygons, etc. depending
on the product) or the product catalogue available for the user.
Like in the Gateway module, the access to these services is secured by the Security
layer module, since they are offered through public web services.
Notice that the Time series data service, which has already been described in Section
2.5.3.3, also belongs to the Data supply module; will not be described again here.
2.5.4.1 Bulk data service

The Bulk data service allow the user to retrieve bulk data from the MH-EWS, that is,
raster data fields or geospatial vector data, served as regular files. This service
provides the requested information in different formats, depending on the requested
product type. In case the requested format does not match with the available formats
for the requested product, the service returns an error. The file formats available for
each type of product are as follows:
Available file formats for raster data fields products:
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•

NetCDF 17 (Network Common Data Form) is a self-describing, machine
independent data format used to handle scientific data. In case that the
requested data is a forecast, a single NetCDF file is returned with the data fields
corresponding to each time step.

•

GRIB218 (GRIdded Binary version 2) is a data format standardized by the World
Meteorological Organization [WMO] and commonly used in meteorology to
store measurement and forecast data. The returned file in this case is a GRIB
file containing all the data fields.

Available file formats for geospatial vector data products:
•

Shapefile19 is a format defined by ESRI that was initially used in their solutions,
like ArcGIS. This format became an unrecognized standard and nowadays is
widely used. A single Shapefile is made up of several files with specific
information about the geometry represented.

•

GeoJSON20 is an open standard format designed to represent geographical
features using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). These features can be
points, line strings, polygons or collections of these types.

In all cases, the file/s returned are ZIP-compressed to reduce its size and optimize the
network bandwidth.
Implementation
The Bulk data service will be implemented through a RESTful API that offers a single
resource named bulk_data. This operation returns the data for the specified product,
format and time instant, as detailed in Table A-19.
2.5.4.2 Products’ catalogue service

The Products’ catalogue service provides meta-information (not the data) about the
products offered by the MH-EWS and is a service intended for machine-to-machine
interaction. Like the rest of the MH-EWS services, the Products’ catalogue service
interacts with the Security Layer not only to secure it but also to check business-related
features. Therefore, this service returns the list and the information about the products
available for the user related to the API key specified in the requests, which may not
be the complete catalogue.

17

NetCDF specification can be found at https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs
GRIB 2 specification can be found at http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/DPS/FM92-GRIB2-112003.pdf
19 Shapefile technical description can be found at
http://www.esri.com/library/whitepapers/pdfs/shapefile.pdf
20 GeoJSON format specification can be found at http://geojson.org/geojson-spec.html
18
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Implementation
The products’ catalogue is accessible through a RESTful API that consists of the
prod_catalogue resource. This resource provides the information of the bulk data and
time series data products available for the user, as detailed in Table A-20.
2.5.4.3 Geospatial data service

The Geospatial data service provides means of retrieving geospatial information such
as maps based on the products served by the MH-EWS (see an example of maps
visualization in Figure 17) to complement the time series and bulk data retrieval
services presented in previous chapters.

Figure 17: Example of risk maps visualization (Source:
http://mydewetra.cimafoundation.org).

Implementation
The selected solution consists of the Dewetra Data Server21 [DDS], which is essentially
a software extension (plugin) of GeoServer22 software.
GeoServer is an open source server for sharing geospatial data designed for
interoperability, and it publishes data from any major spatial data source using open
standards. It is a OGC compliant implementation of several open standards such as
21
22

For more information, visit http://mydewetra.cimafoundation.org
http://geoserver.org
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WFS, WMS, and WCS (Sections 2.3.2.5, 0, 2.3.2.6 offers a quick overview of each
one of the previous standards). However, there is a major drawback for its use in this
project: it is designed to use static data only, while most of the products provided by
the MH-EWS are generated in real-time or at least change in time.
To solve this problem, the Dewetra Data Server was created by CIMA as a pure WxS
(e.g. WMS, WFS, WCS) engine for dynamic data developed as a GeoServer plugin
that allows for the publication of dynamic data like meteorological models, interpolated
maps, or any other observations or models. In addition, the interaction of the user with
the DDS to query or publish data layers (maps) is made using REST calls, which is
consistent with the rest of the MH-EWS services.
Next sub-sections offer a detailed description of the features offered by the Dewetra
Data Server as well as the documentation of the REST API provided for this service.
Dewetra Data Server
The Dewetra Data Server extends the standard GeoServer API adding the possibility
to publish dynamic data on demand. A set of dynamic data is stored on the server
typically in their native format (like meteorological models, radar images, satellite
images, etc.) and they can be converted to a standard GIS file, published and retrieved
through WMS just calling the DDS API (see Figure 18). An instance of GeoServer with
this standard plugin that extends the GeoServer Web API is called a Dewetra Node.

Figure 18: Overview of the Dewetra Data Server and GeoServer data sources
and services provided
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DDS has been designed to work in a distributed environment, where data provided by
different nodes can be merged together in a single client, like the Dewetra 2.0 Web
Application. The system is composed by a “master node” (“Application Server” in
Figure 19, in the middle), which provides the web application (a dedicated web-based
GIS client) and a collection of data sources (“simple nodes”), which make information
available to the user via web using OGS-WxS standards.
User’s request can be triggered by a client application Interface (like the Dewetra 2.0
Web Application) or using the system API. The request is handled by the main Dewetra
Application node that holds the configuration of the complete distributed system. Then
the main Application Server forwards the request to the remote Dewetra Service that
holds the data. The Dewetra Service queries the Dewetra Database, accesses the
requested data and publishes it on the fly on the local GeoServer instance obtaining a
unique layer identifier that can be returned to the client. Once the user receives the
URL and the layer identifier, the new layer can be displayed in a map.

Figure 19: Dewetra Data Server as a distributed system.

Following this schema, no actual data exchange is carried out from one source to other
nodes nor to the user, but only the information about the data. User’s request is
interpreted by the “Application server”, which triggers the node (where the necessary
raw data resides) for the generation of the requested layer. The triggered node
generates the requested layer and publishes it using WMS standard.
In this project, the DDS is integrated in the MH-EWS, who plays the role of the Dewetra
Main Application Server. The MH-EWS holds a list of linked DDS Servers and act as
a proxy, redirecting the incoming queries to the right node of the distributed system.
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REST API
In this sub-section the REST API of the DDS is documented. Notice that this API will
be used internally in the MH-EWS, and that the operations documented are only part
of all DDS features. The final users requesting maps (WxS) layers will retrieve them
as usual, invoking the service through an URL. For example, a request of WMS layers
would of the form:
http://wms_s erver/ w ms?
request=GetM ap
&service=WMS
&version=1.1 .1
&layers=laye r_name
&styles=the_ style
&srs=EPSG%3A 4326
&bbox=-145.1 51040580 07,21.73 19197949 22,-57.1 54894212888, 58.96105 8642578&
&width=780
&height=330
&format=imag e%2Fpng

The typical operation sequence to interact with DDS for the maps can be summarized
in the activity diagram shown in Figure 20.
Next, the client chooses one type of data and calls the getLayerProperties
(/dds_properties.json) to get all the information and options available for that kind of
data. The client can set for each attribute of the layer the selected entry, to choose the
specific layer that wants to display in the map. For example, for a meteorological model
the client can choose the variable to show.
Once all the options are set the client use the same LayerProperties object to create
an AvailabilityRequest, setting also the start and end date to search for. With the
AvailabilityRequest, the GetAvailability is called (/dds_availability.json). The system
returns a LayerDataList Object containing a list of LayerData, one for each real layer
available with that options in that time span. For example, in a radar image available
every 15 minutes, the query for one hour should return 4 LayerData if every image is
available in the server.
Then the client selects the LayerData that wants to show and creates a
PublicationRequest using the AvailabilityRequest object used before and the selected
LayerData. Finally, the Publish (/dds_publication.json) is called with the
PublicationRequest. The output is a PublicationResponse with the server address and
the layer identifier that can be used to make WxS standard calls.
The client starts asking for the SupportedData (/dds_support.json) and the system
returns back a list of LayerID that are all the supported kind of data (e.g. Radar,
Satellite, RainMap, etc.).
Table 11 lists the endpoints of the REST API available for this module (the full
specification can be found in Annex A).
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Figure 20: DDS REST API activity diagram.
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Table 11: Summary of resources provided by the Geospatial data services REST API of the Data
supply module.

Endpoint

Description

Obtains all the supported map data with
id and description.
dds_properties
Gets the layer properties of a Layer Id.
Gets as input a layer properties and a
dds_availability
time range and finds all the real available
data for this combination.
Publishes or returns the layer id of the
specified LayerProperties with the exact
dds_publication
reference time obtained after an
Availability request
Publishes or returns the layer id of the
specified LayerProperties with the exact
reference time obtained after an
dds_generic_publication
Availability request. The difference with
dds_publication is that “data” can also be
in another DDS server.
dds_bbox
Gets the Bounding Box of a layer.
dds_support

Full specification
available at
Table A-22
Table A-23
Table A-24

Table A-25

Table A-26

Table A-27

2.5.4.4 Emergency messages

The MH-EWS is responsible for the generation of the EDXL-CAP messages based on
the information provided by the models/tools (WP2) and the area of interest defined for
each user (stored in the Internal database as part of the user’s information, see Section
2.5.1.1). To keep the messages consistent with new information, the MH-EWS is also
in charge of remembering which alert messages have been sent, decide if they are still
valid and act consequently generating new messages (with the corresponding alert
type) for the subscribers if necessary. This process will be carried out in the Processing
system module and will be explained in Section 2.5.5.1. Table 12 contains some
examples of different situations that may happen and the actions taken by the MHEWS with respect to the emergency messages.
Table 12: Examples of possible situations and corresponding actions with respect to EDXL-CAP
messages

Dimension

Time

Deliverable 3.2

Situation
Currently there is no warning and a
new warning is issued.
There is a warning but when new
data arrives it is determined that the
warning is not valid anymore.
There is a warning but when new
data arrives it is determined that the
temporal extent is different (longer or
shorter).

Action
Generate a new message of type
Alert.
Generate a new message of type
Cancel.
Generate a new message of type
Update.
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Dimension
Severity

Situation
There is a warning but when new
data arrives it is determined that the
severity is different.
There is a warning but when new
data arrives it is determined that the
affected area is different.

Space

Action
Generate a new message of type
Update.
Compare the new affected area with
the user’s area of interest. If the
intersected area is positive, generate
a new message of type Update.
Otherwise generate a new message
of type Cancel.

EDXL-CAP messages are usually distributed using message queues, which are
defined as software-engineering components used for inter-process communication
following a publisher/subscriber pattern. The concept is similar to the e-mail paradigm
but instead of having the message replicated in each inbox (one per user), there is a
single inbox where all subscribers can get the message. In addition, a message queue
server can hold several message queues, and the same user could be subscribed to
several message queues, as illustrated in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Example of a message queue.

Message queues provide an asynchronous communications protocol, meaning that
the sender and receiver of the message do not need to interact with the message
queue at the same time. Messages placed onto the queue are stored until the
subscriber retrieves them.
The strategy within the MH-EWS is based on using a dedicated queue for each user
to simplify the access control process (as illustrated in Figure 22). If a queue per hazard
was used (which was considered as an option) it would be more difficult to make sure
that the users only receive the messages related to their area of interest and to keep
track of the message life-cycle.
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Figure 22: Schema of the message queues organization in the MH-EWS.

Historically, message queuing has used proprietary, closed protocols, restricting the
ability for different operating systems or programming languages to interact in a
heterogeneous set of environments. Currently three standards have emerged and are
used in open source message queue implementations:
•

AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol), which is a feature-rich message
queue protocol.

•

STOMP (Streaming Text-Oriented Messaging Protocol), which is a simple, textoriented message protocol.

•

MQTT (MQ Telemetry Transport), which is a lightweight message queue
protocol especially designed for embedded devices.

In the case of the MH-EWS, the EDXL-CAP messages will be distributed using AMQP
protocol, because they operate at the same level as HTTP while MQTT operates at
TCP/IP level, thus adding unnecessary complexity.
2.5.5 Processing system
As explained in the definition of the architecture of the MH-EWS (see Section 2.3), the
models integrated in the platform are divided into encapsulated models (run by the
MH-EWS) and the connected models (that are not run by the MH-EWS and only the
outputs are incorporated). The Processing system is the module in charge of executing
the models encapsulated in the MH-EWS.
This module is made up of a set of processing nodes (where each of them runs only
some of the models), a controller component (distributed task queue) and an
emergency messages generator component, as illustrated in Figure 23. This structure
allows for flexibility, scalability and good performance through and adequate and
controlled assignment of computing resources.
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Figure 23: Structure of the Processing system.

The next subsections describe the operation of the Processing system explaining the
internal structure of the processing nodes, how they are coordinated to execute the
models, how this structure is going to be implemented and finally the internal REST
API created for the interaction with the rest of the MH-EWS modules.
2.5.5.1 Processing nodes and models’ execution orchestration

The Processing system includes a set of processing nodes, and each processing node
is responsible for running a set of encapsulated models using specific configurations.
The assignment of models to nodes will be done according to the system resources
(e.g. CPU, RAM, disk, etc.) needs, grouping them in a way that each node has a similar
work load. There are three different types of nodes:
•

Big nodes, with a high amount of computing resources assigned, to be able to
execute the most demanding models.

•

Small nodes, with less computing resources assigned, to execute lightweight
models.

•

License nodes, which are big or small nodes that include commercial software
(like IDL) required to execute the models which need those licenses.

Nodes are orchestrated by the controller component, which is implemented with a
distributed task queue that is used to assign processes to nodes depending on their
requirements. There exists a queue for each node type so that a given node will receive
jobs (e.g. models/algorithms to run) only from one of the queues. A given process
(model) will always be sent to the same queue, but since there is more than one node
consuming from the same queue, the process might be executed by a different node
each time. This strategy allows for the execution of different models in parallel in
several processing nodes. Figure 24 illustrates these ideas.
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Figure 24: Models’ execution assignment to processing nodes.

Each time a processing node receives a new task (model) to execute, the
configurations defined in the Internal database (for example for different locations or
with different parameterizations) are loaded and the necessary inputs are retrieved
(also from the Internal database), and then the model is executed. Summarizing, an
encapsulated model is expected to have the following parts:
•

The algorithm (that is, the executable program).

•

One or more configuration files that contain the parameters used by the
algorithm to be executed (e.g. folder where the input data is available, list of
products to generate, folders where the products will be stored, etc.). These
files will be generated automatically by the Processing system obtaining the
necessary information from the Internal database (e.g. input/output products
and parameterizations for the impact products’ generation as explained in
Section 2.5.1.1).

•

All the additional external libraries, resources, or additional software needed by
the algorithm to be executed.

The next step after the execution is to store the outputs (products) generated by the
model in the Internal database so that they are ready to be served to the users and
available as an input for other models and for the emergency messages generator
component.
The management of the emergency messages is the last step performed by the
Processing system (as introduced in Section 2.5.4.4). Based on the outputs of the
models executed and the user’s configurations stored in the Internal database, the
emergency messages generator will determine if it is needed to generate an EDXLCAP message to issue a new alert or update/cancel an existing one. The advantage
of attaching the emergency messages generation to the models processing is that
there is no delay between the data generation and the message sending, since
messages are generated as soon as new information is available.
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2.5.5.2 Implementation technologies

The presented design will be implemented on top of Linux Containers23 (LXC). LXC is an
operating-system-level virtualization method for running multiple isolated Linux
systems (containers) on a control host using a single Linux kernel. The Linux kernel
provides the cgroups functionality that allows limitation and prioritization of resources
(CPU, memory, block I/O, network, etc.) without the need for starting any virtual
machines, and also namespace isolation functionality that allows complete isolation of
an applications' view of the operating environment, including process trees,
networking, user IDs and mounted file systems.
This technology allows for the logical segmentation needed to implement each
processing node as a container, distributing the physical servers’ resources among
them as needed. One of the main advantages of using containers over virtual machines
is that, since containers are loaded into the host OS (that is shared across all
containers, as opposite to the virtual machines, where each must load its own OS and
kernel), the memory overhead per instance is much lower than in virtual machines,
thus improving the workload density within an infrastructure.
Additionally, there will be another container for the controller to run the distributed task
queue implemented with Celery24 . Celery is an asynchronous task queue/job queue
based on distributed message passing focused on real-time operation. The execution
units, called tasks (corresponding to a model in the MH-EWS), are executed
concurrently on a single or more worker servers using multiprocessing.
2.5.5.3 REST API

The Processing system provides a small REST API (accessible internally to the MHEWS only) with a single resource new_data to allow for the notification of new data
availability. The full specification of the API is provided in Table A-28.
2.5.6 Monitoring and management tools
The monitoring and management tools are a set of utilities to monitor the processes
performed by the MH-EWS and the status of the IT systems supporting the platform,
and to manage the entire system. The access to the monitoring and management tools
is secured with username and password through the Security layer (see Section
2.5.2.2).
These tools are intended for the actors playing the role of Data provider, User or
Administrator (see Section 2.1), and the actions that can be done are different
depending on the role. Moreover, in the scope of the Monitoring and management
tools, the Administrator role is divided into three sub-roles that allow for a fine-grained
definition of the allowed management actions, that are Administrator, Users’ manager

23
24

Linux Containers web page: https://linuxcontainers.org/
Celery web page: http://www.celeryproject.org/
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and Products’ manager. The Administrator role represents the union of the Users’
manager and the Products’ manager roles.
The next subsections describe the monitoring tool and the management tool as well
as the periodic reports that will be generated by the module, and an overview of the
user interface.
2.5.6.1 Monitoring

The monitoring tool is focused on the supervision of different parts of the MH-EWS.
The tool will monitor the acquisition of external data through the Gateway, the
generation of the impact models’ products in the Processing system, the performance
of the impact models’ processing, the performance of the different processing nodes
of the Processing system, and the performance of the different services and interfaces
of the Data supply module. The information presented to each user will be different
depending on its role. Table 13 summarizes the information accessible for each role.
Table 13: Summary of the monitoring information accessible per role.

Role

External
data
acquisition

Impact
models
generation

Processes

Processing
nodes

Services
and
interfaces

Data
provider
User
Users’
manager
Products’
manager
Administrator

External data acquisition monitoring
The external data acquisition is focused on monitoring the integration and availability
of external data (connected impact models’ outputs and local data). These data can
be used as inputs to the encapsulated impact models or offered through the Data
supply (in the case of connected impact models). Thus, it is important to monitor the
acquisition of this information. The information presented is the availability of the data
for each time step, based on the data frequency. In the case of the connected impact
models, data availability is summarized for each simulation performed by the models.
Impact models’ generation monitoring
The impact models’ generation is focused on monitoring the execution of the
encapsulated impact models and the generation of the corresponding output products.
The information to monitor for the impact models is the correct generation of the last
simulations, and which is the date of the most current simulation.
Processes’ monitoring
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The processes monitoring is focused on supervising the processes that execute
encapsulated impact model in the Processing system. While the impact models’
generation monitoring focuses on knowing whether new data has been generated, the
goal of processes’ monitoring is to know whether the processes that generate these
data have been run or not. Thus, it is possible that an impact model is run but no new
data is generated (for instance, because there is some missing data or because an
internal error occurred). The processes’ monitoring presents information about the
result of each execution of the impact models, start and end date of the process, in
which processing node did it run, and log information (in case the impact model
program generates it).
Processing nodes monitoring
The processing nodes monitoring is focused on supervising the status of each node of
the Processing system. The tool presents a list of the most recent processes performed
and a summary of the computing resources used for each node. This information will
provide the Products’ manager and Administrators an idea of how the node performed
lately, for instance to detect bottlenecks or underused nodes.
Services and interfaces monitoring
The monitoring of the services and interfaces is focused on supervising whether each
of the services of the Gateway and Data supply modules are active or not. This is done
checking that the processes related with the services are active. The tool presents a
list of the services and the status for each of them.
2.5.6.2 Management

The management tool is focused on the general management of the MH-EWS and
includes the definition and modification of users, impact models and products.
Table 14: Summary of the management actions allowed for each role.

Role

Users
management

Products
management

Impact
models’
management

Data
provider
User
Users’
manager
Products’
manager
Administrator

Users management
Users management allows to add, modify or remove the users defined in the MH-EWS.
Any actor can modify its own information, and Users’ managers can also modify the
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information of the Users. Besides, Administrators can modify the information of any
other user (Data providers, Users, Users’ managers and Products’ managers).
Products management
Impact models generate output products using other products as inputs. These input
products can be either integrated in the MH-EWS (and generated by connected impact
models), or generated by encapsulated impact models. The Products management
tool allows to define all these products, and their different parameterisations and
configurations (for instance, rain accumulation with different accumulation periods).
Products management will only be available to the Products’ managers and
Administrators.
Impact models’ management
The impact models’ management allows the definition of the encapsulated impact
models within the MH-EWS. These models are run by the Processing system each
time new input data is acquired or generated. The impact models’ management tool
enables the Products’ managers and Administrators to define the input products
required, the output products generated, and the different parameterizations and
configurations that apply for each model.
2.5.6.3 Periodic reports

In addition to the monitoring and management tool, the system will generate periodic
reports mostly related to the monitoring of the processes and modules but also about
the status of the users. Each actor can decide which reports to be received. The list of
reports generated by the MH-EWS are:
•

Impact models report. This report summarizes how the different impact models
performed in the last month. The main goal is to quickly detect if there are delays
or missing input data and if impact models were executed as expected. Reports
received by the Users will only contain information regarding the impact models
they have contracted.

•

Processes report. This report summarizes how each process run by the
Processing system performed in the last month. It focuses on the success rate
(percentage of the executions that finished successfully taking into account all
nodes), system resources usage and data generation frequency.

•

Processing nodes report. This report summarizes how each processing node
performed in the last month. This report focuses on the number of processes
run, their success rate (percentage of the executions that finished successfully
for each node), the system resources usage and the average number of
processes run. This information is especially useful to detect processing nodes
with a high or low workload.

•

Modules performance report. This report presents information about how the
different MH-EWS modules performed in the last month. These reports will be
sent to the Administrators only.
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•

Users report. This report presents the list of contracted products that are close
to expire for each User.

These reports will be sent once a month and will contain the information related to this
time period. The following Table 15 summarizes the reports that can be sent to the
actors depending on their role.
Table 15: Summary of the reports that can be sent to the actors depending on their role.

Role

Impact
model

Processes

Processing
nodes

Modules
performance

Users

Data
providers
User
Users’
manager
Products’
manager
Administrator

Each actor can choose which reports wants to receive through the management tool’s
user interface.
2.5.6.4 User interface

The interaction with the Management and monitoring tool is done through a web-based
user interface. This section presents this interface including mock-ups to illustrate how
the information is presented.
In general, the user interface will be divided in two sections: monitoring and
management. As previously explained, the access to the web application is secured
with username/password authentication, and the access to the different sections
depend on the role of the logged in user (user’s role, contracted products, etc.).
Management
The management section is focused on the configuration of the actors, sensors,
products and impact models (see Section 2.5.1.1).
Sensors management
Sensors management section lists all the available sensors in form of table. Each
sensor can be modified or removed, and new sensors can be defined. Figure 25
presents the general view of the section.
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Figure 25: General view of the sensors management interface.

When adding a new sensor or modifying an existing one, the system will present a
window where all the parameters of the sensor can be specified (name, code and
location – latitude and longitude). When the actor (Products’ manager or Administrator)
confirms this information, the interface will present the complete list of time series
products. Thus, the actor can specify which variables are measured by the sensor.
Figure 26 and Figure 27 present these windows of the user interface.

Figure 26: Window to specify sensor’s general information.

Figure 27: Window to specify which variables are measured by the sensor.

In case the user is removing a sensor, the system will only present the first window
(Figure 26) with all fields locked, and the user will have to confirm the action.
Products management
The Products management section allows Products’ managers and Administrators to
create, modify or remove the products available in the MH-EWS. Each of these
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products may have different parameterisations in different locations, defined as
product instances in the MH-EWS context.
The products management section presents the list of current available products, as
illustrated in Figure 28.

Figure 28: General view of the products management section.

When a product is created, updated or removed the interface will present a window
where all the parameters of the product can be specified. These products have a
specific type (Time series, Raster or Vector, as explained in Section 2.3.1), and
additional fields like a description and the product’s unit. Figure 29 presents the window
designed to create a product.

Figure 29: Create new product pop-up window.

Product instances’ management
Product instances are the different parameterisations of the products defined
previously. For instance, a product can be a rainfall field based on radar and it may
have different instances, one for each pilot site based on the different radar networks.
The product instances’ management section enables the Products’ managers and
Administrators to define the different instances of each product. Figure 30 presents the
interface with the list of the available product instances.
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Figure 30: General view of the products instances’ management section.

A window is shown when a product instance is added, modified or removed. In this
window, presented in Figure 31, the user can define the product instance, specifying
the product, and other information like the coverage, the spatial resolution and the data
availability frequency.

Figure 31: Window to define a product instance.

Models’ management
The models’ management component allows the Products’ managers and
Administrators to define the impact models available in the system. These impact
models are encapsulated models run by the processing system every time new input
data is available. The interface presented in Figure 32 shows the list of defined models,
and allows creating new models and modifying or removing the existing ones.

Figure 32: General view of the models’ management interface.

The creation or modification of an impact model consists of several steps:
•

General information: name, description and type (see Figure 33).
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•

Input products definition (see Figure 34).

•

Output products definition (see Figure 35).

•

Parameters definition: name, description and type for each parameter (see
Figure 36).

Figure 33: Window to define the impact models’ general information.

Figure 34: Window to define the model’s inputs.

Figure 35: Window to define the model’s outputs.
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Figure 36: Window to define the model’s parameters.

Models instances’ management
Models instances are the different parameterizations of the impact models defined
previously. The interface presents the list of model instances, and the Products’
managers and Administrators can create, modify or remove them. Figure 37 presents
the general view of the component.

Figure 37: General view of the models instances’ management interface.

The steps to create a model instance are:
•

Define the model instance name and to which model it belongs to (see Figure
38).

•

Define the input product instances (see Figure 39).

•

Define the output product instances (see Figure 40).

•

Specify the values of each parameter (see Figure 41).

Figure 38: Window to define a new model instance.
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Figure 39: Window to assign the input product instances to a model instance.

Figure 40: Window to assign the output product instances to a model instance.

Figure 41: Window to define the parameters of a model instance.

Users management
Users management allows to modify the actor’s general information and to manage
other actors. Thus, Users’ managers can administrate Users, and Administrators can
manage Data providers, Users, Users’ managers and Products’ managers. The
interface consists of the list of actors that can be managed, and is presented Figure
42.

Figure 42: User’s summary view with the list of actors.

The creation or modification of an actor consists of several steps:
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•

General information: name, mail, phone, login, password and role (see Figure
43).

•

Contracted products: it only applies for the Data providers and Users (see
Figure 44).

•

Sensors assigned: it only applies for the Data providers and Users (see Figure
45).

Figure 43: Window with the actor’s general information.

Figure 44: Window to assign products to actors.

Figure 45: Window to assign sensors to a specific actor.

Monitoring
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The monitoring section presents the MH-EWS’ monitoring information. This information
is divided in products monitoring, models monitoring and nodes monitoring. The
following Table 16 presents the monitoring information each actor can analyse, based
on its role:
Table 16: Summary of the monitoring information an actor can analyse depending on their role.

Role

Products
monitoring

Models
monitoring

Nodes
monitoring

Data
providers
User
Users’
manager
Products’
manager
Administrator

Products monitoring
Products monitoring shows the data availability for each product. The list of products
presented is filtered to the contracted products for the Data providers and Users. The
interface presents the list of products with the date of the last data available and a list
of the last information available. Figure 46 presents the Products monitoring interface.

Figure 46: Products monitoring user interface.

Models monitoring
Models monitoring shows information about the last executions of the impact models
contracted by the actor accessing the Monitoring and management tool. The interface
presents the date and time of the last execution and the models results availability for
the most recent executions (see Figure 47).

Figure 47: Models status’ summary interface.
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The interface also offers the possibility to go into the details about the last executions
of an impact model. The detailed information consists of the node where the model
was executed, the start, end and duration of the execution, and the result (e.g. OK or
Fail). Figure 48 presents the detailed monitoring information of an impact model.

Figure 48: Detailed monitoring information of a specific model.

Nodes monitoring
The Nodes monitoring interface provides information about the performance and the
use of resources of the different processing nodes, such as the average CPU usage
in the last hour, the average memory usage in the last hour, the number of processes
finished in the last hour, the number of processes finished with no errors in the last
hour, the number of processes finished with errors in the last hour, the percentage of
processes finished successfully in the last hour, and the number of processes currently
running in the node.
Figure 49 presents processing the Nodes monitoring interface.

Figure 49: Monitoring information of the processing nodes.

In addition to the summarized information, the interface also offers the possibility to
analyse in detail the processes run by a specific node. This view presents the start and
end date and time, the duration and the result for the last models’ executions in the
processing node. Figure 50 presents the monitoring information for a specific
processing node.

Figure 50: Monitoring information of a specific processing node.
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3 Verification & Validation
This Section describes the plan and procedures concerning the testing of the overall
functionalities of the MH-EWS for compliance with the requirements. The services,
interfaces and products to be verified and validated are those defined in this document
and in Deliverable D3.1 (Smith et al. 2017). The goal of verifying and validating is to
check whether the software product to be delivered conforms to the requirements and
to ensure that it fits for purpose.
The goal of the Verification & Validation [V&V] activities is to check the overall
functionality and performance of the MH-EWS platform in the Pilot sites (WP6) and in
the case study applications (WP5), which is closely linked to the main goals of WP3.
The V&V activities correspond to Task 3.4 of the project, and are structured in three
phases that run in parallel with the MH-EWS development and the impact models/tools
integration. While the first two phases are more focused on the MH-EWS platform
testing, the third aims at the models/tools refining:
•

First Phase: Validation of the MH-EWS framework integrating both the forecast
and impact models (WP2), and the existing Pan-European platforms (in line with
the guidelines provided by WP1) as standalone.

•

Second Phase: Validation of the services and interfaces functionality when used
by the A4DEMOS platform (developed in WP4) and the self-preparedness and
self-protection tools (together indicated as self-p*, developed in WP5).

•

Third Phase: Validation of the impact prediction capabilities of the models and
tools (provided by WP2) in the Pilot Sites (WP6).

The V&V will be carried out through testing activities from both qualitative and
quantitative point of view, depending on the functionality and aspects to be validated.
The qualitative assessment will be based on dedicated forms (checklists) for the
aspects of the MH-EWS that cannot be quantified (e.g., user friendliness) where
aspects of MH-EWS platform will be analysed in a formal way. The quantitative
assessment will be done using a set of Key Performance Indicators [KPI] to evaluate
the aspects of the MH-EWS that can be objectively quantified.
Moreover, the V&V activities will also consider the functional assessment (inputs,
outputs, behaviour of the components, and specific functionality of the software), nonfunctional assessment (scalability, maintainability, interoperability, serviceability and
usability), and performance assessment: evaluation of impact forecasting capabilities.
Given the early stage of the project, evolution and slight changes in the V&V strategy
are expected according to the advancements of the project development and the
refinement and improvements made to the impact products served by the MH-EWS.
The next subsections describe the testing model which the V&V is based on, the V&V
strategy (including the planning of the different testing phases and the documentation
supporting the activities), and the proposal of specific V&V actions for each module of
the MH-EWS.
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3.1

V&V model

The testing of the developments done within WP3 is supported by the well-known VModel 25 paradigm. Such model foresees the definition of what activities will be
performed and in which order: from the analysis of the system concept down to the
system development up to the system delivery and maintenance.
During this process, the system is tested at different levels. The MH-EWS technical
design (detailed in Section 2.5) is the reference to identify the relationship between
each development phase and the corresponding testing activity (e.g., the first phase
testing goes along with the first phase of software development, and so on). On the
other hand, V&V activities will consider the MH-EWS use cases and requirements that
have been previously defined in sections 2.1 and 2.2 to validate the software as a
whole.
According to the numbers assigned to information flows in Figure 51, the validation
activities will be done taking into account:
1. The implementation of software packages for the integration of WP2 tools and
models for impacts forecasting (encapsulated models), as well as the
connection to existing platforms (connected models). The MH-EWS is verified
according to the requirements defined in Deliverable D3.1 (Smith et al. 2017)
and in Section 2.2 of this document.
2. The benefits related to MH-EWS and A4DEMOS platforms will be evaluated
according to KPIs defined in WP3 and WP1. Some of WP1 KPIs, in particular
those known as “System-Related Indicators” will be considered as a reference
for the definition of KPIs related to the MH-EWS. MH-EWS KPIs must be
considered in performance tests definition during the project development,
especially in the Third Phase Testing.
3. The validation of the models and tool provided by WP2 will be carried out during
the Pilot Sites’ implementations (in WP6, from M19 until M38), when the models
will be tested. The tests results will provide feedback to the models/tools
developers in order to refine and improve them.
4. The MH-EWS will work closely to the A4DEMOS platform (WP4) and the selfp* tools (WP5) mainly by providing products (from MH-EWS to other
applications) and local sensor data retrieving (from A4DEMOS to MH-EWS).
The data exchange protocols defined for the MH-EWS services and interfaces
are formalized in Section 2, and therefore the verification activities are based
on such specifications.

For
more
information
Model_(software_development)
25
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Figure 51: Validation Activities Relations.

3.2

V&V strategy

As previously introduced, the V&V activities are organized in three successive and
progressive phases. Figure 52 shows the schedule for each phase taking into account
the relation to WP3 tasks and also WP5 and WP6.
The First Phase (testing of the MH-EWS development) will take place just before the
pilot sites implementation. The Second Phase testing will be done during the pilot sites
implementation focusing on the data exchange with the A4DEMOS platform and the
self-p* tools. The Third Phase will take place at the last phase of the project and will
be focused on the performance of the WP2 models/tools in the pilot sites.
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M1

M7

M13

T1.4: KPI to evaluate the benefits of inn.
WP2: Tool and model to be integrated
T3.3: SW Development
T3.4: Testing and Performance Evaluation of MH-EWS system and Modules/tools
WP5: Case study Implementation
WP6: Pilot Site implementation

M19

M30
M37

First Phase testing of MH-EWS:
•
Tool/Model implementation
•
Each single interface

Second Phase testing of MH-EWS on Pilot sites:
•
System integration of Tool/Model
•
All the interfaces

Performance testing of MH-EWS:
•
Tool/Model performances according to KPI
of WP1 and WP6

Figure 52: V&V activities schedule.

Regarding responsibilities, all partners involved in the design and development of the
MH-EWS services and interfaces or the development of the models/tools in WP2 will
be in charge of contributing at the V&V of the software according to the different levels
and stages. The next subsections describe the specific strategy for each testing phase.
3.2.1 First Phase Testing
This testing activity is at single interface/functionality level and aims at validating the
different parts of the code during the development. Therefore, this activity is carried
out by the software developers as part of their job and will be performed whenever a
new interface, service or product is ready to be incorporated to the MH-EWS.
Together with the development of the MH-EWS, this testing activity will cover the
implementation of the framework as a standalone system. This verification activity
starts with the software development to verify the integration of existing and improved
impact forecasting algorithms in the platform (once it has been encapsulated or
externally linked.). In particular, the MH-EWS main feature to be tested will be the data
acquisition from the existing Pan-European platforms.
The main goal of this verification activity is to test the capability of the MH-EWS to
provide the impact products through the services. Then, in this phase, the verification
will be focused on the data and interfaces provided by the services to the final users
(e.g. A4DEMOS platform and self-p* tools).
The main inputs for this activity are:
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•

The definition of the requirements for the products available in Deliverable D3.1
(Smith et al. 2017).

•

The definition of the services and interfaces available in Section 2 of this
document. The products’ description available in Section 4 and Annex C of this
document.
3.2.2 Second Phase Testing

The Second Phase Testing activity checks the proper functioning of the MH-EWS
platform once implemented in the pilot sites. The implementation of the A4DEMOS
platform and the self-p* tools in the pilot sites allow to effectively validate the software’s
capability to provide the information in its real final environment. The validation on the
pilot site involves all the participants as for their responsibilities:
The interaction between the MH-EWS and the A4DEMOS platform will be verified by
the platform/support tools developers as for their use:
•

General performance of the A4DEMOS platform (lead by AIRBUS).

And more specifically, the support tools of the A4DEMOS platform:
•

Data collection from the field and interface toward the MH-EWS (lead by
AIRBUS).

•

Risk Assessment tool (lead by SINTEF).

•

Local transport and logistics management tool (lead by DAPP).

•

Common Picture via communication module (lead by KAJO).

The interaction between the MH-EWS and the self-p* tools will be verified by the tools
developers as for their use:
•

Tool for reducing storm-driven impacts on electricity transmission grids (lead by
FMI).

•

Tool for enabling self-response of the logistic platforms of the food distribution
companies (lead by DAPP).

•

Tool for increasing self-protection in camping located in flood prone areas (lead
by HYDS).

•

Increasing self-awareness and self-protection in front of flooding risk in schools
(lead by CIMA).

The feedback will be primarily focused on functional aspects in terms of capability of
the software to provide the services and products needed for the development of
A4DEMOS platform and support tools as well as the self-p* tools.
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3.2.3 Third Phase testing
The ANYWHERE project aims at implementing at European scale the best available
meteorological forecasts and to translate them into hazard impacts forecasts. In this
context, the best environment to assess the performance of the impact products
provided by the MH-EWS is the pilot sites. Therefore, this phase focuses on the
assessment of the performance of the products generated by WP2 models and tools.
This activity will be based on the feedback coming from the pilot sites’ experiences,
which includes the user perception and qualitative validation of the different
implementations of the A4DEMOS platform and the self-p* tools.
It is expected that the partners involved in each pilot site provide their feedback to allow
for the improvement and refining of the WP2 models and tools, namely: floods, flashfloods, debris flows and landslides (lead by UPC), storm surges (lead by CRF),
weather-induced heatwaves and health (lead by UOR), weather induced fires (lead by
ECMWF), droughts (lead by WUR), and convective storms, severe winds and heavy
snowfall (lead by FMI).
The MH-EWS performance evaluation will be carried out through validation actions
applied to the MH-EWS products and the output of such activity will support the
improvement of the impact prediction capability according to the pilot sites’ experience.
In general, the impacts are strictly related to the weather events, local current situation
and local capabilities to manage such events. In these terms, the validation of impact
forecasting starts with the pilot site implementation and runs until the end of the
ANYWHERE project. Although at this stage of the project it is not possible to define
the definitive strategy, it is foreseen that the evaluation/validation of the impact
forecasting capabilities of the MH-EWS products will be based on the following flow:
1. Definition of the KPIs related to the MH-EWS products. Examples of possible
KPIs are:
•
•
•
•
•

Success rate of the impacts forecast respect the actual impacts.
Reliability of the impacts forecasts.
Granularity of impacts.
Number of assets included in the impacts estimation.
User interface and usability.

2. Definition/preparation of the expected results with the objective of validating the
product quality compared with what actually happened.
3. Identification of the set of MH-EWS products to be validated. Initially, this set
will be made up of the products used by A4DEMOS platform and the self-p*
tools.
4. Evaluation of each product of the set comparing the obtained result with the
expected result, setting the degree of conformance, evaluating the uncertainty,
and deciding about the acceptability of this conformance.
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5. Finally, give feedback to the models/tools developers (WP2 partners) in the form
of improvements and/or recommendations based on the evaluations.
3.2.4 Documentation supporting the V&V activities
The V&V strategy presented above must be supported by documents to formalize the
testing activities. This section presents the documentation templates, which have been
designed to be flexible given the complexity and heterogeneity of the MH-EWS
platform. The documentation is made up of the traceability matrix and the tests
description table.
The V&V results will be presented in ANYWHERE Deliverables D3.3 “Performance
assessment of the MH-EWS platform on the pilot sites” and D3.4 “MH-EWS final
operational prototype and final test results” using these documents to drive the V&V
Control Process Plan.
3.2.4.1 Tests description table

Each test must be thoroughly defined including test name, unique ID, test objectives,
requirements coverage, procedures to be done, assumptions and initialization
parameters, as well as the criteria for results evaluation and some additional
information.
This information is written in a row of the tests description table, and will be used to
build the traceability matrix. Test examples are provided together with the tests
description table template in Figure B-2.
3.2.4.2 Traceability matrix

The traceability matrix is used to present the status of the V&V activities, and is
updated regularly based on the feedback provided by the pilot sites. This document is
created at the beginning of the V&V and evolves during the testing activities to keep
track of the verification process in terms of successful tests and the planning of
remaining activities grouped by functionalities, as illustrated in Figure 53. The template
of the traceability matrix document can be found in Figure B-1.
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•

Requirement Specification

TRACEABILITY MATRIX WITH TIME SCHEDULE
EXECUTION DATE
DATE FORESEEN
AND RESULT

NON-REGRESSION
TESTS

NOTES
•

Functionality #1 Requirement Specification

•

Unique ID Number and Test Title

Test #1.1

M19

M19

OK

Test #1.2

M21

M22

OK

Test #1.3

M21

M22

OK

M22*

“*” means that non-regression is a
subset of the original test procedure

OK

Functionality #2 Requirement Specification
Test #2.1

M19

M19

NOK

Test #2.2
•
Functionality #3

Requirement Specification

Test Procedure Execution results and
Comments, if needed

Test #3.1
Test #3.2
Test #2

Figure 53: Traceability matrix.

Tests are grouped by functionalities that cover a set of requirements. For each test,
the expected execution date, the effective execution date and result, and the nonregression tests are recorded. These tests must be already present in the tests
description table presented in the previous Section (linked using the same ID).
The requirement specification is the description of the software functionality or
characteristics to be tested, that includes functional, non-functional and performance
requirements that the software should satisfy. The requirement specification will be
based on the MH-EWS platform requirements (Section 2.2), the requirements of the
impact products (Deliverable D3.1, Smith et al. 2017), the functional requirements from
the A4DEMOS platform and the self-p* tools (not defined yet), and the applicable KPIs
defined in WP1 regarding performance requirements and evaluation criteria for impact
forecast capability.
The aim of non-regression tests is to verify that updating some parts of the software
do not negatively impact on the already tested parts. For example, that the
implementation of a new link for an external service data exchange does not impact
on other data exchange services, or that the login functionality is not influenced by
improvements or changes in the Security layer module development. Due to its nature,
the non-regression tests cannot be planned in advance, and they must be carried out
in case of major changes to the MH-EWS.
3.3

V&V activities and evaluations

This Section describes the main specific activities to be performed in each testing
phase according to the strategy previously defined. While First and Second Phase
Testing activities (Section 3.3.1) can already be outlined, only preliminary ideas can
be provided at this stage of the project for the Third Phase Testing (Section 3.3.2).
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3.3.1 First and Second Phase Testing
As previously defined, First and Second Phase Testing activities cover the validation
of the MH-EWS as a software platform, evaluating its services and interfaces from the
functional point of view. Next subsections provide preliminary guidelines on the V&V
activities foreseen for each of the MH-EWS service.
Notice that the tools and definitive methodologies will be developed in the context of
Task 3.4, and therefore the guidelines presented in this document will be updated
along with the advancements in the implementation of the platform in the pilot sites.
3.3.1.1 Products’ catalogue service

Within the activities of Task 3.4, all interfaces made available through the services
provided by the MH-EWS will be evaluated. In general, the validation activities for the
REST APIs will focus on the following:
•

Correct use of the API key mechanism (where foreseen) used for the users’
authentication and authorization (Security Layer) for accessing resources
(through the GET, PUT, DELETE and POST HTTP verbs used in REST).

•

Extensive testing of the complete REST web services, considering all the
possible output formats (e.g. JSON, XML etc.).

The RESTful API will be evaluated in successive phases with the possibility to use a
dedicated tool to automate testing, such as SoapUI 26 . In any case, the testing
methodology and the tools that will be used to perform tests with clients will be
identified in successive steps.
The specific validation activities for the Products’ Catalogue service will consist on the
testing of the correct access to the API of the service to retrieve data from the server
(GET method), and the testing of the response format (both in the case of JSON and
XML).
3.3.1.2 Time series data service

This service is implemented with a RESTful API like the Products’ Catalogue Service
(see REST API testing general considerations in Section 3.3.1.1).
The specific validation activities for the Time series data service will consist on the
testing of the correct access to the API of the service to retrieve and insert data from a
remote server, and the correct parsing of the response considering all the available
standards used to encode the data.
Whenever a specific standard is applied for data representation, a verification of the
capability to parse that standard will be performed (for example about the Describe
Sensor operation that uses SensorML format within JSON package).

26

https://www.soapui.org
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3.3.1.3 OGC WFS client service

Regarding the validation activities of Task 3.3, the test related to the OGC WFS client
service will mainly focus on the MH-EWS capability to correctly retrieve and use data
from servers as described in Section 2.3.2.5, including the management of the
available operations using the corresponding HTTP method (GET) and the retrieval
and storage of the data into the Internal database.
3.3.1.4 Bulk data services

This service is implemented with a RESTful API, like the Products’ Catalogue and the
Time Series data services (see REST API testing general considerations in Section
3.3.1.1).
The specific validation activities for the Bulk data services will consist on the testing of
the correct access to the API of the service to retrieve the requested data with a ZIP
compressed file.
3.3.1.5 Geospatial data services

The test related to the Geospatial data services will mainly focus on the MH-EWS
capability to correctly retrieve and use data from the GeoServer, considering that the
information must be available through the WMS and the WFS OGC services.
3.3.1.6 Standard emergency messages’ service

The tests related to the EDXL-CAP messages will cover the MH-EWS capability to
correctly generate and disseminate standard emergency messages based on impact
products. To achieve this goal, this MH-EWS service will be accessed to retrieve
EDXL-CAP messages, and then validate such messages by means of a dedicated
parser to validate the structure presented in Section 2.3.2.7.
The testing will take advantage of already available parsing tools like CAP-Validator27.
3.3.1.7 FTP/FTPS service

The validation activities for the FTP/FTPS service will focus on the security (main
access and data exchange) and the performance. The use of the FTPS protocol
ensures safe data exchange and that is considered sufficient within the scope of this
project.
Thus, the tests carried out will cover both the server and client side checking the
following:
•

27

Data transfer performance (i.e. throughput to guarantee the system availability
under several requests, often called stress test).

https://cap-validator.appspot.com
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•

Access control (selective access to resources’ writing).

•

MH-EWS capability to access a remote FTP server to download and upload
data.

Several tools will be considered for the validation activities, such as FileZilla for smoke
tests/preliminary validation, and dedicated solutions for operative testing and validation
in successive phases of validation.
3.3.2 Third Phase Testing
The Third Phase Testing focuses on the evaluation of the performance of the impact
forecasting products provided by the MH-EWS (see Section 4 and Annex C). As
previously explained, this testing phase starts once the MH-EWS is implemented on
the pilot sites (either through the A4DEMOS platform or the self-p* tools), and therefore
only some suggestions can be done at this stage of the project.
This phase of the V&V activities could consider the following ideas on the tests
definition:
•

Evaluation of the impact forecasting accuracy through the comparison of the
estimation made by the models with the occurrence, and/or evaluation with
respect to the emergency actions triggered.

•

Evaluation of impact forecasting using forecasted data and historical data, if
available.

•

Comparison of the reliability/usability and importance/weight of using the
ANYWHERE MH-EWS in front of other tools already used in site.

•

Satisfaction of the final users’ needs in terms of assets included in the impact
estimation. The users could be interviewed to understand if the products of MHEWS fulfils their needs of emergency management and self-p*.

•

Evaluation of the response time. Capability of the MH-EWS to produce the
outputs enough time in advance.
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4 Catalogue of products
Together with the design of the MH-EWS platform itself (internal modules, services,
interfaces and tests) from the software engineering point of view, this deliverable
provides a preliminary list of the products that the MH-EWS will offer to its users
(A4DEMOS platform, self-p* tools and other applications that might arise within
Anywhere consortium and SICN network.
The list of products has been extracted from ANYWHERE Deliverable 3.1 (Smith et al.
2017) and updated, but it is continuously evolving, so if should not be taken as the final
list of products offered by the MH-EWS. On M19, WP2 will deliver the final version of
the algorithms to be implemented in the MH-EWS for testing. At then, the list of
products will be updated to couple with the final version of the algorithms.
Annex C of this document contains the exhaustive list of products sorted by hazard.
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Annex A. MH-EWS REST API specification
This annex contains the specifications of the REST APIs provided by the different
modules of the MH-EWS introduced in the respective subsections of Section 2.5.

Internal database
The REST API resources described in the following tables are private (accessible only
internally in the MH-EWS) and will only handle JSON messages both in their body and
as response.
Table A-1: User’s role resource description.

Endpoint

/user_role

Method

GET

Provides the list of existing roles. The resource can be accessed in the following procedures:
•

[GET] /user_role: It returns a list with the names of all the existing roles.

•

[GET] /user_role/<role_name>: Returns all the information of the role with the specified
name.
Response
Code

Possible status
codes

Name

Meaning
The information
was
successfully
recovered.
There is no role with the specified name.

200

OK

404

Not found
Internal Server
General error (Wrong parameters, etc.).
Error

500

[GET] /user_role
[“user”, “us ers_admi n”, “pro ducts_ad min”, “a dmin”,
“data_provid er”]
[GET] /user_role/data_provider
{
“name”: “data_pr ovider”,
“admin_u sers”: f alse,
“admin_p roducts” : false,
“monitor ”: true” ,
“get_dat a”: fals e,
“put_dat a”: true ,
“impact_ model_re port”: f alse,
“process es_repor t”: fals e,
“process ing_node s_report ”: false ,
“modules _report” : true,
“users_r eport”: false

Examples

}

Table A-2: User’s resource description.

Endpoint
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This resource allows to create, update or remove users, get the list of sensors and product
instances assigned to a user and assign or divest them, and get all the existing users and filter
them. The list of procedures is:
•

[GET] /user: Returns the list of logins of the existing users.

•

[GET] /user/<login>: Returns the information of the user with the specified login.

•

[GET] /user/<login>/sensor: Returns the list of sensors names assigned to the user.

•

[GET] /user/<login>/product_instance: Returns the list of product instances assigned to
the user.

•

[PUT] /user/<login>: Updates the information of the user with the specified login.

•

[POST] /user: Adds a new user.

•

[POST] /user/<login>/sensor/<sensor_name>: Assigns the sensor to the user.

•

[POST] /user/<login>/product_instance/<instance_name>:
instance to the user.

•

[DELETE] /user/<login>: Removes the user with the specified login

•

[DELETE] /user/<login>/sensor/<sensor_name>: Divests the sensor from the user

•

[DELETE] /user/<login>/product_instance/<instance_name>: Divests the product
instance from the user.

GET

Assigns

the

product

Request
The GET procedure allows filtering in case no login is specified. This
allows, for instance, to check if a user with a specific login and
password or API key exists. In this case, it will only return the login of
the user.

PUT and POST
parameters

In the case of a user creation or modification, the body of the request
must include a JSON object with the user’s information (name, email,
phone, login, password, role). All the fields must be specified when
updating a user even if they have not modified.

DELETE

/user/<login> removes the user with this login and all its related
information.
[PUT] /user/hyds
{
“name”: “Hydrome teorolog ical Inn ovative Solutions”,
“email”, “user@a nywhere- h2020.eu ”,
“phone, “1234567 8”,
“passwor d”: “123 abdc”,
“role”: “admin”

Body content
examples

}
[POST] /user
{
“name”: “Hydrome teorolog ical Inn ovative Solutions”,
“email”, “user@a nywhere- h2020.eu ”,
“phone, “1234567 8”,
“login”: “anywhe re”,
“passwor d”: “4ny wh3r3”,
“role”: “admin”
}
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Response
Code

Possible status
codes

Name

200

OK

201

Created

404

Not found

500

Internal
Error

Server

Meaning
The information was successfully
recovered or removed.
The user was successfully updated or
created.
There is no user, sensor or product
instance for the specified parameters.
General error (wrong parameters, etc.).

[GET] /user
[“ecmwf”, “a 4demos”, “hyds”]
[GET] /user?login=hyds&password=4nywh3r3
Hyds
[GET] /user?apikey=987654321
Hyds
[GET] /user/hyds
{

Examples

“name”: “Hydrome teorolog ical Inn ovative Solutions”,
“email”, “user@a nywhere- h2020.eu ”,
“phone, “1234567 8”,
“login”: “hyds”,
“passwor d”: “123 abcd”,
“apikey” : “98765 4321”,
“role”: “admin”,
“contrac ted_prod ucts”: [ “reflect ivity_pr ovider”,
“temperature _station s_provid er”,
“humidity_st ations_p rovider” ],
“contrac ted_sens ors”: [“ station1 ”, “stat ion2”,
“station3”]
}
[GET] /user/hyds/sensor
[“station1”, “statio n2”, “st ation3”]
[GET] /user/hyds/product_instance
[
{
},
{
},
{

“pro duct”: “ reflecti vity”,
“nam e”: “ref lectivit y_provid er”
“pro duct”: “ temperat ure_stat ions”,
“nam e”: “tem perature _station s_provid er”
“pro duct”: “ humidity _station s”,
“nam e”: “hum idity_st ations_p rovider”

}
]

Table A-3: Product’s resource description.

GET
PUT
Endpoint
/product
Methods
POST
DELETE
This resource allows to create, update or remove products, their instances and get their
monitoring information. The list of procedures is:
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•

[GET] /product: Returns the names of the existing products.

•

[GET] /product/<name>: Returns the information of a specific product.

•

[GET] /product/<name>/instance: Returns the name of all the instances of one product.

•

GET /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>: Returns the information of a
specific product instance.

•

[GET] /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>/data: Returns the data of a specific
instance.

•

[GET] /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>/monitoring: Returns the monitoring
information of a specific product instance.

•

[PUT] /product/<name>: Updates the information of the product.

•

[PUT] /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>: Updates a product instance.

•

[POST] /product: Adds a new product.

•

[POST] /product/<name>/<instance>: Adds a new instance to the product.

•

[POST] /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>/data: Stores new data for a
specific product instance.

•

[DELETE] /product/<name>: Removes a product.

•

[DELETE] /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>: Removes a product instance.

•

[DELETE] /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>/data: Removes data of a
product instance.

Parameters (query
parameters in URL)

GET
PUT and POST

Deliverable 3.2

Request
Key
Value
Description
Type
The date (or interval) to add or get
data.
Only
applies
to
date
String
Optional
/product/<name>/instance/<insta
nce_name>/data operations.
Format of the file (“netcdf” or “grib”
for raster data, “geojson” or
format
String
“shapefile” for vector data, “SOS” Optional
for time series). Only applies to
the data procedures.
Specifies if data must be stored
even if it already exists in the
overwrite
Boolean database. Only applies to Optional
/product/<name>/instance/<insta
nce_name>/data operations.
The GET procedure must specify the path of the file to upload in the
body in the case of /product/<name>/instance/<instance_name>/data
operations.
The PUT and POST procedures must include the product or product
instances information in the body in JSON format.
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DELETE

When deleting a product or product instance, the procedure will only
remove them in case neither models nor model instances have them
assigned.
[PUT] /product/reflectivity
{

“name”: “reflect ivity”,
“descrip tion”: “ Measured by the radar ne twork”,
“unit”: “dBZ”,
“type”: “raster”

}
[PUT] /product/reflectivity/instance/reflectivity_opera
{

“name”:” reflecti vity_ope ra”,
“product ”: “refl ectivity ”,
“coverag e”: [-10 , 30, 40 , 60],
“resolut ion”: [0 .01, 0.0 1],
“project ion”: “e psg:4326 ”,
“timeste p”: 900

}

Body content
examples

[POST] /product
{
“name”: “reflect ivity”,
“descrip tion”: “ Measured by the radar ne twork”,
“unit”: “dBZ”,
“type”: “raster”
}
[POST] /product/reflectivity/instance
{

“name” : ”reflect ivity_op era”,
“product ”: “refl ectivity ”,
“coverag e”: [-10 , 30, 40 , 60],
“resolut ion”: [0 .01, 0.0 1],
“project ion”: “e psg:4326 ”,
“timeste p”: 900

}
[POST]
/product/reflectivity/instance/reflectivity_provider/data?date=201703-27 15:00:00&format=netcdf&overwrite=true
/tmp/refl_pr ovider_2 01730271 500.nc

Response
Code

Possible status
codes

Name

Meaning
The information
was
successfully
recovered or deleted (via GET and
DELETE).
The product, product instance or the data
was successfully stored (via POST and
PUT).
The product or product instance does not
exist.

200

OK

201

Created

404

Not found

500

Internal Server
General error.
Error

[GET] /product
[“reflectivi ty”, “hu midity_s tations” , “tempe rature_stati ons”]

Examples
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[GET] /product/reflectivity
{

“name”: “reflect ivity”,
“descrip tion”: “ Measured by the radar ne twork”,
“unit”: “dBZ”,
“type”: “raster” ,
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“input”: [“nowca sting”, “calcula te_accum ulations”],
“output” : [],
“instanc es”: [“r eflectiv ity_prov ider”,
“reflectivit y_smc”, “reflect ivity_op era”]
}
[GET] /product/reflectivity/instance
[“reflectivi ty_provi der”, “r eflectiv ity_smc” ,
“reflectivit y_opera” ]
[GET] /product/reflectivity/instance/reflectivity_opera
{

“name” : ”reflect ivity_op era”,
“product ”: “refl ectivity ”,
“coverag e”: [-10 , 30, 40 , 60],
“resolut ion”: [0 .01, 0.0 1],
“project ion”: “e psg:4326 ”,
“timeste p”: 900

}
[GET]
/product/reflectivity/instance/reflectivity_smc/data?date=201703-27 15:00:00&format=netcdf
/data/anywhe re/bulk_ data/ref lectivit y_smc/20 17/03/27/201 70327
1500.nc
[GET] /product/reflectivity/instance/reflectivity_opera/monitoring
{
“name”: “reflect ivity_op era”,
“last_da ta”: “20 17-03-27 15:00:0 0”,
“availab ility”:
[
{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 14:1 5:00”,
“availab le”: tru e
},
{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 14:3 0:00”,
“availab le”: tru e
},
{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 14:4 5:00”,
“availab le”: fal se
},
{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 15:0 0:00”,
“availab le”: tru e
}
]
}

Table A-4: Model’s resource description.

Endpoint

/model

Methods

GET
PUT
POST
DELETE

Allows to create, update and delete the models and their instances, prepare executions and
log information. The list of procedures is:
•

[GET] /model: Gets the names of the existing models.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>: Returns the information of a specific model.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/parameter: Returns the list of parameters of a model.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/parameter/<parameter_name>: Returns the information
of a specific parameter.
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•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/input: Provides the input products of a model.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/output: Provides the list of output products of a model.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/instance: Returns the existing instances of a model.
Allows filtering by input and output product instances.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>: Returns the information of a
model instance.

•

[GET]
/model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/parameter/<parameter_name>:
Returns the information of the parameter of a model instance.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/input: Returns the input
product instances of a model instance.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/output: Returns the output
product instances of a model instance.

•

[GET] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/monitoring: Provides the
monitoring information of a model instance.

•

[PUT] /model/<model_name>: Updates the model information.

•

[PUT] /model/<model_name>/parameter/<parameter_name>: Updates a parameter of
the specified model.

•

[PUT] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>: Updates the information of a
model instance.

•

[PUT]
/model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/parameter/<parameter_name>:
Updates the parameter information of a model instance.

•

[POST] /model: Adds a new model.

•

[POST] /model/<model_name>/parameter: Adds a new parameter to a model.

•

[POST] /model/<model_name>/instance: Adds a new instance to a model.

•

[POST] /model/<model_name>/input/<product>: Assigns a product as input of a model.

•

[POST] /model/<model_name>/output/<product>: Assigns a product as output of a
model.

•

[POST] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/input/<product_instance>:
Assigns a product instance as input of a model instance.

•

[POST]
/model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/output/<product_instance>:
Assigns a product instance as output of a model instance.

•

[POST] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/execution: Prepares the
execution of the model instance. It generates temporary folders for the input and output
products and populates the input products’ folders with the appropriate files.
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•

[POST] /model/<name>/instance/<instance_name>/log: Stores new log information of
a model instance.

•

[DELETE] /model/<model_name>: Removes a model.

•

[DELETE] /model/<model_name>/parameter/<parameter_name>:
parameter of a specific model.

•

[DELETE] /model/<model_name>/input/<product>: Revokes the assignment of the
product as input of the model.

•

[DELETE] /model/<model_name>/output/<product>: Revokes the assignment of the
product as output of the model.

•

[DELETE] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>: Removes the model
instance of the model.

•

[DELETE]
/model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/input/<product_instance>:
Revokes the assignment of the product instance as input of the model instance.

•

[DELETE]
/model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/output/<product_instance>:
Revokes the assignment of the product instance as output of the product instance.

•

[DELETE] /model/<model_name>/instance/<instance_name>/execution: Clean the
temporary folders create for the input and output products to run an execution of the
model.

Key
Parameters (query
parameters in URL)

input

output

Removes

the

Request
Value
Description
Type
The name of a product instance.
String
Used only when getting the list of Optional
model instances.
The name of a product instance.
string
Used only when getting the list of Optional
model instances.

GET

It is possible to filter by input and output product instances when getting
the list of models’ instances.

PUT and POST

The body content of those procedures requiring additional information
must be sent in JSON format.

DELETE

When deleting a model or model instance, the procedure will also
remove their input and output products and the monitoring information.
[PUT] /model/nowcasting
{

Body content
examples

“name”: “nowcast ing”,
“descrip tion”: “ Generate s a nowc asting b ased on rada r”,
“type”: “IDL”

}
[PUT] /model/nowcasting/parameter/horizon
{
“name”: “horizon ”,
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“descrip tion”: “ Duration in seco nds of t he predictio n”,
“type”: “integer ”
}
[PUT] /model/nowcasting/instance/nowcating_provider
{
“name”: “nowcast ing_prov ider”,
“model”: “nowcas ting”
}
[PUT] /model/nowcasint/instance/nowcasting_provider/parameter/horizon
{

“value”: “7200”

}
[POST] /model
{

“name”: “nowcast ing”,
“descrip tion”: “ Generate s a nowc asting b ased on rada r”,
“type”: “IDL”

}
[POST] /model/nowcasting/parameter
{
“name”: “horizon ”,
“descrip tion”: “ Duration in seco nds of t he predictio n”,
“type”: “integer ”
}
[POST] /model/nowcasting/instance
{
“name”: “nowcast ing_prov ider”,
“model”: “nowcas ting”
}
[POST] /model/nowcasing/instance/nowcasting_provider/log
{
“node”: “node1”,
“start”: “2017-0 3-27 15: 00:00”,
“end”: “ 2017-03- 27 15:32 :51”,
“result” : “OK”,
“log”: “ Successf ully run in 32 m inutes a nd 51 second s.”
}

Response
Code
200
Possible status
codes

201
404
500

Name

Meaning
The information
was successfully
OK
recovered or removed (via GET and
DELETE).
The information was successfully created
Created
(via POST and PUT).
Not found
The information to get does not exist.
Internal Server General error (model cannot be removed,
Error
etc.)

[GET] /model
[“calculate_ accumula tions”, “nowcast ing”]
[GET] /model/calculate_accumulations
{

Examples
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“name”: “calcula te_accum ulations ”,
“descrip tion”: “ Calculat e accumu lated pr ecipitations ”,
“type”: “IDL”,
“inputs” : [“refl ectivity ”],
“outputs ”: [“acc umulatio n”],
“paramet ers”: [“ interval ”],
“instanc es”: [“c alculate _accumul ations_o pera”,
“calculate_a ccumulat ions_pro vider”]
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}
[GET] /model/calculate_accumulations/parameter
[“interval”]
[GET] /model/calculate_accumulations/parameter/interval
{

“name”: “interva l”,
“descrip tion”: “ The accu mulation interva l in seconds ”,
“type”: “integer ”

}
[GET] /model/calculate_accumulations/input
[“reflectivi ty”]
[GET] /model/calculate_accumulations/output
[“accumulati on”]
[GET] /model/calculate_accumulations/instance
[“calculate_ accumula tions_op era”,
“calculate_a ccumulat ions_pro vider”]
[GET]
/model/calculate_accumulations/instance?input=reflectivity_provider
[“calculate_ accumula tions_pr ovider”]
[GET]
/model/calculate_accumulations/instance/calculate_accumulations_provid
er
{
“name”: “calcula te_accum ulations _provide r”,
“model”: “calcul ate_accu mulation s”
“inputs” : [“refl ectivity _provide r”],
“outputs ”: [“acc umulatio n_1h_pro vider”],
“paramet ers”: [{ “interva l”: 3600 }]
}
[GET]
/model/calculate_accumulations/instance/calculate_accumulations_provid
er/parameter/interval
{
“value”: 3600
}
[GET]
/model/calculate_accumulations/instance/calculate_accumulations_provid
er/input
[
{
“nam e”: “ref lectivit y_provid er”,
“pro duct”: “ reflecti vity”
}
]
[GET]
/model/calculate_accumulations/instance/calculate_accumulations_provid
er/output
[
{
“nam e”: “acc umulatio n_1h_pro vider”,
“pro duct”: “ accumula tion”
}
]
[GET]
/model/calculate_accumulations/instance/calculate_accumulations_provid
er/monitoring
{
“name”: “calcula te_accum ulations _provide r”,
“last_da ta”, “20 17-03-27 15:00:0 0”,
“availab ility”: [
{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 12:0 0:00”,
“availab le”: tru e
},
{
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“date”: “2017-03 -27 13:0 0:00”,
“availab le”: tru e
},
{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 14:0 0:00”,
“availab le”: fal se
},
{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 15:0 0:00”,
“availab le”: tru e
}
],
“process es”:
[
{
“node”: “node1”,
“start_d ate”: “2 017-03-2 7 15:00: 00”,
“end_dat e”: “201 7-03-27 15:32:51 ”,
“process ing_time : 1971,
“result” : “OK”,
“log”: “ Successf ully run in 32 m inutes and 5 1
seconds.”
},
{
“node”: “node2”,
“start_d ate”: “2 017-03-2 7 14:0:0 0”,
“end_dat e”: “201 7-03-27 14:02:35 ”,
“process ing_time : 155,
“result” : “OK”,
“log”: “ Successf ully run in 2 mi nutes and 35
seconds.”
},
{
“node”: “node1”,
“start_d ate”: “2 017-03-2 7 13:00: 00”,
“end_dat e”: “201 7-03-27 13:00:02 ”,
“process ing_time : 2,
“result” : “ERROR ”,
“log”: “ There we re some missing files, skipp ing.”
}
]
}
[POST]
/model/calculate_accumulations/instance/calculate_accumulations_provid
er/execution
{
“inputs” :
[
{
“reflect ivity”: “/tmp/pr d_453243 2/”
}
],
“outputs ”:
[
{
“accumul ation”: “/tmp/pr d_435631 /”
}
]
}

Table A-5: Sensor’s resource description.

Endpoint

/sensor

Methods

GET
PUT
POST
DELETE

Allows to create, update and delete the sensors and their products. The list of procedures is:
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•

[GET] /sensor: Provides the list of sensors. Allows filtering by product instance, to get
the list of sensors measuring a specific product.

•

[GET] /sensor/<name>: Provides the information of a sensor.

•

[GET] /sensor/<name>/product_instance: Provides the list of product instances of a
sensor.

•

[PUT] /sensor/<name>: Modifies an existing sensor.

•

[POST] /sensor: Adds a new sensor.

•

[POST] /sensor/<name>/product_instance/<instance_name>: Assigns a product
instance to a sensor.

•

[DELETE] /sensor/<name>: Removes a sensor.

•

[DELETE]
/sensor/<name>/product_instance/<instance_name>:
assignment of the product instance to the sensor.

Key
Parameters (query
parameters in URL)

product

Revokes

the

Request
Value
Description
Type
The name of the product
String
instance. Used only when getting Optional
the list of sensors.

GET

It is possible to filter by product instances when getting the list of
sensors.

PUT and POST

The body content of those procedures requiring additional information
must be sent in JSON format.

DELETE

Deleting a sensor will also delete the products assigned to the sensor
and to the users.
[PUT] /sensor/station1
{

Body content
examples

“name”: “station 1”,
“code”: “st1”,
“locatio n”: [2.8 1,42.74]
}
[POST] /sensor
{
“name”: “station 1”,
“code”: “st1”,
“locatio n”: [2.8 1,42.74]
}

Response
Code
Possible status
codes

Deliverable 3.2

Name

200

OK

201

Created

404

Not found

Meaning
The information
was successfully
recovered or deleted (via GET and
DELETE respectively).
The information was successfully stored
(via POST or PUT).
There is no sensor with the given name.
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500

Internal Server General error (e.g. sensor cannot be
Error
removed, etc.)

[GET] /sensor
[“station1”, “statio n2”]
[GET] /sensor?product=temperature_stations_provider1
[“station1”]
[GET] /sensor/station1
{

Examples

“name”: “station 1”,
“code”: “st1”,
“locatio n”: [2.8 1,42.74] ,
“product s”:
[
“tem perature _station s_provid er1”,
“hum idity_st ations_p rovider1 ”
]

]
[GET] /sensor/station1/product_instance
[
{
},
{

“pro duct”: “ temperat ure_stat ions”,
“nam e”: “tem perature _station s_provid er1”
“pro duct”: “ humidity _station s”,
“nam e”: “hum idity_st ations_p rovider1 ”

}
]

Table A-6: Processing node’s resource description.

GET
POST
Allows to store and provide monitoring information of the different processing nodes. The list
of procedures is:
Endpoint

/processing_node

Methods

•

[GET] /processing_node: Provides the list of existing processing nodes.

•

[GET] /processing_node/<name>/log: Provides the log information of a processing
node.

•

[POST] /processing_node/<name>/log: Stores new log information of a processing
node.
Request

POST parameters

Log information must be provided in the body content as a JSON
format message.
[POST] /processing_node/node1/log

Body content
examples

{
“date”: “2017-03 -27 15:0 7:00”,
“cpu”: “ 0.87”,
“memory” : “0.23” ,
“number_ processe s”: 4
}

Response
Possible status
codes
Deliverable 3.2

Code
200

Name
OK

Meaning
The information
was
obtained.

successfully
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The
monitoring
successfully stored.

201

Created

500

Internal Server
General error.
Error

information

was

[GET] /processing_node
[“node1”, “n ode2”, “ node3”]
[GET] /processing_node/node1/log
{

“node”: “node1”,
“date”; “2017-03 -27 15:0 7:00”,
“current _process es”: 4,
“process es_finis hed”: 2,
“process es_ok”: 2,
“process eses_fai l”: 1,
“process es_ratio ”: 0.66,
“cpu”: 0 .77,
“memory” : 0.19,
“process es”:
[
{
“model”: “nowcas ting_ope ra”,
“start_d ate”: “2 017-03-2 7 15:00: 00”,
“end_dat e”: “201 7-03-27 15:32:51 ”,
“process ing_time : 1971,
“result” : “OK”,
“log”: “ Successf ully run in 32 m inutes and 5 1
seconds.”
},
{
“model”: “nowcas ting_ope ra”,
“start_d ate”: “2 017-03-2 7 14:30: 00”,
“end_dat e”: “201 7-03-27 14:30:02 ”,
“process ing_time : 2,
“result” : “ERROR ”,
“log”: “ There we re some missing files, skipp ing.”
},
{
“model”: “nowcas ting_pro vider”,
“start_d ate”: “2 017-03-2 7 14:40: 00”,
“end_dat e”: “201 7-03-27 14:42:31 ”,
“process ing_time : 151,
“result” : “OK”,
“log”: “ Successf ully run in 2 mi nutes and 31
seconds.”
}
]
}

Security layer
The REST API resources described in the following tables are private (accessible only
internally in the MH-EWS).
Table A-7: REST API authentication resource description.

Endpoint

/authentication

Methods

POST

This resource allows to check that the user is registered in the system, the credentials
presented are correct, and the user is allowed to access from the IP from where the request is
made. The operations available are the following:
•

[POST] /authentication: Returns the login of the corresponding user if the authentication
was successful, or null otherwise.
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POST parameters

Request
JSON with the user credentials and the source IP in the body. There
are two working modes: either specifying the login and the password of
the user, or specifying the API key.
[POST] /authentication
{
“login”: “anywhe re”,
“passwor d”: “123 abcd”,
“ip”: “1 0.0.0.1”

Body content
examples

}
[POST] /authentication
{
“api_key ”: “1234 5678”,
“ip”: “1 0.0.0.1”
}

Response
Code
200

Possible status
codes

500

Name

Meaning
OK
Request was successful.
Internal Server General error (e.g. wrong parameters,
Error
etc.).

Table A-8: REST API authorization resource description.

Endpoint

/authorization

Methods

POST

This resource allows to check that the requested product is contracted, the subscription date
is still valid and the sensor is contracted and the sensor has the product assigned (for time
series data) or the requested area is contracted (for bulk data). The operations available are
the following:
•

[POST] /authorization: Returns OK (response code 200) if all checks are positive, or
Unauthorized (response code 401) otherwise.

POST parameters

Request
JSON with the user login, the product requested, and the sensor name
(for time series data) or the area bounding box (for bulk data).
[POST] /authorization
{

Body content
examples

“login”: “anywhe re”,
“product ”: “temp erature_ stations _provide r”,
“sensor” : “stati on1”
}
[POST] /authorization
{

“login”: “anywhe re”,
“product ”: “refl ectivity _opera”,
“area”: [42,2,40 ,-1]

}

Response
Possible status
codes
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Code
200
500

Name

Meaning
OK
Request was successful.
Internal Server General error (e.g. wrong parameters,
Error
etc.).
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Table A-9: REST API api_key resource description.

Endpoint

/api_key

Methods

POST

This resource allows to create or renew the API key of a user. The operations available are the
following:
•

[POST] /api_key: Returns OK (response code 200) if the operation was successful, or
Error (response code 500) otherwise.

POST parameters
Body content
examples

Request
JSON with the user login.
[POST] /api_key
{
“login”: “anywhe re”
}

Response
Code
Possible status
codes

200
500

Name

Meaning
The
API
key
was
successfully
OK
created/renewed.
Internal Server General error (could not create/renew the
Error
API key)

Gateway/Data supply – Time series data service
The REST API resources described in the following tables are publicly accessible for
the MH-EWS users.
Table A-10: Get Capabilities operation of the Time series data services REST API.

Resource
/ts_getcapabilities
Method
GET
Returns the supported operations of the SOS instance, the identifiers of all sensors instances
encapsulated by the SOS instance and the identifiers of all observed phenomena.
Request
X-API-KEY: <API key>
Headers
Accept: <content type>
Key
Value
Description
Type
HTML-encoded SOS
GetCapabilities query in XML
or JSON. The user can ask
Parameters (query
for the desired sections:
parameters in URL)
query
String
Mandatory
ObservationsMetadata,
ServiceIdentification,
Filter_Capabilities, and/or
Contents.

Example of query
(XML, before HTML
encoding)

Deliverable 3.2

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:GetCapa bilities
xmlns:xs i="http: //www.w3 .org/200 1/XMLSch ema-instance "
xmlns:so s="http: //www.op engis.ne t/sos/2. 0"
xmlns:ow s="http: //www.op engis.ne t/ows/1. 1"
xmlns:sw e="http: //www.op engis.ne t/swe/2. 0" service=" SOS"
xsi:schemaLo cation=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s os/2.0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s os/2.0/s osGetCap abilities.xs d">
<ows:Acc eptVersi ons>
<ows :Version >2.0.0</ ows:Vers ion>
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</ows:Ac ceptVers ions>
<ows:Sec tions>
<ows :Section >Content s</ows:S ection>
</ows:Se ctions>
</sos:GetCap abilitie s>

Response
Possible content
types
Possible status
codes

application/json, application/xml

Code
200
401

Name
OK
Unauthorized

Meaning
Success
Error:
missing
authentication token
General error

500
Internal Server Error
Headers Content-Type: application/xml;

Content example
(XML)

or

invalid

charset=utf-8

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:Capabil ities xm lns:sos= "http:// www.open gis.net/sos/ 2.0"
xmlns:xsi="h ttp://ww w.w3.org /2001/XM LSchema- instance"
xmlns:swes=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s wes/2.0"
xmlns:gml="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/gm l/3.2" v ersion="2.0. 0"
xsi:schemaLo cation=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s wes/2.0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s wes/2.0/ swes.xsd
http://www.o pengis.n et/sos/2 .0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s os/2.0/s osGetCap abilities.xs d
http://www.o pengis.n et/gml/3 .2
http://schem as.openg is.net/g ml/3.2.1 /gml.xsd ">
<sos:conte nts>
<sos:Con tents>
<swes: offering >
<sos :Observa tionOffe ring
xmlns:ns="ht tp://www .opengis .net/sos /2.0">
<s wes:iden tifier># ID</swes :identif ier>
<s wes:name codeSpa ce="eng" >#ID_OFF ERING</swes: name>
<s wes:proc edure>#P RODUCT</ swes:pro cedure>
<swes:proced ureDescr iptionFo rmat>htt p://www. opengis.net/ senso
rML/1.0.1</s wes:proc edureDes cription Format>
<swes:proced ureDescr iptionFo rmat>htt p://www. opengis.net/ senso
rml/2.0</swe s:proced ureDescr iptionFo rmat>
<swes:proced ureDescr iptionFo rmat>htt p://www. opengis.net/ water
ml/2.0/obser vationPr ocess</s wes:proc edureDes criptionForm at>
<swes:observ ableProp erty>The mperatur e</swes: observablePr opert
y>
<s os:pheno menonTim e>
<gml:Tim ePeriod gml:id=" phenomen onTime_1">
<gml:b eginPosi tion>201 1-1119T17:45:15. 000Z</gm l:beginP osition>
<gml:e ndPositi on>2016- 0103T00:00:15. 000Z</gm l:endPos ition>
</gml:Ti mePeriod >
</ sos:phen omenonTi me>
<s os:resul tTime>
<gml:Tim ePeriod gml:id=" resultTi me_1">
<gml:b eginPosi tion>201 1-1119T17:45:15. 000Z</gm l:beginP osition>
<gml:e ndPositi on>2016- 0103T00:00:15. 000Z</gm l:endPos ition>
</gml:Ti mePeriod >
</ sos:resu ltTime>
<sos:respons eFormat> http://w ww.openg is.net/o m/2.0</sos:r espon
seFormat>
<sos:observa tionType >http:// www.open gis.net/ def/observat ionTy
pe/OGC-OM/2. 0/OM_Com plexObse rvation< /sos:obs ervationType >
</so s:Observ ationOff ering>
</swes :offerin g>
</sos:cont ents>
</sos:Capabi lities>

The response consists of a list of offerings containing the entities detailed in Table A-11.
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Table A-11: Entities contained in the list of offerings returned by GetCapabilities.

Entity
identifier
procedure

Description
Unique identifier for the sensor system.
The identifier of the MH-EWS product

observableProperty The reference to the entity that describes the variable provided by the
MH-EWS product.
phenomenonTime
resultTime

Time corresponding to the first value of the time series.
Time when the response was generated.

responseFormat

The available response formats.

observationType

Reference to the generic type according to O&M protocol.

Table A-12: Describe Sensor operation of the Time series data services REST API.

Resource /ts_describesensor
Method
GET
Returns the metadata about the sensors encapsulated by the specified SOS procedure.
Request
X-API-KEY: <API key>
Headers
Accept: <content type>
Key
Value
Description
Type
HTML-encoded SOS
DescribeSensor query in XML
Parameters (query
or JSON. The user must
parameters in URL)
query
String
specify the procedure (ID)
Mandatory
and the
procedureDescriptionFormat
(SensorML 2.0 in this case).

Example of query
(XML, before HTML
encoding)

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<swes:Descri beSensor xmlns=" http://w ww.openg is.net/swes/ 2.0"
service="SOS "
version="2 .0.0"
xmlns:sos= ”http:// www.open gis.net/ sos/2.0”
xmlns:fes= "http:// www.open gis.net/ fes/2.0"
xmlns:gml= "http:// www.open gis.net/ gml/3.2"
xmlns:swe= "http:// www.open gis.net/ swe/2.0"
xmlns:swes ="http:/ /www.ope ngis.net /swes/2. 0"
xmlns:xlin k="http: //www.w3 .org/199 9/xlink"
xmlns:xsi= "http:// www.w3.o rg/2001/ XMLSchem a-instance"
xsi:schema Location ="http:/ /www.ope ngis.net /swes/2.0
http://sche mas.open gis.net/ swes/2.0 /swes.xs d">
<procedure>u rn:ogc:o bject:fe ature:Se nsor:52N orth:weather Stati
on123</proce dure>
<procedureDe scriptio nFormat> http://w ww.openg is.net/senso rml/2
.0.0</proced ureDescr iptionFo rmat>
</swes:Descr ibeSenso r>

Response
Possible content
types

application/json, application/xml

Code
200
Possible status
codes
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Name
OK

401

Unauthorized

403
500

Forbidden
Internal Server Error

Meaning
Success.
Error: missing or invalid authentication
token.
Error: user not authorized.
General error.
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Headers

Content-Type: application/xml; charset=utf-8

<sml:SensorM L
xmlns:sml="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/se nsorML/1 .0.1"
xmlns:gml="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/gm l"
xmlns:swe="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/sw e/1.0.1"
xmlns:xlink= "http:// www.w3.o rg/1999/ xlink" v ersion="1.0. 1">
<sml:membe r>
<sml:Sys tem
gml:id="ps_9 2DDFA2D3 2C0D6CEB 2BC0BEF1 C596A24C 17B72A0">
<sml:k eywords>
<sml :Keyword List>
<s ml:keywo rd>offer ing/Poin t1</sml: keyword>

Content example
(fragment of XML
with the most
relevant sections)

<sml:keyword >test/ob servable Property /Point1< /sml:keyword >
<s ml:keywo rd>proce dure/id_ product< /sml:keyword >
</sm l:Keywor dList>
</sml: keywords >
<sml:i dentific ation>
<sml :Identif ierList>
<s ml:ident ifier na me="desc ription" >
<sml:Ter m
definition=" urn:ogc: def:iden tifier:O GC:1.0:d escription">
<sml:v alue>Des cription .</sml:v alue>
</sml:Te rm>
</ sml:iden tifier>
<s ml:ident ifier na me="name ">
<sml:Ter m
definition=" urn:ogc: def:iden tifier:O GC:1.0:n ame">
<sml:v alue>Poi nt1</sml :value>
</sml:Te rm>
</ sml:iden tifier>
<s ml:ident ifier na me="uniq ueID">
<sml:Ter m
definition=" urn:ogc: def:iden tifier:O GC:uniqu eID">
<sml:v alue>pro cedure/i d_produc t</sml:value >
</sml:Te rm>
</ sml:iden tifier>
<s ml:ident ifier na me="shor tName">
<sml:Ter m
definition=" urn:ogc: def:iden tifier:O GC:1.0:s hortname">
<sml:v alue>pro cedure/i d_produc t</sml:value >
</sml:Te rm>
</ sml:iden tifier>
<s ml:ident ifier na me="long Name">
<sml:Ter m
definition=" urn:ogc: def:iden tifier:O GC:1.0:l ongname">
<sml:v alue>pro cedure/i d_produc t</sml:value >
</sml:Te rm>
</ sml:iden tifier>
</sm l:Identi fierList >
</sml: identifi cation>
<sml:c apabilit ies name ="offeri ngs">
<swe :SimpleD ataRecor d>
<s we:field name="o fferingI D">
<swe:Tex t
definition=" http://w ww.openg is.net/d ef/offer ing/identifi er">
<gml:n ame code Space="e ng">offe ringID</gml: name>
<swe:v alue>off ering/Po int1</sw e:value>
</swe:Te xt>
</ swe:fiel d>
</sw e:Simple DataReco rd>
</sml: capabili ties>
<sml:c ontact>
<sml :Contact List>
<s ml:membe r xlink: role="Po int of C ontact">
<sml:Res ponsible Party>
<sml:i ndividua lName>Re sponsabl e
name</sml:in dividual Name>
<sml:organiz ationNam e>Hyds</ sml:orga nization Name>
<sml:p ositionN ame> Pos ition
Name</sml:po sitionNa me>
<sml:c ontactIn fo>
<sml :phone>
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<s ml:voice >1234567 89</sml: voice>
</sm l:phone>
<sml :address >
<s ml:deliv eryPoint >Jordi d e Girona
1</sml:deliv eryPoint >
<s ml:city> Barcelon a</sml:c ity>
<s ml:posta lCode>48 155</sml :postalCode>
<s ml:count ry>Españ a</sml:c ountry>
<sml:electro nicMailA ddress>i nfo@hyds .com</sm l:electronic MailA
ddress>
</sm l:addres s>
<sml :onlineR esource
xlink:href=" http://w ww.hyds. es"/>
</sml: contactI nfo>
</sml:Re sponsibl eParty>
</ sml:memb er>
</sm l:Contac tList>
</sml: contact>
<sml:p osition name="po sition">
<swe :Positio n fixed= "false"
referenceFra me="urn: ogc:def: crs:EPSG ::4326">
<s we:locat ion>
<swe:Vec tor>
<swe:c oordinat e name=" northing ">
<swe :Quantit y axisID ="y">
<s we:uom c ode="deg ree"/>
<s we:value >51.9351 01100104 916</swe:val ue>
</sw e:Quanti ty>
</swe: coordina te>
<swe:c oordinat e name=" easting" >
<swe :Quantit y axisID ="x">
<s we:uom c ode="deg ree"/>
<s we:value >7.65196 88122541 94</swe:valu e>
</sw e:Quanti ty>
</swe: coordina te>
<swe:c oordinat e name=" altitude ">
<swe :Quantit y axisID ="z">
<s we:uom c ode="m"/ >
<s we:value >52.0</s we:value >
</sw e:Quanti ty>
</swe: coordina te>
</swe:Ve ctor>
</ swe:loca tion>
</sw e:Positi on>
</sml: position >
</sml:Sy stem>
</sml:memb er>
</sml:Sensor ML>

The most relevant SensorML sections returned by the DescribeSensor operation are
detailed in Table A-13.
Table A-13: Most relevant SensorML sections returned by DescribeSensor.

Section

Description

gml:identifier

The sensor identifier.

sml:keywords

Basic information of the sensor.

sml:identification Sensor identifier, short name, and long name.
sml:capabilities
sml:position
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List of the offerings where the sensor belongs to.
Location of the sensor.
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Table A-14: Get Observation operation of the Time series data services REST API.

Resource /ts_getobservation
Method
GET
Returns the metadata about the sensors encapsulated by the specified SOS procedure.
Request
X-API-KEY: <API key>
Headers
Accept: <content type>
Key
Value
Description
Type
HTML-encoded SOS
GetObservation query in XML
or JSON. The user must
specify the procedure (ID)
Parameters (query
and the
parameters in URL)
query
String
Mandatory
procedureDescriptionFormat
(SensorML 2.0 in this case).
Optionally, a temporal filter
can be applied using
temporalFilter.

Example of query
(XML, before HTML
encoding)

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:GetObse rvation
xmlns:so s="http: //www.op engis.ne t/sos/2. 0"
xmlns:fe s="http: //www.op engis.ne t/fes/2. 0"
xmlns:gm l="http: //www.op engis.ne t/gml/3. 2"
xmlns:sw e="http: //www.op engis.ne t/swe/2. 0"
xmlns:xl ink="htt p://www. w3.org/1 999/xlin k"
xmlns:sw es="http ://www.o pengis.n et/swes/ 2.0"
xmlns:xs i="http: //www.w3 .org/200 1/XMLSch ema-instance "
service="SOS " versio n="2.0.0 "
xsi:schemaLo cation=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s os/2.0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s os/2.0/s os.xsd">
<sos:pro cedure>I D_PROCED URE</sos :procedu re>
<sos:respons eFormat> http://w ww.openg is.net/o m/2.0</sos:r espon
seFormat>
</sos:GetObs ervation >

Example of query
applying a temporal
filter (XML, before
HTML encoding)

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:GetObse rvation
xmlns:so s="http: //www.op engis.ne t/sos/2. 0"
xmlns:fe s="http: //www.op engis.ne t/fes/2. 0"
xmlns:gm l="http: //www.op engis.ne t/gml/3. 2"
xmlns:sw e="http: //www.op engis.ne t/swe/2. 0"
xmlns:xl ink="htt p://www. w3.org/1 999/xlin k"
xmlns:sw es="http ://www.o pengis.n et/swes/ 2.0"
xmlns:xs i="http: //www.w3 .org/200 1/XMLSch ema-instance "
service="SOS " versio n="2.0.0 "
xsi:schemaLo cation=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s os/2.0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s os/2.0/s os.xsd">
<sos:te mporalFi lter>
<fes :During>
<fes:ValueRe ference> phenomen onTime</ fes:Valu eReference>
<gml:Tim ePeriod gml:id=" tp_1">
<gml :beginPo sition>2 012-1119T14:00:00. 000+01:0 0</gml:b eginPosi tion>
<gml :endPosi tion>201 2-1119T15:00:00. 000+01:0 0</gml:e ndPositi on>
</gml:Ti mePeriod >
</fe s:During >
</sos:te mporalFi lter>
<sos:respons eFormat> http://w ww.openg is.net/o m/2.0</sos:r espon
seFormat>
</sos:GetObs ervation >

Response
Possible content
types
Deliverable 3.2
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Code
200
Possible status
codes

401

Name
OK
Unauthorized

Meaning
Success
Error: missing or invalid authentication
token
Error: user not authorized
General error

403 Forbidden
500 Internal Server Error
Headers Content-Type: application/xml;

Content example
(fragment of XML
with the most
relevant sections)

Deliverable 3.2

charset=utf-8

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:GetObse rvationR esponse
xmlns:sos="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/so s/2.0"
xmlns:xsi="h ttp://ww w.w3.org /2001/XM LSchema- instance"
xmlns:om="ht tp://www .opengis .net/om/ 2.0"
xmlns:gml="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/gm l/3.2"
xmlns:xlink= "http:// www.w3.o rg/1999/ xlink"
xsi:schemaLo cation=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s os/2.0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s os/2.0/s osGetObs ervation.xsd
http://www.o pengis.n et/gml/3 .2
http://schem as.openg is.net/g ml/3.2.1 /gml.xsd
http://www.o pengis.n et/om/2. 0
http://schem as.openg is.net/o m/2.0/ob servatio n.xsd">
<sos:obser vationDa ta>
<om:OM_Ob servatio n >
<gml:ident ifier
codeSpace="h ttp://ww w.myWebS ite.org" >obsTest 1</gml:ident ifier
>
<om:phenom enonTime >
<gml:Time Instant gml:id=" ot1t">
<gml:tim ePositio n>2005-0 111T16:22:25. 00</gml: timePosi tion>
</gml:Tim eInstant >
</om:pheno menonTim e>
<om:result Time xli nk:href= "#ot_tp_ 1"/>
<om:proced ure
xlink:href=" http://w ww.examp le.org/r egister/ process/scal es34.
xml"/>
<om:observ edProper ty
xlink:href=" urn:ogc: def:phen omenon:O GC:air:t emperature"/ >
<om:featur eOfInter est>
<sams:SF_ SpatialS amplingF eature g ml:id="S amplingPoint 1">
<sf:type
xlink:href=" http://w ww.openg is.net/d ef/sampl ingFeatureTy pe/OG
C-OM/2.0/SF_ Sampling Point "/ >
<sf:samp ledFeatu re xsi:n il="true "/>
<sams:sh ape>
<gml:Po int gml: id="UOMl ocation" >
<gml:p os
srsName="htt p://www. opengis. net/def/ crs/EPSG /0/4326"> 52 .87
7.78</gml:po s>
</gml:P oint>
</sams:s hape>
</sams:SF _Spatial Sampling Feature>
</om:featu reOfInte rest>
<om:result xsi:typ e="swe:D ataArray Property Type">
<swe:Data Array>
<swe:ele mentCoun t>
<swe:Co unt>
<swe:v alue>5</ swe:valu e>
</swe:C ount>
</swe:el ementCou nt>
<swe:ele mentType name="p oint">
<swe:Da taRecord >
<swe:f ield nam e="heigh t">
<swe: Quantity
definition=" http://m misw.org /ont/cf/ paramete r/height">
<swe :label>< /swe:lab el>
<swe :uom cod e="m"/>
</swe :Quantit y>
</swe: field>
<swe:f ield nam e="airte mperatur e">
<swe: Quantity
definition=" urn:ogc: def:phen omenon:O GC:air:t emperature">
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<swe :label>A ir Tempe rature</ swe:labe l>
<swe :uom cod e="Cel"/ >
</swe :Quantit y>
</swe: field>
</swe:D ataRecor d>
</swe:el ementTyp e>
<swe:enc oding>
<swe:Te xtEncodi ng block Separato r=";"
tokenSeparat or=","/>
</swe:en coding>
<swe:val ues>
2012-11 -19T13:3 0:00+02: 00#159.1 5@2012-1 119T13:31:00+ 02:00#15 9.15
</swe:v alues>
</swe:Dat aArray>
</om:resul t>
</om:OM_Obs ervation >
</sos:obse rvationD ata>
</sos:GetObs ervation Response >

The most relevant SensorML sections returned by the GetObservation operation are
detailed in Table A-15.
Table A-15: Most relevant SensorML sections returned by GetObservation.

Section

Description

gml:identifier

The sensor identifier.

sml:keywords

Basic information of the sensor.

sml:identification Sensor identifier, short name, and long name.
sml:capabilities
sml:position

List of the offerings where the sensor belongs to.
Location of the sensor.

Table A-16: Get Feature-Of-Interest operation of the Time series data services REST API.

Resource /ts_getfeatureofinterest
Method
GET
Returns the location of the points (features of interest) at which product outputs (observations)
are available.
Request
X-API-KEY: <API key>
Headers
Accept: <content type>
Key
Value
Description
Type
HTML-encoded SOS
Parameters (query
GetFeatureOfInterest query in
parameters in URL)
query
String
XML or JSON. The user can
Mandatory
apply a spatial filter using
spatialFilter.

Example of query
(XML, before HTML
encoding)

Deliverable 3.2

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:GetFeat ureOfInt erest
xmlns="http: //www.op engis.ne t/sos/2. 0" servi ce="SOS"
version="2.0 .0">
<spatialFil ter>
<fes:Conta ins>
<fes:ValueR eference >sams:sh ape</fes :ValueRe ference>
<gml:Enve lope
srsName="htt p://www. opengis. net/def/ crs/EPSG /0/4326">
<gml:lowerC orner>50 4</gml: lowerCor ner>
<gml:upperC orner>53 8</gml: upperCor ner>
</gml:Env elope>
</fes:Cont ains>
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</spatialFi lter>
</sos:GetFea tureOfIn terest>

Response
Possible content
types

application/json, application/xml

Code
200
Possible status
codes

401

Name
OK
Unauthorized

Meaning
Success
Error: missing or invalid authentication
token
Error: user not authorized
General error

403 Forbidden
500 Internal Server Error
Headers Content-Type: application/xml;

Content example
(fragment of XML
with the most
relevant sections)

charset=utf-8

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:GetFeat ureOfInt erestRes ponse
xmlns="http ://www.o pengis.n et/sos/2 .0">
<featureMem ber>
<sams:SF_S patialSa mplingFe ature gm l:id="Sa mplingPoint1 ">
<gml:iden tifier c odeSpace ="">
http://mySer ver.org/ features /Samplin gPointAt 52NorthHea
dquarters
</gml:ide ntifier>
<sf:type
xlink:href=" http://w ww.openg is.net/d ef/sampl ingFeatureTy pe/OG
C-OM/2.0/SF_ Sampling Point"/>
<sf:sampl edFeatur e xsi:ni l="true" />
<sams:sha pe>
<gml:Poi nt gml:i d="UOMlo cation">
<gml:po s
srsName="htt p://www. opengis. net/def/ crs/EPSG /0/4326">
50.716 7 7.7666 7
</gml:pos>
</gml:Po int>
</sams:sh ape>
</sams:SF_ SpatialS amplingF eature>
</featureMe mber>
</sos:GetFe atureOfI nterestR esponse>

Table A-17: Insert Observation operation of the Time series data services REST API.

Resource /ts_insertobservation
Method
Inserts new observations for a registered sensor system.
Request
X-API-KEY: <API key>
Headers
Accept: <content type>
Parameters (in the
Key
Value
Description
request body, as xHTML-encoded SOS
www-formquery
String
InsertObservation query in
urlencoded content
XML or JSON
type)

Example of query
(XML, before HTML
encoding)

Deliverable 3.2

POST

Type
Mandatory

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:InsertO bservati on
xmlns:sos=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s os/2.0"
xmlns:swes= "http:// www.open gis.net/ swes/2.0 "
xmlns:swe=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s we/2.0"
xmlns:gml=" http://w ww.openg is.net/g ml/3.2"
xmlns:xlink ="http:/ /www.w3. org/1999 /xlink"
xmlns:om="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/om /2.0"
xmlns:sams= "http:// www.open gis.net/ sampling Spatial/2.0"
xmlns:sf="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/sa mpling/2 .0"
xmlns:xsi=" http://w ww.w3.or g/2001/X MLSchema -instance"
service="SOS " versio n="2.0.0 "
xsi:schemaLo cation=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s os/2.0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s os/2.0/s os.xsd">
<!-- multip le offer ings are possibl e -->
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<sos:offeri ng>ID_OF FERING</ sos:offe ring>
<sos:observ ation>
<om:OM_Obs ervation gml:id= "o1">
<gml:desc ription> Descript ion</gml :descrip tion>
<gml:iden tifier c odeSpace ="">ID</ gml:iden tifier>
<om:type
xlink:href=" http://w ww.openg is.net/d ef/obser vationType/O GCOM/2.0/OM_Me asuremen t"/>
<om:pheno menonTim e>
<gml:Tim eInstant gml:id= "phenome nonTime" >
<gml:ti mePositi on>2012- 0731T17:45:15. 000+00:0 0</gml:t imePosit ion>
</gml:Ti meInstan t>
</om:phen omenonTi me>
<om:resul tTime xl ink:href ="#pheno menonTim e"/>
<om:proce dure xli nk:href= "ID_PROC EDURE"/>
<om:obser vedPrope rty xlin k:href=" id_prope rty"/>
<om:featu reOfInte rest>
<sams:SF _Spatial Sampling Feature
gml:id="ssf_ test_fea ture_9">
<gml:id entifier
codeSpace="" >ID_feat ureOfInt erest/9< /gml:ide ntifier>
<gml:na me></gml :name>
<sf:typ e
xlink:href=" http://w ww.openg is.net/d ef/obser vationType/O GCOM/2.0/OM_SW EArrayOb servatio n"/>
<sf:sam pledFeat ure
xlink:href=" http://w ww.52nor th.org/t est/feat ureOfInteres t/1"/
>
<sams:s hape>
<gml:P oint gml :id="tes t_featur e_9">
<gml: pos
srsName="htt p://www. opengis. net/def/ crs/EPSG /0/4326">51. 93510
1100104916 7 .6519688 12254194 </gml:po s>
</gml: Point>
</sams: shape>
</sams:S F_Spatia lSamplin gFeature >
</om:feat ureOfInt erest>
<om:resul t xsi:ty pe="gml: MeasureT ype" uom ="test_unit_ 9_3">
2012-11- 19T13:30 :00+02:0 0#159.15 @2012-11 19T13:31:00+ 02:00#15 9.15
</om:resu lt>
</om:OM_Ob servatio n>
</sos:obser vation>
</sos:Insert Observat ion>

Response
Possible content
types

application/json, application/xml

Code
200
Possible status
codes

401

Name
OK
Unauthorized

Meaning
Success
Error: missing or invalid authentication
token
Error: user not authorized
General error

403 Forbidden
500 Internal Server Error
Headers Content-Type: application/xml;
Content example
(XML)

charset=utf-8

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" ?>
<sos:InsertO bservati onRespon se
xmlns:sos="h ttp://ww w.opengi s.net/so s/2.0"
xmlns:xsi="h ttp://ww w.w3.org /2001/XM LSchema- instance"
xsi:schemaLo cation=" http://w ww.openg is.net/s os/2.0
http://schem as.openg is.net/s os/2.0/s osInsert Observation. xsd"/
>

The essential information that must be provided to insert a new observation is
described in Table A-18.
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Table A-18: Information needed to insert a new observation.

Section
gml:description
gml:identifier
om:type

Description
Description of the MH-EWS product.
A unique identifier.
The type of the observation.

om:phenomenonTime Time corresponding to the first value of the time series.
om:resultTime

Time when the response was generated.

om:procedure

The identifier of the MH-EWS product.

om:observedProperty

Name of the variable of the product.

om:featureOfInterest

The point defined in the MH-EWS.

om:result

Data array with the values.

Data supply – Bulk data service
The REST API resources described in the following tables are publicly accessible for
the MH-EWS users.
Table A-19: bulk_data operation of the Bulk data service REST API.

Resource /bulk_data
Method
GET
Returns a file in the requested format for the specified product, spatial domain and time span.
Request
X-API-KEY: <API key>
Headers
Key
Value
Description
Type
The identifier of the product,
as returned by the
id_product
String
Mandatory
prod_catalogue operation of
Products’ catalogue services.
The desired file type. Can be
one of netcdf (default for
file_type
String raster data), grib, shp, or
Optional
geojson (default for vector
data).
Parameters (query
The time stamp
parameters in URL)
corresponding to the instant
of the desired data (or the
beginning of the time interval
date
String
Optional
in the case of forecasts), in
“YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss”
UTC (using zero-padding)
format.
The time stamp
corresponding to the end of
end_date
String
Optional
the time interval in the case of
forecasts in “YYYY-MM-DD
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bounding_box
Possible content
types

Optional

application/octet-stream

Code
200
Possible status
codes

hh:mm:ss” UTC (using zeropadding) format.
Float
Domain (area) desired [left,
array bottom, right, top].
Response

Name
OK

401

Unauthorized

403
500

Forbidden
Internal Server Error

Meaning
Success
Error: missing or invalid authentication
token
Error: user not authorized
General error

The data is returned in a single ZIP file containing the data file(s) in the requested
format (NetCDF, GRIB, Shapefile or GeoJSON), and its name follows the pattern:
PROD_YYYYMMDDhhmm0_YYYYMMDDhhmm1.zip

Where:
1.

PROD

is the identifier of the requested product.

2.

YYYYMMDDhhmm0

3.

YYYYMMDDhhmm1

is the time stamp (year, month, day, hour, minute) corresponding
to the beginning of the requested time interval using UTC time zone.
is the time stamp (year, month, day, hour, minute) corresponding
to the end of the requested time interval using UTC time zone.

Time stamps uses zero-padding for all values to a fixed length (e.g. month January will
be expressed as 01 and not 1).
The file(s) inside the compressed file are named following the same pattern. This
applies specially to forecast products provided in geospatial vector data formats, where
several files are included and each of them represents one forecast instant (in such
case both time stamps are the same).

Data supply – Products catalogue service
The REST API resources described in the following tables are publicly accessible for
the MH-EWS users.
Table A-20: prod_catalogue operation of the Products’ catalogue service REST API.

Resource /prod_catalogue
Method
GET
Returns the list of products available for the user corresponding to the specified API key.
Request
X-API-KEY: <API key>
Headers
Accept: <content type>
Response
Possible content
application/json, application/xml
types
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Possible status
codes

Code
200
401

Name
OK
Unauthorized

Meaning
Success
Error: missing or invalid authentication
token
General error

500 Internal Server Error
Headers Content-Type: application/xml;

Content example
(XML)

Content example
(JSON)

charset=utf-8
<products>
<product>
<name> 1h accum ulated p recipita tion fie ld</name>
<des cription >1h accu mulated precipit ation fields
calculated u sing Num erical W eather P redictio n (NWP) mode ls,
this product is prov ided by ECMWF</d escripti on>
<unit> mm</unit >
<idPro duct>123 45678</i dProduct >
<timeS tep>3600 </timeSt ep>
<updat eFrequen cy>43200 </update Frequenc y >
<lastD ata>2016 -01-01 0 9:00:00+ 00</last Data>
<dataT ype>Bulk Data</da taType>
<bound ingBox>
<le ft>-10.0 </left>
<bo ttom>35. 0</botto m>
<ri ght>5.0< /right>
<to p>45.0</ top>
</boun dingBox>
<resol ution>
<X> 0.0025</ X>
<Y> 0.0025</ Y>
</reso lution>
<avail ableForm ats>
<fo rmat>Net CDF</for mat>
<fo rmat>GRI B</forma t>
</avai lableFor mats>
</product >
</products>
Headers Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
[
{
“name ”: “1h a ccumulat ed preci pitation field”,
“desc ription” : “1h ac cumulate d precip itation fiel ds
calculated u sing Num erical W eather P redictio n (NWP) mode ls,
this product is prov ided by ECMWF”,
“unit ”: “mm”,
“id_p roduct”: “123456 78”,
“time step”: 3600,
“upda te_frequ ency”: 4 3200,
“last _data”: “2016-01 -01 09:0 0:00+00” ,
“data _type”: “BulkDat a”,
“boun ding_box ”: [-10. 0,35.0,5 .0,45.0] ,
“reso lution”: [0.0025 ,0.0025] ,
“avai lable_fo rmats”: [“NetCDF ”,”GRIB” ]
}
]

The response consists of a list of products in the requested format with the information
for each product detailed in Table A-21.
Table A-21: Description of the products list fields.

Field name

Data type

Description

name
description
unit

String
String
String

id_product

String

The name of the product.
A text description of the product.
The units in which the values corresponding to the
output of the product are expressed.
The unique identifier of the product.
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Field name

Data type

Description

time_step

Integer

update_frequency

Integer

last_data

String

data_type

String

projection

String

bounding_box

Float array

resolution

Float array

available_formats

String array

The time gap between two consecutive values in
seconds (e.g. in radar data it would the time between
two radar scans).
How often (in seconds) a new simulation is calculated
(e.g. one model runs every 12 hours, one radar
nowcasting every 10 minutes, etc.).
Date in “YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss” UTC (using zeropadding) format of the last available information.
The type of data corresponding to this product, that
can be BulkData or TimeSeriesData.
EPSG identifier of the projection used (e.g. “4326”,
that corresponds to the latitude and longitude
coordinates on the WGS84 reference ellipsoid).
The coordinates of the bounding box of the data field.
The content is an array with the following coordinates:
[left, bottom, top, right]. This field is only returned in
the case of bulk data.
The spatial resolution of the raster field. The content
is an array with the X and Y resolution. This field is
only returned in the case of bulk data.
Available output formats for this product. This field is
only returned in the case of bulk data.

Data supply – Geospatial data services
The REST API resources described in the following tables are private (accessible only
internally in the MH-EWS).
Table A-22: Supported Maps operation of the DDS REST API.

Resource /dds_support
Obtains all the supported map data with id and description.
Response
Possible content
application/json
types
Headers Content-Type: application/json;

Method

GET

charset=utf-8

{
"S3Mv2LAMI _DEV": " S3Mv2LAM I_DEV",
"SHP": "SH P",
"RISICO201 1": "RIS ICO2011" ,
"HSAF07_In dex_SERB IA": "HS AF07_Ind ex_SERBI A",
"TRMM_SRB" : "TRMM_ SRB",
"SFLOC": " SFLOC",
"GFS05_EC" : "GFS05 _EC"

Content example

}

Table A-23: Map Layer Properties operation of the DDS REST API.

Resource /dds_properties
Method
GET
Gets the layer properties of a Layer Id. Returns an XML Representation of the LayerProperties
object.
Request
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Parameters (query
parameters in URL)
Possible content
types

Key
data

Description
Identifier of the data type as
String
returned by dds_support
Response

Type
Mandatory

application/xml

Headers

Content example for
data=SHP

Value

Content-Type: application/xml; charset=utf-8

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" standal one="yes"?>
<layerProper ties>
<attribute s>
<descr>V ariables </descr>
<entries >
<descr >Variabl es</desc r>
<refer redValue s>
<ent ry>
<k ey>filen ame_date _format< /key>
<v alue>dd- MM-yyyy- hh-mm</v alue>
</en try>
<ent ry>
<k ey>style </key>
<v alue>ACR 4_RADAR_ SSI</val ue>
</en try>
<ent ry>
<k ey>dir</ key>
<v alue>/da ta/SSI_R ADAR_DPC /native< /value>
</en try>
<ent ry>
<k ey>filen ame</key >
<v alue>SSI </value>
</en try>
</refe rredValu es>
<value >shapefi le_varia bles</va lue>
</entrie s>
<name>va riables< /name>
<selecte dEntry>
<descr >Variabl es</desc r>
<refer redValue s>
<ent ry>
<k ey>filen ame_date _format< /key>
<v alue>dd- MM-yyyy- hh-mm</v alue>
</en try>
<ent ry>
<k ey>style </key>
<v alue>ACR 4_RADAR_ SSI</val ue>
</en try>
<ent ry>
<k ey>dir</ key>
<v alue>/da ta/SSI_R ADAR_DPC /native< /value>
</en try>
<ent ry>
<k ey>filen ame</key >
<v alue>SSI </value>
</en try>
</refe rredValu es>
<value >shapefi le_varia bles</va lue>
</select edEntry>
<type>Li st</type >
<visible >false</ visible>
</attribut es>
<data>SHP< /data>
<descripti on>Shape compone nt prope rties</d escription>
<id>SHP</i d>
<longDescr iption>S hape com ponent
properties</ longDesc ription>
</layerPrope rties>

Table A-24: Map Layer Availability operation of the DDS REST API.

Resource
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Gets as input a layer properties and a time range and finds all the real available data for this
combination. Returns an XML representation of the LayerDataList object.
Request
Key
Value
Description
Type
Parameters (query
HTML-encoded XML
parameters in URL)
data
String
serialization of Availabilty
Mandatory
Request Object.
<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" standal one="yes"?>
<availabilit yRequest >
<from>2016 -10-08T1 6:54:31. 660Z</fr om>
<prop>
<attribu tes>
<descr >Variabl es</desc r>
<entri es>
<des cr>Varia bles</de scr>
<ref erredVal ues>
<e ntry>
<key>fil ename_da te_forma t</key>
<value>d d-MM-yyy y-hh-mm< /value>
</ entry>
<e ntry>
<key>sty le</key>
<value>A CR4_RADA R_SSI</v alue>
</ entry>
<e ntry>
<key>dir </key>

Example of data
(XML, before HTML
encoding)

<value>/shar e/archiv io/exper ience/da ta/SSI_R ADAR_DPC/nat ive</
value>
</ entry>
<e ntry>
<key>fil ename</k ey>
<value>S SI</valu e>
</ entry>
</re ferredVa lues>
<val ue>shape file_var iables</ value>
</entr ies>
<name> variable s</name>
<selec tedEntry >
<des cr>Varia bles</de scr>
<ref erredVal ues>
<e ntry>
<key>fil ename_da te_forma t</key>
<value>d d-MM-yyy y-hh-mm< /value>
</ entry>
<e ntry>
<key>sty le</key>
<value>A CR4_RADA R_SSI</v alue>
</ entry>
<e ntry>
<key>dir </key>
<value>/shar e/archiv io/exper ience/da ta/SSI_R ADAR_DPC/nat ive</
value>
</ entry>
<e ntry>
<key>fil ename</k ey>
<value>S SI</valu e>
</ entry>
</re ferredVa lues>
<val ue>shape file_var iables</ value>
</sele ctedEntr y>
<type> List</ty pe>
<visib le>false </visibl e>
</attrib utes>
<data>SH P</data>
<descrip tion>Sha pe compo nent pro perties< /description >
<id>SHP< /id>
<longDes cription >Shape c omponent
properties</ longDesc ription>
</prop>
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<to>2016-1 0-10T16: 54:31.66 0Z</to>
</availabili tyReques t>

Response
Possible content
types

application/xml

Headers

Content example

Content-Type: application/xml; charset=utf-8

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" standal one="yes"?>
<layerDataLi st>
<datas>
<date>20 16-10-10 T16:30:0 0Z</date >
<descrip tion>10/ 10/2016 16:30</d escripti on>
<id>1476 11700000 0;147611 7000000; 10-10-20 16-1630_SSI.shp</ id>
</datas>
<datas>
<date>20 16-10-10 T16:20:0 0Z</date >
<descrip tion>10/ 10/2016 16:20</d escripti on>
<id>1476 11640000 0;147611 6400000; 10-10-20 16-1620_SSI.shp</ id>
</datas>
<datas>
<date>20 16-10-10 T16:10:0 0Z</date >
<descrip tion>10/ 10/2016 16:10</d escripti on>
<id>1476 11580000 0;147611 5800000; 10-10-20 16-1610_SSI.shp</ id>
</datas>
<layerDataLi st>

Table A-25: Map Layer Publication operation of the DDS REST API.

Resource /dds_publication
Method
GET
Publishes or returns the layer id of the specified LayerProperties with the exact reference time
obtained after an Availability request.
Request
Key
Value
Description
Type
Parameters (query
HTML-encoded XML
parameters in URL)
data
String
Representation of
Mandatory
PublicationRequest object

Example of data
(XML, before HTML
encoding)
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<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" standal one="yes"?>
<publication Request>
<data>
<date>20 16-10-10 T16:30:0 0Z</date >
<descrip tion>10/ 10/2016 16:30</d escripti on>
<id>1476 11700000 0;147611 7000000; 10-10-20 16-1630_SSI.shp</ id>
</data>
<request>
<from>20 16-10-08 T16:59:4 0.737Z</ from>
<prop>
<attri butes>
<des cr>Varia bles</de scr>
<ent ries>
<d escr>Var iables</ descr>
<r eferredV alues>
<entry>
<key>f ilename_ date_for mat</key >
<value >dd-MM-y yyy-hh-m m</value >
</entry>
<entry>
<key>s tyle</ke y>
<value >ACR4_RA DAR_SSI< /value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>d ir</key>
<value >/data/S SI_RADAR _DPC/nat ive</value>
</entry>
<entry>
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<key>f ilename< /key>
<value >SSI</va lue>
</entry>
</ referred Values>
<v alue>sha pefile_v ariables </value>
</en tries>
<nam e>variab les</nam e>
<sel ectedEnt ry>
<d escr>Var iables</ descr>
<r eferredV alues>
<entry>
<key>f ilename_ date_for mat</key >
<value >dd-MM-y yyy-hh-m m</value >
</entry>
<entry>
<key>s tyle</ke y>
<value >ACR4_RA DAR_SSI< /value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>d ir</key>
<value >/data/S SI_RADAR _DPC/nat ive</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>f ilename< /key>
<value >SSI</va lue>
</entry>
</ referred Values>
<v alue>sha pefile_v ariables </value>
</se lectedEn try>
<typ e>List</ type>
<vis ible>fal se</visi ble>
</attr ibutes>
<data> SHP</dat a>
<descr iption>S hape com ponent p ropertie s</descripti on>
<id>SH P</id>
<longD escripti on>Shape compone nt
properties</ longDesc ription>
</prop>
<to>2016 -10-10T1 6:59:40. 737Z</to >
</request>
</publicatio nRequest >

Response
Possible content
types

application/xml

Table A-26: Map Layer Generic Publication operation of the DDS REST API.

Resource /dds_generic_publication
Method
GET
Publishes or returns the layer id of the specified LayerProperties with the exact reference time
obtained after an Availability request. The difference with dds_publication is that “data” can
also be in another DDS server. Returns an XML Representation of PublicationRequest object.
Request
Key
Value
Description
Type
Parameters (query
HTML-encoded XML
parameters in URL)
data
String
Representation of
Mandatory
PublicationRequest object

Example of data
(XML, before HTML
encoding)
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<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" standal one="yes"?>
<publication Request>
<data>
<date>20 16-10-10 T16:30:0 0Z</date >
<descrip tion>10/ 10/2016 16:30</d escripti on>
<id>1476 11700000 0;147611 7000000; 10-10-20 16-1630_SSI.shp</ id>
</data>
<request>
<from>20 16-10-08 T16:59:4 0.737Z</ from>
<prop>
<attri butes>
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<des cr>Varia bles</de scr>
<ent ries>
<d escr>Var iables</ descr>
<r eferredV alues>
<entry>
<key>f ilename_ date_for mat</key >
<value >dd-MM-y yyy-hh-m m</value >
</entry>
<entry>
<key>s tyle</ke y>
<value >ACR4_RA DAR_SSI< /value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>d ir</key>
<value >/data/S SI_RADAR _DPC/nat ive</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>f ilename< /key>
<value >SSI</va lue>
</entry>
</ referred Values>
<v alue>sha pefile_v ariables </value>
</en tries>
<nam e>variab les</nam e>
<sel ectedEnt ry>
<d escr>Var iables</ descr>
<r eferredV alues>
<entry>
<key>f ilename_ date_for mat</key >
<value >dd-MM-y yyy-hh-m m</value >
</entry>
<entry>
<key>s tyle</ke y>
<value >ACR4_RA DAR_SSI< /value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>d ir</key>
<value >/data/S SI_RADAR _DPC/nat ive</value>
</entry>
<entry>
<key>f ilename< /key>
<value >SSI</va lue>
</entry>
</ referred Values>
<v alue>sha pefile_v ariables </value>
</se lectedEn try>
<typ e>List</ type>
<vis ible>fal se</visi ble>
</attr ibutes>
<data> SHP</dat a>
<descr iption>S hape com ponent p ropertie s</descripti on>
<id>SH P</id>
<longD escripti on>Shape compone nt
properties</ longDesc ription>
</prop>
<to>2016 -10-10T1 6:59:40. 737Z</to >
</request>
</publicatio nRequest >

Response
Possible content
types

application/xml

Table A-27: Map Bounding Box operation of the DDS REST API.

Resource /dds_bbox
Method
GET
Gets the Bounding Box of a layer. Returns an XML Representation of the BoundingBox object.
Request
Key
Value
Description
Type
Parameters (query
parameters in URL)
data
String
Layer identifier
Mandatory
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Response
Possible content
types

application/xml

Headers
Content example

Content-Type: application/xml; charset=utf-8

<?xml versio n="1.0" encoding ="UTF-8" standal one="yes"?>
<boundingBox >
<latN>42.0 08175</l atN>
<latS>38.0 32574</l atS>
<lonE>17.0 07069</l onE>
<lonW>13.9 703045</ lonW>
</boundingBo x>

Processing system
The REST API resources described in the following tables are private (accessible only
internally in the MH-EWS).
Table A-28: REST API new_data resource description.

Endpoint

/new_data

Methods

POST

This resource notifies the Processing system controller that new data is available. Based on
the product corresponding to the new data, the controller will issue new tasks to execute the
corresponding models. The operations available are the following:
•

[POST] /new_data: notifies the Processing system controller that new data is available.

POST parameters
Body content
examples

Request
JSON with the product instance name.
[POST] /new_data
{
“product ”: “refl ectivity _opera”
}

Response
Possible status
codes

Deliverable 3.2

Code
200
500

Name
OK
Internal Server Error

Meaning
Successful notification.
General error.
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Annex B. Verification & Validation documentation templates
This annex presents the traceability matrix template (Figure B-1) and the test
description table template (Figure B-2) as the documentation supporting the V&V
activities.

Figure B-1: Traceability matrix template.
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Figure B-2: Test description table template.
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Annex C. Products
This annex provides a catalogue of the products used and available through the
proposed MH-EWS produced by either the connected or the encapsulated models.
The information of the products has been compiled from the ANYWHERE Deliverable
3.1 and updated by the corresponding partner in charge of developing the product. The
identification code used in each product has been preserved from Deliverable 3.1 to
stablish a bijective relationship. Thus, numbering of removed products have not been
used and new products have a letter in their code to fit in the current numbering.
For each product, there is basic information about the coverage, horizon, resolution
(both temporal and spatial), update frequency, short description and services available
from the MH-EWS to retrieve the product.
Products are sorted by hazard in the following sections.

Products for meteorological forecast and nowcast
PRD-1 to PRD-32: ECMWF Integrated Forecast System (ECMWF-IFS)
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm ECMWF-IFS
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days [HRES], 15 days (46 in extended range) [ENS], 7 months
[SEAS].
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES], O640, ~18 km (O320, ~36 km in extended
range) [ENS], ~83 km [SEAS]
Update
Description
PRD-1: Probability of a 10m wind gust greater than 15m/s with the
day (parameter ID: 70.131).
PRD-2: Probability of a 10m wind gust greater than 20m/s with the
day (parameter ID: 71.131).
PRD-3: Probability of a 10m wind gust greater than 25m/s with the
day (parameter ID: 72.131).
PRD-4: Probability of a daily total precipitation of at least 1mm
(parameter ID: 60.131).
PRD-5: Probability of a daily total precipitation of at least 5mm
(parameter ID: 61.131).
PRD-6: Probability of a daily total precipitation of at least 10mm
(parameter ID: 62.131).
PRD-7: Probability of a daily total precipitation of at least 20mm
(parameter ID: 63.131).
PRD-8: 2 metre temperature index (parameter ID: 167.132).
PRD-9: 10 metre speed index (parameter ID: 165.132).
PRD-10: 10 metre wind gust index (parameter ID: 49.132).
PRD-11: Convective available potential energy (CAPE) index
(parameter ID: 59.132).
PRD-12: Convective available potential energy (CAPE) shear index
(parameter ID: 44.132).
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

PRD-13: Maximum temperature at 2 metres index (parameter ID:
201.132).
PRD-14: Minimum temperature at 2 metres index (parameter ID:
202.132).
PRD-15: Snowfall index (parameter ID: 144.132).
PRD-16: Total precipitation index (parameter ID: 228.132).
PRD-17: Geopotential (parameter ID: 129.128). Calculated at 850,
700, 500, 200 hPa and surface levels.
PRD-18: U component of wind (parameter ID: 131.128). Calculated
at 850, 700, 500, 200 hPa and surface levels.
PRD-19: V component of wind (parameter ID: 132.128). Calculated
at 850, 700, 500, 200 hPa and surface levels.
PRD-20: Temperature at different levels (parameter ID: 130.128).
Calculated at 850, 700, 500, 200 hPa levels.
PRD-21: Relative humidity (parameter ID: 157.128). Calculated at
850, 700, 500, 200 hPa levels.
PRD-22: 2 metre dewpoint temperature (parameter ID: 168.128).
PRD-23: Total precipitation (parameter ID: 228.128).
PRD-24: Precipitation type (parameter ID: 260.015).
PRD-25: 2 metre temperature (parameter ID: 167.128).
PRD-26: Snowfall (parameter ID: 144.128).
PRD-27: 10 metre U wind component (parameter ID: 165.128).
PRD-28: 10 metre V wind component (parameter ID: 166.128).
PRD-29: Surface solar radiation downwards (parameter ID:
169.128).
PRD-30: Surface net solar radiation (parameter ID: 176.128).
PRD-31: Surface thermal radiation downwards (parameter ID:
175.128).
PRD-32: Surface net thermal radiation (parameter ID: 177.128).
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
Only available of internal MH-EWS use.

PRD-33: Instantaneous Surface Rain rate
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm OPERA
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
2 km and 15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Rainfall intensity estimated from quality-controlled low-level
reflectivity observations using a Marshall-Palmer Z-R (1948). Each
composite pixel is a weighted average of the lowest valid pixels of
the contributing radars, weighted by the inverse of the beam altitude.
Polar cells within a search radius of 2.5 km of the composite pixel are
considered. Data measured below 200 m altitude are not used.
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
data services
services
data services
Only available of internal MH-EWS use.

Emergency
messages

PRD-34: Instantaneous maximum reflectivity
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm OPERA
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
2 km and 15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Computed from volumetric observations as the maximum reflectivity
value in the vertical of each point of the OPERA grid.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
Only available of internal MH-EWS use.
PRD-35: Hourly Rainfall accumulation
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm OPERA
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
2 km and 15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Calculated as a sum of the previous four 15-minute surface rain-rate
products.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
Only available of internal MH-EWS use.
PRD-36: Radar reflectivity forecasts
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm Very-short term precipitation forecasting (CRAHI)
Coverage
European OPERA composite
Horizon
6h
Resolution
2 km and 15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Raster map with the dBZ forecasts with as many frames as
specified.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-37: Hourly rainfall accumulation forecasts
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
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Related Algorithm Very-short term precipitation forecasting (CRAHI)
Coverage
European OPERA composite
Horizon
6h
Resolution
2 km and 15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Raster map with the forecasted rainfall 1-h accumulation.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-38: Estimated motion field (low resolution)
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm Very-short term precipitation forecasting (CRAHI)
Coverage
European OPERA composite
Horizon
6h
Resolution
2 km and 15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Raster map with the low-resolution retrieved motion field.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
Only available of internal MH-EWS use.
PRD-39: Hourly rainfall accumulation ensemble
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm Very-short term precipitation forecasting (CRAHI)
Coverage
European OPERA composite
Horizon
6h
Resolution
2 km and 15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Time series ensemble of raster maps with the forecasted 1-h rainfall
accumulation.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-40: Nowcasting rainfall field
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm PHAST algorithm (CIMA)
Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
10 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-41: Probabilistic map
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm PHAST algorithm (CIMA)
Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
10 min
Description
Probability to overcome fixed threshold of precipitation.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-42: Nowcasting centroid paths
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm PHAST algorithm (CIMA)
Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
10 min
Description
Direction of the ensemble of the nowcasted maps
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
Only available of internal MH-EWS use.
PRD-43: Probability of 1 h rain accumulation > 0.2 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
3h
Resolution
15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
-

Emergency
messages

Emergency
messages

PRD-44: Probability of 1 h rain accumulation > 2 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
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Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

3h
15 min
15 min
Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

PRD-45: Probability of 1 h rain accumulation > 7 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
3h
Resolution
15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-46: Probability of 1 h rain accumulation > 20 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
3h
Resolution
15 min
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-47: Probability of 3 h rain accumulation > 0.8 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
-
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PRD-48: Probability of 3 h rain accumulation > 4 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-49: Probability of 3 h rain accumulation > 10 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-50: Probability of 3 h rain accumulation > 27 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
-

Emergency
messages

Emergency
messages

Emergency
messages

PRD-51: Probability of 12 h rain accumulation > 1.2 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
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Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

PRD-52: Probability of 12 h rain accumulation > 6 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-53: Probability of 12 h rain accumulation > 19 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-54: Probability of 12 h rain accumulation > 43 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
-

Emergency
messages

Emergency
messages

Emergency
messages

Emergency
messages

PRD-55: Probability of 24 h rain accumulation > 1.4 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
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Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
catalogue
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

PRD-56: Probability of 24 h rain accumulation > 7 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-57: Probability of 24 h rain accumulation > 23 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
PRD-58: Probability of 24 h rain accumulation > 50 mm
Hazard
Meteorological forecast and nowcast
Related Algorithm RAVAKE (FMI)
Coverage
Horizon
36 h
Resolution
1h
Update
15 min
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
Deliverable 3.2
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-

Products for floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
PRD-59: Number of ECMWF-ENS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 20-year
return period threshold
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 10 days
Resolution
5 km, 1day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Number of ECMWF-ENS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 20year return period threshold
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-60: Number of ECMWF-ENS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 5-year
return period threshold
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 10 days
Resolution
5 km, 1day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Number of ECMWF-ENS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 5year return period threshold
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-61: Number of COSMO-LEPS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 5-year
return period threshold
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 5 days
Resolution
5 km, 1day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Number of COSMO-LEPS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 5year return period threshold
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-62: Number of COSMO-LEPS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 20-year
return period threshold
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 5 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Number of COSMO-LEPS based forecasts exceeding the EFAS 20year return period threshold
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-63: Threshold exceedance map based on the deterministic ECMWF forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 10 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Threshold exceedance map based on the deterministic ECMWF
forecast
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-64: Threshold exceedance map based on the deterministic DWD forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 7 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Threshold exceedance map based on the deterministic DWD
forecast
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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PRD-65: Accumulated rainfall over the entire forecast range (10 days) of the
deterministic ECMWF forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-66: Accumulated rainfall over the entire forecast range (7 days) of the
deterministic DWD forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 days
Resolution
5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-67: Probability of exceeding 150 mm of accumulated rainfall over the entire
forecast range (10 days) for the ensemble ECMWF forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-68: Probability of exceeding 50 mm of accumulated rainfall over the entire
forecast range (10 days) for the ensemble ECMWF forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
10 days
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Resolution
Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

5 km
Twice a day
Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-69: Probability of exceeding 150 mm of accumulated rainfall over the entire
forecast range (5 days) for COSMO-LEPS forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
5 days
Resolution
5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-70: Probability of exceeding 50 mm of accumulated rainfall over the entire
forecast range (5 days) for COSMO-LEPS forecast
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
5 days
Resolution
5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-71: Accumulated daily rainfall from 06 UTC of the specified day until 06 UTC
of the following day based on interpolated precipitation observations
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Daily
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
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PRD-72: Average daily temperature based on interpolated temperature
observations
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Daily
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-73: LISFLOOD simulated amount of snow based on observed meteorological
input
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Daily
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-74: Deviation of the LISFLOOD simulated past 10-day average Snow Water
Equivalent (SWE) from normal conditions
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Daily
Description
The normal conditions have been derived using the simulated SWE
from a 22 year model climatology (1991 - 2012)
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-75: LISFLOOD simulated relative soil moisture of the upper soil layer based
on observed meteorological input
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
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Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Daily
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
catalogue
data services
services
-

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-76: Deviation of the LISFLOOD simulated daily soil moisture from normal
conditions
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Daily
Description
The normal conditions have been derived using the simulated soil
moisture from a 22 year model climatology (1991 - 2012)
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-77: Drainage area affected by the forecasted heavy precipitation and potential
flash floods
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
5 days
Resolution
1 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Red/Purple = drainage area affected with a high probability to exceed
a 5/20 year return period magnitude
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-78: EFAS Post-processed forecast hydrographs where near real-time
discharge observations are available
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 15 days
Resolution
Point locations where data is available, 1 day
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Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Twice a day
Calibrated forecasts for specified locations using observed data.
Will require setting up for the test sites.
Time series
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-80: Probability of exceeding severe flood warning threshold over the forecast
period
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Combined probability of exceeding threshold based on ECMWF
and DWD forecasts
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-81: Probability of exceeding high flood warning threshold over the forecast
period
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Combined probability of exceeding threshold based on ECMWF
and DWD forecasts
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-82: Probability of exceeding medium flood warning threshold over the
forecast period
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Combined probability of exceeding threshold based on ECMWF
and DWD forecasts
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-83: Probability of exceeding low flood warning threshold over the forecast
period
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 10 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice a day
Description
Combined probability of exceeding threshold based on ECMWF
and DWD forecasts
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-84: Probability of exceeding Flash Flood 20 year accumulations
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
5 days
Resolution
1 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Probability of exceeding one or more of the 20 year accumulations
within ERIC
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-85: Probability of exceeding Flash Flood 5 year accumulations
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
5 days
Resolution
1 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Probability of exceeding one or more of the 5 year accumulations
within ERIC
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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PRD-87: LISVAP - Potential reference evapotranspiration
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Once daily
Description
Evaporation of reference crop computed using observed data
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-88: LISVAP - Potential open water evaporation
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Once daily
Description
Evaporation of open water computed using observed data
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-89: LISVAP - Potential bare-soil soil evaporation
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Once daily
Description
Evaporation of bare soil computed using observed data
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-90: LISFLOOD - channel discharge based on ECMWF-ENS forecasts
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 15 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice daily
Description
Discharge in channel pixels from the LISFLOOD model
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-91: LISFLOOD - average recharge maps for upper and lower soils layers and
groundwater based on ECMWF-ENS forecasts
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Up to 15 days
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice daily
Description
Average inflow to various subsurface layer of LISFLOOD based on
the ECMWF ENS forecasts
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-92: LISFLOOD - Initial condition maps for various variables
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm EFAS (JRC-ECMWF)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Resolution
5 km, 1 day
Update
Twice daily
Description
Water depth, snow cover, interception, soil moisture, water in
upper/lower layers, initial conditions of the model
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-93: Flash flood hazard level
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm FF-EWS (UPC-CRAHI)
Coverage
Europe / regional (Pilot Site)
Horizon
6 h / 2-6 h
Resolution
1 km and 15 min / 1 km and 5 min
Update
15 min (OPERA update time)
Description
Raster map with the FF hazard level (0-3) calculated over the
drainage network over the analysis domain.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-94: Flash flood impact
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Hazard
Related Algorithm
Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
FF-EWS (UPC-CRAHI)
Europe / regional (Pilot Site)
6 h / 2-6 h
1 km and 15 min / 1 km and 5 min
~15 min (OPERA update time)
Raster map with the identification of the most significant impacts due
to flash floods, obtained by combination of flash flood hazard and
land use and vulnerability layers, including flood hazard and flood risk
maps.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-95: Prediction of probabilistic discharge time series on a specific section
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm Flood-PROOFS (CIMA)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h
Resolution
1 km and 15 min
Update
In forecasting probabilistic mode runs every time new NWP
forecasts are available (typically twice or four time a day), while in
observations deterministic mode is executed hourly (i.e. 24
times/day).
Description
Prediction of probabilistic discharge time series on specific sections.
Vectors representing the probabilistic discharge values along the
simulation time on the mainstream section.
Nature
Time series
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-96: Probability to overcome a discharge return period on single/multi
catchment within the prediction time
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm Flood-PROOFS (CIMA)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h
Resolution
1 km and 15 min
Update
In forecasting probabilistic mode runs every time new NWP
forecasts are available (typically twice or four time a day), while in
observations deterministic mode is executed hourly (i.e. 24
times/day).
Description
Probability to overcome a discharge return period on single/multi
catchment within the prediction time. Indication of probability to
exceed a return period in a single catchment or in an area within the
prediction time of the forecast run.
Nature
Time series
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services

Bulk data
services
-

Geospatial
data services
-

Emergency
messages

PRD-97: Continuous state variables maps
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm Flood-PROOFS (CIMA)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h
Resolution
1 km and 15 min
Update
In forecasting probabilistic mode runs every time new NWP
forecasts are available (typically twice or four time a day), while in
observations deterministic mode is executed hourly (i.e. 24
times/day).
Description
The hydrological model Continuum embedded in the Flood-PROOFS
gives in output also the continuous raster representation of the state
variables such as land surface temperature, evapotranspiration, etc.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-98: Landslide & DF hazard level
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm Algorithm for landslide hazard assessment (UPC-CRAHI)
Coverage
Europe / Local
Horizon
6 h / 2-6 h
Resolution
1 km and 15 min / 1 km and 5 min
Update
Every time new radar observations (and nowcasts) are available.
When used with OPERA composites (with time resolution of 15 min),
96 times/day.
Description
Raster map with the hazard level (0-2) calculated over the analysis
domain
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-99: Landslide & DF impacts
Hazard
Floods, flash-floods, debris flow and landslides
Related Algorithm Algorithm for landslide hazard assessment (UPC-CRAHI)
Coverage
Europe / Local
Horizon
6 h / 2-6 h
Resolution
1 km and 15 min / 1 km and 5 min
Update
Every time new radar observations (and nowcasts) are available.
When used with OPERA composites (with time resolution of 15 min),
96 times/day.
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Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Raster map with the identification of the most significant impacts due
to debris flows, obtained by combination of debris flows hazard and
the land use and vulnerability layers.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

Products for storm surges
PRD-100: Storm surge levels
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm EFAS- COAST (CFR-JRC)
Coverage
European coastline
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
5km, 3 h
Update
Daily
Description
Total sea level take into account astronomic and atmospheric tide
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-101: Significant wave height
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm EFAS- COAST (CFR-JRC)
Coverage
European coastline
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
5km, 3 h
Update
Daily
Description
Average of the wave height (trough to crest) of the highest third of
the waves
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-102: Peak wave period
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm EFAS- COAST (CFR-JRC)
Coverage
European coastline
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
5km, 3 h
Update
Daily
Description
Wave peak period is the wave period with the highest energy
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

PRD-103: Peak wave direction
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm EFAS- COAST (CFR-JRC)
Coverage
European coastline
Horizon
5km, 3 h
Resolution
Daily
Update
Direction of waves with the higher energy
Description
5km, 3 h
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
-

Emergency
messages

Emergency
messages

PRD-104: Shoreline points showing the locations where the forecasted storm
surge exceeds a 5 (green), 20 (yellow), 50 (red) and100 (purple) year return period
magnitude.
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm EFAS- COAST (CFR-JRC)
Coverage
European coastline
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
5 km, 3 h
Update
Daily
Description
Hazard level based on the exceedance of the extreme surge level
corresponding to different return periods (5, 20,50 and 100 years)
Nature
Time Series
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-106: Safe Corridor Width (at some specific points)
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Erosion and inundation model (CFR)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
10 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
The distance between buildings/infrastructures and the waterline
Nature
Time Series
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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PRD-107: Sea surface level (astronomical tidal + storm surge)
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Regional Storm surge model (CFR)
Coverage
Regional
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
50 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Total sea level take into account astronomic and atmospheric tide
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-108: Significant wave height
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Regional Storm surge model (CFR)
Coverage
Regional
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
50 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Average of the wave height (trough to crest) of the highest third of
the waves
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-109: Peak wave period
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Regional Storm surge model (CFR)
Coverage
Regional
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
50 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Peak wave period is the wave period with the highest energy
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-110: Peak wave direction
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Regional Storm surge model (CFR)
Coverage
Regional
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
50 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Direction of waves with the higher energy
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-111: Erosion-accretion
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Erosion and inundation model (CFR)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
10 m, 3 h
Update
Daily
Description
Maps of erosion accretion in the predefined erodible areas
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-112: Maximum flow velocity map
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Erosion and inundation model (CFR)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
10 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Maximum flow velocity forecasted in the landward area
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-113: Maximum inundation depth map
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Erosion and inundation model (CFR)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
10 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Maximum water level forecasted in the landward area
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-114: Shoreline retreat
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Erosion and inundation model (CFR)
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Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Local
72 h.
10 m, 3 h
Daily
Variations in shoreline position in the predefined erodible areas
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-115: A hazard inundation layer
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Erosion and inundation model (CFR)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
10 m, 30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Flow severity category based on velocity*inundation depth.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-116: A hazard erosion layer (dry beach width)
Hazard
Storm surges
Related Algorithm Erosion and inundation model (CFR)
Coverage
Local
Horizon
72 h.
Resolution
30 min
Update
Daily
Description
Width of the dry beach during the forecasted period
Nature
Time Series
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
catalogue
data services
services
data services
-

Emergency
messages

Products for heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
PRD-117: Heatwave index (UTCI)
Hazard
Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
Related Algorithm UTCI (UoR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
10-day
Resolution
~18 km × 18 km
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Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Twice a day (initiated by 00UTC and the 12UTC ECMWF-ENS
releases)
The Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI) is an equivalent
temperature representing the thermal stress induced by the
atmospheric environment, e.g. temperature, wind, humidity and
radiation, on the human body. UTCI is a universal index, i.e. it is valid
in all climates and seasons, as well as on spatial and temporal scales
from the micro through to the macro (Błażejczyk et al. 2013). UTCI is
represented via an assessment scale where thermal stress levels
associated to different physiological responses have been defined by
a multidisciplinary team of experts in the fields of medicine, biology,
mathematics and meteorology in the framework of a commission of
the international Society of Biometeorology and of the COST
European Cooperation in Scientific and Technical Research Action
730 (COST Action 730, 2013).
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-118: Ozone (O3)
Hazard
Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
Related Algorithm RAQ (UoR)
Coverage
Europe (from 25ºW to 45ºE and from 30ºN to 70ºN)
Horizon
4 days
Resolution
1h
0.1º by 0.1º
Update
Daily
Description
Air pollution is a major environmental risk to health, especially in
extreme events such as heat waves when limited air circulation and
high temperatures promote the build-up and/or stagnation of air
pollutants.
Ozone is formed by the photochemical reaction of pollutants such as
nitrogen oxides (NOx) from vehicle and industry emissions and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted by vehicles, solvents
and industry. As a result, the highest levels of ozone pollution occur
during periods of sunny weather, e.g. heat waves. Excessive ozone
in the air can cause breathing problems, trigger asthma, reduce lung
function and cause lung diseases28. A European study has shown
that the effects of heat-wave days on mortality are larger when
concentration levels of ground-level ozone are high (Analitis et al.
2014).
Ozone concentration table for air quality standards is as defined by
the European Commission (European Commission 2016).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages

28

http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs313/en/
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PRD-119: Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Hazard
Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
Related Algorithm RAQ (UoR)
Coverage
Europe (from 25ºW to 45ºE and from 30ºN to 70ºN)
Horizon
4 days
Resolution
1h
0.1º by 0.1º
Update
Daily
Description
Air pollution is a major environmental risk to health, especially in
extreme events such as heat waves when limited air circulation and
high temperatures promote the build-up and/or stagnation of air
pollutants.
Nitrogen dioxide is the main source of nitrate aerosols, which form
an important fraction of fine particles (PM2.5) and, in the presence of
ultraviolet light, of ozone (Vieno at al. 2010). The major sources of
anthropogenic emissions of NO2 are combustion processes, e.g.
heating, power generation, engines in vehicles29.
Nitrogen dioxide concentration table for air quality standards is as
defined by the European Commission (European Commission 2016).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-120: Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
Hazard
Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
Related Algorithm RAQ (UoR)
Coverage
Europe (from 25ºW to 45ºE and from 30ºN to 70ºN)
Horizon
4 days
Resolution
1h
0.1º by 0.1º
Update
Daily
Description
Air pollution is a major environmental risk to health, especially in
extreme events such as heat waves when limited air circulation and
high temperatures promote the build-up and/or stagnation of air
pollutants.
Sulphur dioxide is produced from the burning of sulphur-containing
fossil fuels (coal and oil) for domestic heating, power generation and
motor vehicles. During a heat wave, there may be increases in
sulphur dioxide emissions from power stations due to an increase in
energy use for air conditioning (NHS 2011).
Sulphur dioxide can affect the respiratory system and the functions
of the lungs (i.e., worsen symptoms of asthma), and causes irritation
of the eyes30.
29
30

http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs313/en/
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs313/en/
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Sulphur dioxide concentration table for air quality standards is as
defined by the European Commission (European Commission 2016).
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-121: Carbon monoxide (CO)
Hazard
Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
Related Algorithm RAQ (UoR)
Coverage
Europe (from 25ºW to 45ºE and from 30ºN to 70ºN)
Horizon
4 days
Resolution
1h
0.1º by 0.1º
Update
Daily
Description
Air pollution is a major environmental risk to health, especially in
extreme events such as heat waves when limited air circulation and
high temperatures promote the build-up and/or stagnation of air
pollutants.
Carbon monoxide is a colourless, odourless gas produced by the
incomplete-combustion of carbon-containing fuels. Its health effects
are largely due to its ability to reduce the oxygen carrying capacity of
the blood in the human body. Major contribution to atmospheric
carbon come from road transport and industrial fuel burning. Natural
sources of carbon monoxide include fires (PHE 2016). During the
2010 Russian heatwave, levels of carbon monoxide were several
times the maximum allowable concentration across the Moscow
region and were mainly due to wildfires (Golitsyn et al. 2011,
Konovalov et al. 2011).
Carbon monoxide concentration table for air quality standards is as
defined by the European Commission (European Commission 2016).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-122: Particulate matters below 10 mm (PM10)
Hazard
Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
Related Algorithm RAQ (UoR)
Coverage
Europe (from 25ºW to 45ºE and from 30ºN to 70ºN)
Horizon
4 days
Resolution
1h
0.1º by 0.1º
Update
Daily
Description
Air pollution is a major environmental risk to health, especially in
extreme events such as heat waves when limited air circulation and
high temperatures promote the build-up and/or stagnation of air
pollutants.
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Particulate matter consists of a complex mixture of solid and liquid
particles of organic and inorganic substances suspended in the air,
such as sulphate, nitrates, ammonia, sodium chloride, black carbon,
mineral dust and water. Particles with a diameter of 10 microns or
less, i.e. PM2.5 and PM10, are the most health-damaging particles
as they can penetrate and lodge deep inside the lungs. Chronic
exposure to particles contributes to the risk of developing
cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, as well as of lung cancer31.
A European study has shown that the effects of heat-wave days on
mortality are larger when concentration levels of PM10 are high
(Analitis et al. 2014).
PM10 concentration table for air quality standards is as defined by
the European Commission (European Commission 2016).
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-123: Particulate matters below 2.5 mm (PM2.5)
Hazard
Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
Related Algorithm RAQ (UoR)
Coverage
Europe (from 25ºW to 45ºE and from 30ºN to 70ºN)
Horizon
4 days
Resolution
1h
0.1º by 0.1º
Update
Daily
Description
Air pollution is a major environmental risk to health, especially in
extreme events such as heat waves when limited air circulation and
high temperatures promote the build-up and/or stagnation of air
pollutants.
Particulate matter consists of a complex mixture of solid and liquid
particles of organic and inorganic substances suspended in the air,
such as sulfate, nitrates, ammonia, sodium chloride, black carbon,
mineral dust and water. Particles with a diameter of 10 microns or
less, i.e. PM2.5 and PM10, are the most health-damaging particles
as they can penetrate and lodge deep inside the lungs. Chronic
exposure to particles contributes to the risk of developing
cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, as well as of lung cancer32.
PM2.5 concentration table for air quality standards is as defined by
the European Commission (European Commission 2016).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-123B: CAMS EPSgrams

31
32

http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs313/en/
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs313/en/
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Hazard
Related Algorithm
Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Heatwaves and weather-induced health impacts
RAQ (UoR)
Europe (from 25ºW to 45ºE and from 30ºN to 70ºN)
4 days
3h
Daily
CAMS EPSgrams shows the 4-day forecasts of ozone, nitrogen
dioxide, sulphur dioxide and PM10 aerosol concentrations, and their
associated uncertainties. Thresholds as defined by the European
Commission (European Commission 2016) for air quality are also
reported. EPSgrams are provided for 41 major European cities.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

Products for weather-induced fires
PRD-124: Fire Weather Index
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Description
Based on the Fire Weather Index System (Canadian). Numerical
rating of fire intensity. It is suitable as a general index of fire danger.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-125: Build up index
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Description
Based on the Fire Weather Index System (Canadian). Numerical
rating of the total amount of fuel available for combustion.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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PRD-126: Duff moisture code
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Description
Based on the Fire Weather Index System (Canadian). Numerical
rating of the average moisture content of loosely compacted organic
layers of moderate depth.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-127: Drought code
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Description
Based on the Fire Weather Index System (Canadian). Numerical
rating of the average moisture content of deep, compact, organic
layers.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-128: Fine fuel moisture code
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Description
Based on the Fire Weather Index System (Canadian). Numerical
rating of the moisture content of litter and other cured fine fuels.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-129: Initial spread index
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
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Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

10 days
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Based on the Fire Weather Index System (Canadian). Numerical
rating of the expected rate of fire spread.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-130: Fire danger index
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Description
Calibrated FWI classes
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-131: Keetch-Byram drought index
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following the 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release.
Description
Based on the McArthur Forest Fire Danger Meter (Australian). Metric
of seasonal drought severity and fuel availability.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-132: Drought Factor
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release.
Description
Based on the McArthur Forest Fire Danger Meter (Australian). Metric
of fuel availability as determined by seasonal severity and recent rain
effects.
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-133: Energy release component
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release.
Description
Based on the National Fire Danger Rating System (US). Potential
available energy at the head of the fire.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-134: Ignition component
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release.
Description
Based on the National Fire Danger Rating System (US). Numerical
rating of the probability that a fire that requires suppression action will
result if a firebrand is introduced into a fine fuel complex.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-135: Burning Index
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release.
Description
Based on the National Fire Danger Rating System (US). Metric of
flame length in feet at the head of a fire.
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-136: Spread component
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm GEFF (ECMWF)
Coverage
Global
Horizon
10 days
Resolution
O1280, ~9 km [HRES]; O640, ~18 km [ENS]
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release.
Description
Based on the National Fire Danger Rating System (US). Forward rate
of spread at the head of the fire in feet per minute.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-137: Fire Danger Index (FDI) map
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm RISICO (CIMA)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
RISICO system makes use of 00 UTC ECMWF forecast release to
provide fire danger forecasts over the 72 h and of COSMOI7 until 10
days
Resolution
1 map per day
Administrative units available selected by the end user.
Update
RISICO starts executing the first run when the output of the 00UTC
ECMWF forecast is available. Later, RISICO execute a new run each
3 h including the new available meteorological observations and the
output of updated meteorological models (12 UTC ECMWF forecast)
until 21 UTC.
Description
Daily average of ROS time series map over different thresholds
(90%, 75%, 50%, average) (Fiorucci et al., 2011).
Nature
Shape
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-138: Fire Danger Index (FDI)
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm RISICO (CIMA)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
RISICO system makes use of either the 00 UTC and the 12 UTC
ECMWF forecast release to provide maps of fire danger index until
10 days
Resolution
3h
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Update

Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

From 10 km to 50 m.
RISICO starts executing the first run when the output of the 00UTC
ECMWF forecast is available. Later, RISICO execute a new run
each 3 h including the new available meteorological observations
and the output of updated meteorological models (12 UTC ECMWF
forecast) until 21 UTC.
Daily average of ROS time series map for the selected administrative
units (Fiorucci et al., 2011).
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-139: Early Warning Fire Danger
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm RISICO (CIMA)
Coverage
Local stations where complete meteorological dataset is available
Horizon
Resolution
10 min.
Update
RISICO is updated each 10 min using meteorological observations.
Description
24 h average of ROS time series (Fiorucci et al., 2011). Map of
markers corresponding to local meteorological stations
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-140: Fine fuel moisture content
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm RISICO (CIMA)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
RISICO system makes use of either the 00 UTC and the 12 UTC
ECMWF forecast release to provide maps of fire danger index until
10 days
Resolution
3h
From 10 km to 50 m.
Update
RISICO starts executing the first run when the output of the 00UTC
ECMWF forecast is available. Later, RISICO execute a new run
each 3 h including the new available meteorological observations
and the output of updated meteorological models (12 UTC ECMWF
forecast) until 21 UTC
Description
Numerical rating of the moisture content of dead fine fuels (Fiorucci
et al., 2011).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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PRD-141: Rate Of Spread (ROS)
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm RISICO (CIMA)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
RISICO system makes use of either the 00 UTC and the 12 UTC
ECMWF forecast release to provide maps of fire danger index until
10 days
Resolution
3h
From 10 km to 50 m.
Update
RISICO starts executing the first run when the output of the 00UTC
ECMWF forecast is available. Later, RISICO execute a new run
each 3 h including the new available meteorological observations
and the output of updated meteorological models (12 UTC ECMWF
forecast) until 21 UTC
Description
Numerical rating of the expected rate of fire spread (Fiorucci et al.,
2011).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-142: Effect of wind on ROS
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm RISICO (CIMA)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
RISICO system makes use of either the 00 UTC and the 12 UTC
ECMWF forecast release to provide maps of fire danger index until
10 days
Resolution
3h
From 10 km to 50 m.
Update
RISICO starts executing the first run when the output of the 00UTC
ECMWF forecast is available. Later, RISICO execute a new run
each 3 h including the new available meteorological observations
and the output of updated meteorological models (12 UTC ECMWF
forecast) until 21 UTC.
Description
Multiplicative factor applied to the potential rate of spread on flat
terrain in no wind condition (static input parameter) which consider
the effect of wind speed and direction on rate of spread (Fiorucci et
al., 2011).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-143: Burnt area probability map
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm Propagator (CIMA)
Coverage
Pilot sites where input data are available
Horizon
48 h
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Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

20 m minimum
On demand
Probability map of the burned area each 30 min of simulation. The
maps represent for each pixel the number of independent simulation,
which burnt the pixel itself with respect to the total number of fire
simulated.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-144: Perimeter of burned area
Hazard
Weather-induced fires
Related Algorithm Propagator (CIMA)
Coverage
Pilot sites where input data are available
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
20 m minimum
Update
On demand
Description
Each 30 min the perimeter of the burner area over the threshold
probability of 75%.
Nature
Shape
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-

Products for drought
PRD-145: Daily Soil Moisture
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm EDO (JRC)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
Real time
Resolution
5 km
Update
daily
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
catalogue
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-146: Forecasted Soil Moisture
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm EDO (JRC)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 days
Resolution
5 km
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Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

daily
Raster Maps
Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

PRD-147: Forecasted Soil Moisture Anomaly
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm EDO (JRC)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 days
Resolution
5 km
Update
daily
Description
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
catalogue
data services
services
-

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-148: Forecasted Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI-xk)
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Standardized drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
Monthly
Description
Calculated for multiple time scales (x=1, 3, 6, up to 12 months), lead
times (1, 2, 3, ..., 7 months ahead), and the indices will be provided
for the median, 10%, 25%, 75% and 90% percentiles obtained from
51 members.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-149: Forecasted Standardized Precipitation Evaporation Index (SPEI-xk)
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Standardized drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
Monthly
Description
Calculated for multiple time scales (x=1, 3, 6, up to 12 months), lead
times (1, 2, 3, ..., 7 months ahead), and the indices will be provided
for the median, 10%, 25%, 75% and 90% percentiles obtained from
51 members.
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-150: Forecasted Standardized Groundwater Index (SGI-xk)
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Standardized drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
Monthly
Description
Calculated for multiple time scales (x=1, 3, 6, up to 12 months), lead
times (1, 2, 3, ..., 7 months ahead), and the indices will be provided
for the median, 10%, 25%, 75% and 90% percentiles obtained from
51 members.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-151: Forecasted Standardized Runoff Index (SRI-xk)
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Standardized drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
Monthly
Description
Calculated for multiple time scales (x=1, 3, 6, up to 12 months), lead
times (1, 2, 3, ..., 7 months ahead), and the indices will be provided
for the median, 10%, 25%, 75% and 90% percentiles obtained from
51 members.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-152: Standardised Forecasted Drought deficit volume
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Threshold drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months @ European scale
15-45 days @ Pilot sites scale
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
monthly @ European scale
daily @ Pilot sites scale
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Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Calculated for precipitation, soil moisture, groundwater, and runoff
and provided for the median, 10%, 25%, 75%, and 90% percentiles
obtained from 51 members.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-153: Forecasted Duration drought
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Threshold drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months @ European scale
15-45 days @ Pilot sites scale
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
monthly @ European scale
daily @ Pilot sites scale
Description
Calculated for precipitation, soil moisture, groundwater, and runoff
and provided for the median, 10%, 25%, 75%, and 90% percentiles
obtained from 51 members.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-154: Onset drought
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Threshold drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months @ European scale
15-45 days @ Pilot sites scale
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
monthly @ European scale
daily @ Pilot sites scale
Description
Calculated for precipitation, soil moisture, groundwater, and runoff
and provided for the median, 10%, 25%, 75%, and 90% percentiles
obtained from 51 members.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-155: Termination / recovery rate
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Threshold drought indices (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months @ European scale
15-45 days @ Pilot sites scale
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Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

5 km (Lisflood)
monthly @ European scale
daily @ Pilot sites scale
Calculated for precipitation, soil moisture, groundwater, and runoff
and provided for the median, 10%, 25%, 75%, and 90% percentiles
obtained from 51 members.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-157: Forecasted Area in Drought (SPI-xk, SPEI-xk, SGI-xk, SRI-xk, Threshold
method)
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Standardized and threshold approaches (WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months @ European scale
15-45 days @ Pilot sites scale
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
monthly @ European scale
daily @ Pilot sites scale
Description
Forecasted of temporal (monthly) evolution of Area in Drought
(different indices) in probabilistic terms (percentiles obtained from 51
members)
Nature
Time series
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-158: Forecasted Drought duration of area in drought (SPI-xk, SPEI-xk, SGI-xk,
SRI-xk, and threshold)
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Standardized and threshold approaches(WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months @ European scale
15-45 days @ Pilot sites scale
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
monthly @ European scale
daily @ Pilot sites scale
Description
Forecasted of temporal evolution of Drought Duration of Area in
Drought (different indices) in probabilistic terms (distribution over
cells in drought, and percentiles obtained from 51 members)
Nature
Time series
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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PRD-160: Summary statistics Forecasted Standardised deficit volume (DT) of area
in drought
Hazard
Droughts
Related Algorithm Standardized and threshold approaches(WUR)
Coverage
Europe
Horizon
7 months @ European scale
15-45 days @ Pilot sites scale
Resolution
5 km (Lisflood)
Update
monthly @ European scale
daily @ Pilot sites scale
Description
Forecasted of temporal evolution of Standardized Deficit Volume of
Area in Drought (different indices) in probabilistic terms (distribution
over cells in drought, and percentiles obtained from 51 members)
Nature
Time series
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-

Products for convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
PRD-161: Convective cell objects
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm SASSE (FMI)
Coverage
Finnish territory
Horizon
1h
Resolution
250 m, 5 min
Update
5 min
Description
Detected convective phenomenon are considered as objects and
classified into one of several danger categories using fault
messages. (Pekka Rossi, 2015). Power cut incidents, which are
caused by severe weather, are used to train classification software
to detect from weather radar data thunder storms, which potentially
cause different categories of power failures (none, small amount,
medium amount – possible to handle with normal staffing, huge
amount – need for extra staff).
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-162: Forecasted convective cells
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm SASSE (FMI)
Coverage
Finnish territory
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Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

1h
250 m, 5 min
5 min
Detected convective objects are extrapolated to give a forecast which
captures the uncertainty in the future location and category. (Pekka
Rossi, 2015). The extrapolation is based on the movement/velocity
of objects, which will be calculated from previous observed cells. The
size and shape of the forecasted object changes in time, which
illustrates the uncertainty of the forecast.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-163: Precipitation type (deterministic)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
240 h
Resolution
~12 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Estimates phase of the precipitation at ground level distinguishing
between rain, drizzle, and freezing rain, freezing drizzle, sleet and
snow. The first guess is based on vertical levels of the deterministic
ECMWF forecasting models. Probability forecast utilizes PEPS,
which includes also previous NWP runs.
Precipitation type is expressed in a numeric field presenting the
precipitation type at every pixel. This field is a number between 0 and
5, with the following representation: 0-Drizzle, 1-Rain, 2-Snow, 3Freezing drizzle, 4-Freezing rain.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-164: Probability of precipitation type
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
240 h
Resolution
~12 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Estimates phase of the precipitation at ground level distinguishing
between rain, drizzle, and freezing rain, freezing drizzle, sleet and
snow. The first guess is based on vertical levels of the deterministic
ECMWF forecasting models. Probability forecast utilizes PEPS,
which includes also previous NWP runs.
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-165: Dry snow-load on canopy
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-166: Frozen snow-load on canopy
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-167: Wet snow-load on canopy
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-168: Amount of dry, wet and frozen snow-load on canopy
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Hazard
Related Algorithm
Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Fennoscandia
48 h
~7.5 km
Twice a day
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-169: Hoar-load on canopy
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-170: Amount of hoar, dry snow, wet snow and frozen snow on canopy
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-171: Amount of total snow snow-load change on canopy
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
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Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-172: Type of the largest snow-load (none, dry, wet frozen, hoar) on canopy
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
The type of the largest snow-load is represented at every pixel with
a numeric representation: 0-None, 1-Dry, 2-Wet frozen, 3-Hoar.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-173: Dry snow-load on transmission line
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-174: Frozen snow-load on transmission line
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
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PRD-175: Wet snow-load on transmission line
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-176: Amount of dry, wet and frozen snow-load on wire
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-177: Hoar-load on transmission line
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-178: Amount of hoar, dry snow wet snow and frozen snow on wire
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
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Resolution
Update
Description
Nature
Product’s
catalogue

~7.5 km
Twice a day
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-179: Amount of total snow, snow-load change on wire
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-180: Type of the largest snow-load
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
The type of the largest snow-load is represented at every pixel with
a numeric representation: 0-None, 1-Dry, 2-Wet frozen, 3-Hoar
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-181: Wind gust forecast
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm Snow and gust algorithms (FMI)
Coverage
Fennoscandia
Horizon
48 h
Resolution
~7.5 km
Update
Twice a day
Description
Algorithms is based on NWP models (ECMWF, HIRLAM and GFS)
observations and the best guess of the meteorologist
Nature
Raster Maps
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Product’s
catalogue

Times series
data services
-

Bulk data
services

Geospatial
data services

Emergency
messages

PRD-182: Probability of rain - low intensity (0.2-2 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release.
Description
Instantaneous probability of rain with precipitation rates between
0.12-0.2 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-183-A: Probability of rain - medium intensity 0.2-1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of rain with precipitation rates between 0.21 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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PRD-183: Probability of rain - high intensity (>1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of rain with precipitation rates >1 mm/h.
Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-184: Probability of freezing rain - low intensity (0.05-0.2 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of freezing rain with precipitation rates
between 0.05-0.2 mm/h.
Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-184-B: Probability of freezing rain - medium intensity (0.2-1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
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Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Global
144 h
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Instantaneous probability of freezing rain with precipitation rates
between 0.2-1 mm/h.
Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-185: Probability of freezing rain - high intensity (>1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of freezing rain with precipitation rates >1
mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-186: Probability of snow - low intensity (0.05-0.2 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
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Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Instantaneous probability of snow with precipitation rates between
0.05-0.2 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-186-B: Probability of snow - medium intensity (0.2-1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of snow with precipitation rates between
0.2-1 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-187: Probability of snow - high intensity (>1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of snow with precipitation rates >1 mm/h.
Expressed in percentage.
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-188: Probability of wet snow - low intensity (0.05-0.2 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of wet snow precipitation with precipitation
rates between 0.05-0.2 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-188-B: Probability of wet snow - medium intensity (0.2-1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of wet snow with precipitation rates
between 0.2-1 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-189: Probability of wet snow - high intensity (>1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of wet snow with precipitation rates >1
mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-190: Probability of sleet - low intensity (0.1-0.2 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of sleet with precipitation rates between
0.1-0.2 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
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PRD-190-B: Probability of sleet - medium intensity (0.2-1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of sleet with precipitation rates between
0.2-1 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-191: Probability of sleet - high intensity (>1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of sleet with precipitation rates >1 mm/h.
Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-192: Probability of ice pellets - low intensity (0.05-0.2 mm/h)
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Hazard
Related Algorithm
Coverage
Horizon
Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Global
144 h
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Instantaneous probability of ice pellets with precipitation rates
between 0.05-0.2 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-192-B: Probability of ice pellets - medium intensity (0.2-1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Instantaneous probability of ice pellets with precipitation rates
between 0.2-1 mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Nature
Raster Maps
Product’s
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
catalogue
data services
services
data services
messages
PRD-193: Probability of ice pellets - high intensity (>1 mm/h)
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
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Resolution
Update
Description

Nature
Product’s
catalogue

The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h.
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Instantaneous probability of ice pellets with precipitation rates >1
mm/h. Expressed in percentage.
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The probability is calculated from the
precipitation type variable which has 6 different precipitation
categories: rain, freezing rain, snow, wet snow, sleet and ice pellets.
The precipitation rate variable was used to classify the probabilities
in different precipitation intensities.
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-

PRD-194: Most probable precipitation type
Hazard
Convective storms, severe winds and snowfall
Related Algorithm ECMWF probability of precipitation type
Coverage
Global
Horizon
144 h
Resolution
The spatial resolution is 0.2° x 0.2° lat/lon grid (that is approximately
18 km) and the temporal resolution is 3-hourly for T+0h to T+144h
Update
Once a day following either the 00 UTC or the 12 UTC ECMWF
forecast release
Description
Based on the IFS atmospheric model ensemble with 1 control and 50
perturbed forecasts. The most probable precipitation type describes
which type is most probable whenever the probability of some
precipitation is >50%.
Expressed in integers: from 1 to 18:
1: most probable is rain with probability <50%
2: most probable is rain with probability 50-70%
3: most probable is rain with probability >70%
4: most probable is sleet with probability <50%
5: most probable is sleet with probability 50-70%
6: most probable is sleet with probability >70%
7: most probable is wet snow with probability <50%
8: most probable is wet snow with probability 50-70%
9: most probable is wet snow with probability >70%
10: most probable is snow with probability <50%
11: most probable is snow with probability 50-70%
12: most probable is snow with probability >70%
13: most probable is ice pellets with probability <50%
14: most probable is ice pellets with probability 50-70%
15: most probable is ice pellets with probability >70%
16: most probable is freezing rain with probability <50%
17: most probable is freezing rain with probability 50-70%
18: most probable is freezing rain with probability >70%
19: probability of total precipitation between 30-50%
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Nature
Product’s
catalogue

Deliverable 3.2

20: probability of total precipitation between 10-30%
Raster Maps
Times series
Bulk data
Geospatial
Emergency
data services
services
data services
messages
-
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